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CHAPTER I 
IN'lRODUCTION 
In the course of the Middle !ges. drama naade ita appearance in 
England in the fora of religious plqa. Perhaps the 1Il0st important of 
these plqa were the MTsterT Cycles, which were representations of the 
stol7 of manld:nd froll the Creaticm. to the Last Judpent. The .. C101es 
are important 'because thq reflect the spirit and ideals of the t1aea 
during which they were pl'Oduced and because' thq laid the groundwork upon 
which the great drama of the Elizabethan era was built. Since lIore is 
known about the My'ster1es than aboUt the other types of religiOUS drama 
of the H1ddle !ges, thq have gained a new importance because of the 
light they shed upon the medieval religious plays which are being reY1ved 
with increasing frequenc7 both in England and America. 
During the last centur,y and a halt, scholars bave become increasingly 
aware of the importance of the M;ratel"1' Cyoles not onlT because of their 
role in the soh .. 01 the development of English dr .... , but also because 
of their own intrinsic mer! t. 1'his renewed interest in the My'&ter7 
Cyoles has led to the publication of numerous studies concerning various 
aspects of the pla,.. B7 consulting periodical articles on the Cyeles, 
1 
the student of this phase of Engl1sh drama can talce advantage of the 
great wealth of material already available and can become acquainted 
2 
wi ttl the problems which confront the scholar in this field. An annotated 
bibliograpq, giving the essence of sch article, can save time for the 
reader by directing him to those articles dealing with the particular 
aspect of the Cyel.. in which he 1s interested. 
John I. Wells bas made a contribution in this direction in his A 
-
Manual !!! lin tin,s !!! Middle EnSlish, 102<>-1400, in which he records 
the generally accepted views of scholars on the works published during 
the Middle Agee and SOM of the probl .. s enqountered in the study' of 
the.e vorlca. With ita nine supplements, this Manual covers the f1eld. 
up to 194.$. Sino. the book, however, considers not onq drama but all 
types of writing, the bibUograph1' is, of necessity, selective. there 
18, moreover, no indicat10n of the contenta and nature ot each bibl1ographi-
cal i tam l1sted; the author mere11' presents a brief SWllflJ&17 ot some of 
the more prominent problems in each tield. Following the pattern set 
by Wells's Manual, KiUet Henshaw deals v817 brief~ with on.Q- the most 
significant article. concerning the C101es in -. Survey of Studies in 
Medieval Dr8Jll&, 1933-19.$0,- pubUshed in Progress ~ Medieval ~ Renais-
sance Studies tor A.ugust, 19.$1. 
The most recent help in this area, an exhaustive l1st ot the works 
pertinent to the entire field ot lledieval drama, is the BibUograp!!t 
!!! Medlev,,:?. Dra~ by the Reverend Carl J. Strataan, C.S.V., publ1shed 
3 
in 1954. It is the section in this book on -Medieval Engliah Drama-
that has given rise to the present work, which i8 an attempt to indicate, 
in a general way-, the nature ot the material to be found on the subject 
of the English Mystery Cycle8. 
Since rev.iews ot books on the subject are readiq available, the 
present work i8 l1II1 ted to a discussion ot the periodical articles and 
the several eseqs appearing in testsohri.tten ooncerning the live _jor 
. 
O1Ole8 in England, Towneley, tork, Che8ter, liwlu8 Coventria!, and. 
Coven:rr. 
'!'he annotated bibllography is intended' to pre.ent brief lIU.lIWlarie. 
ot the contents ot particular articles. Arranged alphabetical~, it 
cannot provide an adequate overvi.. of a lieU as vast as that ot the 
M;ystery Cycles. The section ot annotations ot individual article. i. 
therefore preceded b7 a chapter summarizing, more or less chronologioall1, 
the problems and trends in the scholarship on the Cycle8. In thi. 
chapter are presented the va¢ng views on such question8 as the dating 
ot the Cycles, their relation to each other, and their sources. Besides 
indica ting the change in the trend8 ot thought on specifio problems 
concerning the Cyoles, the sum.ar.r also oonsiders the change in attitude 
toward the C701.s and the ohange in approaoh in the treatment of the 
problems concerning the play's. A special chapter is devoted to the 
roles pla,-ed by' internal and external evidence in the study' of the Cycles. 
In both the SURIIlarr and the bibliograph7, the Mystery' Cycles in 
4 
general .are g1 ven f'irst consideration. In the section on the 1n1i vidual 
Cyelea, townel., is treated first since it has been most popular with 
contributors to periodicals; York, because of' its close relationship to 
-
Townelel, is considered next. tudue Coventriae is placed between Chester, 
f'rom which some scholars claim it received its Old Testament plays, and 
Covenw, with which it is often confused. In e verT section of' the 
bibliographT, the entries are listed alphabetical~ according to author, 
but each author's works are presented chronological17 under his name 
since this makes tor a lIore sequential overview of' the author-s ideas. 
Such an arrangement has seemed 1II0st conducive to increasing the value of' 
the bibliographT and of' the 8U11Jm&l'T accompanying it. 
CHAP'l'ER n 
SUMMARY or '1'HE 'lRENm AND FROBLEMS 
DISCUSSED IN PERIODICAL IJlTICLF.S 
ON THE ENGLISH MISTiRY CYCLES 
I. THE CYCLES IN GENERAL 
The rel1g1oua drama of the Middle Age. in general and the M)ateJ7 
Cycl •• in particular began to be considered.:b7 contributora to period1cala 
c:luring the euIT par\ of the nineteenth centlU')". The first articles on 
the topic tended to be vtJrT general discussions of the main tacta or general 
"I1_s concerning the K7Bter.r plqs, and man.;r were aerel7 lIinor parte of 
hi.torical eurve18 ot Engli8h drama. Although such general articles have 
continued to be wr:Ltten up to the present daT, discus8iona of a more 
particular nature began to appear during the last two decades of the 
nineteenth centlll".Y. 'the.e di8CWJ8iona d.o not .. silT arrange themselves 
into trends sinee once a new phase ot the subject was introduced, article8 
concerning it appt::ared sporadically trom then on, rather than in related 
groups within a short period of time. 
Betore the close of the nineteenth centuq, the problem ot the poetic 
merit ot the 0,.,1 .. and althelr intlueDC8 Upon later drama had alre&c:V' 
6 
bean introduced. !he lONer topic received only slight attention at that 
time and was considered again 01117 after a lapse of litty years, but the 
subjeot of the O)11:18s' influence bas been disCU8aed in at least one artiole 
during eve't7 ~de since ita inoeption although no particular patterns or 
trends 01 thought 011 the topic can be dieemad. 
During the firat decade of the twentieth centUl"T II08t of the other 
topics which .... r. to appear in disoUSdona of the Cycles wer3 introduced. 
Among those which received. 1I0re than passing attentiollware their sourcas, 
their staging, and their reflection of medieval life. Except :tor cursor;y 
mention in general discussions, the last tlfC! subjects ceased to be COD-
sidered in separate &rUel ... a.f'ter two or three decades. The pro'blM of 
SOlll"C •• , bowver, 1Ih1ch tended to be much more particularised and presented 
m&n7 facet. tor discus.10ll, pined the attention o£ aoholars and has 
reaained the most popular ot the subjects concem1ng the Cycles in general. 
During the third d.ecade of the twentieth cen\ur7, tvo additional 
topics, wsic in the 0)11:1es and the dramatic value of these Pla18, 'II8N 
introduced. The latter topic evoked cOIlsid.erable comment within a short 
time after it. intz'oduction and has received renwed attention chlring the 
last decade. 
With the fOWldationa laid. tor an understanding of the Cycles and 
other religious drama 01 the Hiddle Agea, the present emphaaia is being 
placed on the creation at intereet in the pert'oru.nce of indiTidual playa 
revived tor the entertainment ot modern audiences. Although m&n7 ot the 
revived playa are derived from non-cycllc sources, they owe IINOh of their 
7 
increasing SUCCeSS and popularity to the wealth of information and scholar-
ship now available on the Cycl.s. 
!he earliest articles 011 medieval religious drama certainl.1' did nGt 
fore.hadow aD1' rev.1.val of the pllqa in revised. fora. !he attitude of the 
ear~ writers toward. this drama was, at ita mild.st, one of apoloUJ at 
its worst, one of shock at the supposed blasphemies tound. in the plays. 
From reading the •• articles, one gets the illpressiOD t.hat the lVsteries 
vere familY' skeletons in the closet of English dramatic histOl'1. Since 
someone had mentioned their existence .. they would have to be included in 
any article purporting to discuss the hiS't0z7 of Inglish drama. Excuses 
vere theretore made to account tor their great populariV during the Middle 
Ages. It vas explained that the people of the tune could not be expected 
to demand anything else since they were unlettered, Wlpolished, and super-
sti tioua masses who vere gullible enough to be dace! ved by such entertain-
ment. Even the English verse used in the CYCles seemed. to add t.o the 
degradatJ.on of the Biblical subject-matter in the eyes ot the anonymGWI 
writer of an explanation of a MTstery found in the earliest periodical 
article on the subject. "A ~stery was in faot nei~~er more nor less th&~ 
a lev chapters ot the Bible, stripped of all their SimplicitY', and of 
all their poetrT, and converted into Inglish yer ••• "l 
!he mixture of comic antics and horse-play with serious, even solelm, 
subject..matter vas sound.!1' censured by earq nineteenth-century vri ters. 
1"IVster1.8a, Moralities, and Other Early' Drama," Rd, I (1820), .334. 
-
8 
In his remarks occasioned by' the Surtees SocieV's pubUcation in 18)6 
ot the 'lovnelez !!;r!tenes, Laneelot Sharpe laments the presence of .. the 
most revolting blaspheM;1 in connection with the most sacred mysteries ... 2 
As lr,te as 1869, an anonymous writer at.t.empted to prove that the !(yswries 
'Were completelT llcentioua show by pointing out the bawdy and indecent 
sections and b,- reading into inoffensive passages similar sentiments.) 
Alongside this negative atti tude toward the KTster1aa and. slightly 
stronger than the excuses of the early apologists lIere the attempts to 
justify both the existence of the ~t.ri88 and the treatment of their 
sUbjeot-matter. Writers began to draw attention to the fact. that nineteenth-
oentul7 standards oould not be used in judging the religious drama of a 
period so radically different trOlfl the age at the cOIII!lentators. In 1875 
Lady Verney expressed the opinion that since it was the proofs ot the faith 
which were depicted in the Hysteries, the uneducated pub~ were probably 
none the vorse nor the less reverent for seeing represented betore them 
the scenes of the Savior's 11fe even though the spectacle might. be marred 
tor modern audience. by buffooneries which were not considered the least 
In-everent. at that time.h 
2Lancelot Sharpe, WRemarks on the Towne1a,r ~tories," Ar., XXVI! 
(18)7), 251. --
31tlb"stery or Passion Plays,· .!!, CVl (December 1869), 690. 
4:t.a<b'r. P. Vemq, "Hysteries, Moralities, and the Drama, 9!,. XlV 
(March 1815), ,97. 
9 
At the turn of the century', Band.lton Mabie considered it not on.l7 a 
grave injustice to IIWl1' generations, but alao a betrayal of the lack of a 
sound historic sense to reacl into the .t1.fteenth-cent.ury grossne8S and 
indecency of expres8ion the moral a1grrl.1'icanoe they would haft had 1ft the 
nineteent.h centur,-. He explained the grossness, not as a matter of chanc-
tel" but of expre8sion. Although t.he medieval English people were morally 
soand, they were coarse in babi t and in speech after the manner or the 
time.' 
The arguments tw judging the 1f78ter1ea according to the standards 
of thea own day led. to the ldea that perhaP' the modC"ll drama and its 
supporters could team rro. the H7ster1ea and their audie.ea. As crt tics 
began to look I80re favorab~ upon the inten1ngl1ng of ao18_ and comio 
elements in drama, th8T began to sense also the need on the part. or the 
modern theatregoer of a moral 1ntlll8noe s1m1lar to that exercised by the 
C7Clea.6 It vaa not until the second quarter of the pre8ent centur.y, 
however, that writers noted that _dent man in the Vesten Vorlei was be-
g1nn1ng to r800l181d.er the medieval idea of religious drama. At that u. 
the increaaing interest in the Pa.s1em Plq at ObeJ'.-ergau, the !!!I !! 
I!!!e, and !!! .!!: was taten .a an indicatian that the modern age 1IU 
returning to the spirit of the religious dnuIa as a means ot bringing Ood 
'Hamilton Wright Hable, 
(Januar.r 6, 19(0), 38. 
6vernq, p. 602. 
-The lorerunners of Shaleespeare, - Ou., LXIV 
-
10 
to the common people.7 'the presentation of an increasing number ot Passion 
plqa and the ClUTent appeal of Old Testament stories as aubj80't8 tor 
moving picturea are considered f'urt.har evidence that religious dra.- i. 
regaining popular taTor. It bas even been suggested that 80M of the old. 
NTster1es might give tele'rlsiClft viewen a welcOM rellet, eSp8c1all,y at 
Ohristmast1me, even it their sillplio1 t1' would keep thea troa gaining a 
prominent place on ratiDg scalea.6 
'1'0 account tor the popularit,. and. etfectiT8UsS ot the lfJrster1es 111 
their own day, writers alao stre.sed the tact that the Bible, betore the 
dqa of the print.1ng pre .. , vas 1naccesaibleto the general publio. hJt-
thermore, the .. a ot people 1fOl1ld have been unable to read the Bible eV84 
it the,. bad possesaed a copJ', not onlT because ot tJ'"A vldeapread 1ill teney 
ot the tiJllea, but alao 'becaus8 an Ingliah translation was lacldng. !hia 
iDaccesa1b111t,. ot the Biblical teaohings was thought bT some ot the 
n1neteent.h-cantu:r;r writers to be an adequate excuse tor the existence of 
the Mysteries since 1t waa ocmaldered better that the lU.a ot people oould. 
bave access to the treasures ot BolT SOripture, even though it vas through 
the poor and teeble exhibition of thea contained 111 the Jf;ystezoiea, \han 
that they should. reuiD icnorant of tho altogftther. 9 Later writers stressed 
71• M. Carroll, "!be M1racle Pla1a a8 Guides to JIed.1aeval We and 
Thought,· CR, oxnv (January 1929), 81-89. 
-~. n.cher, "s .. !f;ysteJ7 Plqs Are Retruh1Dg," Ave., WlVI 
(December 21, 19$7), lS. -
9"H;rs'teries, MoraliU •• ,- p. 316. 
11 
the idea that play's were naturally muoh l'IIOre etfeotive in instructing the 
oommon people than &n7 amount ot boole-knowledge could have been. In tact, 
the Mysteri .. were considered a sufficient anmiV to thoa. who clai_d that 
the common people ot the Middle Agea were kept in ignorance ot the Bib1e.10 
About the t1II8 that the 1fIate17 c,.l .. weN emerging troll under the 
c.asure aocorded thea by earq wri ten, BOholara began to capi tal1Z8 on 
one ot the excuses ottered as an apology tor inoluding the Cycles in the 
hist0l'1' ot Inglish druaJ nameq, that. it vas onq through the stud;r of 
the draa ot the Middle Age, that the peculiarly' national Waits of 
IngU,h drama could be understood. U \~r1 ~s early reoognized the tact 
that without the reUgious drama ot the Mlddle Ages, there could haTe been 
no Elizabethan drama. It was in the preparation ot an atmoaphe:re condu-
cive to an appreoiation ot drama among the people theruelvea that medieval 
drama earned ita place as an indispensable torerunner ot England'. great 
Elizabethan age. Since the If.pterie. were e,aen~ plqa written by 
the people, pertormed 'by' th., and criticised by thea, the7 were credited 
with tostering the growth ot dramatic talent over the entire land and with 
developing in the people a taste tor d rua that prepared the ground.'Ifork 
wi thout which the IUsabethan plqwrights would haft been utter1y lost. 
!he C~les there tore .f'urniahed the actors and supplied the ori tics vi thout 
lOr. J. MeG., -Medieval Draa," !£., XlVI (July 1932), 23. 
Utrbomas Wright, "em the Bistory ot the DralIa in the Middle Age.,. 
BMl. , XXXVIII (18SS), 298. 
-
12 
which there could have been no national dranMl.12 
It vas considerabq later, atter the )f.ystery plqs had been subjected 
to closer analysis, that the influence of the pl.a7s upon specific areas 
in later drama vas noted. In 1920, Ernest nrtlan observed. that, beside. 
keeping the dramatic instinot allTe through the aentvi88, the My'ster1ea 
oontributed to the development of characterization in Elizabethan drama. 
In the crowds ot actors and in the common people uttering their thoughts, 
he pereei ved the gem of the first, second, th1:rd, 8!'1d tuurth 01 tizen in 
Shakespeare's plays, ot the minor characters .. and oven of SOIM of the 
principal ones.l ) 
l'1fty years alter it vas first suggested that the Mysterie. were 1nJ... 
portant to the national dr .. of England because they prepared an atmos-
phere sui table for its reception, the idea was reasserted in order to 
contradict the th8Ol7 that Bngl1ah secular drama is d1rectlT attributable 
to foreign int1uenou. It was argued that the growth 01 arrr drara cannot 
be t:\ee.sured entirely in terms of in.tluencea, that Shakespeare and other 
Elizabethans must have seen some ","atm.es and perhaps unconsciousq ab-
sorbed their first lesSODS in stagecraft, and that the El1zabethane, al.read1' 
prepared b7 the llmited scope of the :religious pl.aya, eager17 wlcOOJed 
12Ec:ImuDd Alfred Weslq, "'the English Miraole Plq," PUS. UrI (1899), 
151. -----
llErnest J. B. It1rtlan, -'!'he ~tery and Hiracle Plays,· !B!, CIXI"tV 
(Ju17 192O), U7-119. 
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more drama as an extension ot this eJC,oer1ence.14 
Despite the fact that the ~3taries reached their climax in the tragic 
scen_ ot Calvary, Charles Mllls Gay-ley, at tho beginning of this c entut'7, 
considered them in essence a preparation tor comad;y rather than for tragedT 
since they fulfilled the definition of c~ as a play in whioh the indi-
vidual achieves his ends, not by revolt, but by adjustment to circumstances 
and convention. Because the ltrsteries did not exist for the purpose ot 
portftying illDtoderate selt aseertion and the vengeance that rides 81'ter, 
but the beaut,. or hol1Jless and the comt~ ot contrition, Mr. Gayle,. con-
sidered th_ a positive contribution to the ..u.ntenance of the social. 
organi_ of which the individ\1al i8 'an integral part. In such a setting, 
even the drama. ot the cross 1. seen .a a triumph.15 
In the plays of Che.ter and COYent!l, those ot the second and third 
period ot the ~ development, and the work ot the Wakefield Master, 
the same author identified the introduction ot those features which are 
essential to co-d7: humor ot the incidental, ot the essential or real, 
and ot the satirical.16 
Several decade. later the development ot this movement of the ~terie8 
14J• K. Buitenhua, "The Beginnings of English Drama,· !!.t XLV (August 
1949), 36. 
15Charlea Mllls aayl.ey, "The Earlier Kiracle Plays ot InglaDd,· .a, 
X (October 1904), l09-UO. 
16 Ibid., 123. 
-
in the direction of comedy rather than of traged7 vas again brought to the 
fore. A study of the comic elements from their original use as comic relief 
to the final shifting of 8m;Jhasis from the serious to the comic const! tuents 
of the Wakefield plays revealed that the lVsteries contained the gems of 
most of the types of COll'leQy and comic characters later a part of English 
drama.17 
Because of their role in the development of Engl.1sh comedy't the Cycles 
were credited with • still Plore notewortb;r achilJv"ement. Since it is in 
1ts eorned1' rather than in 1ts tragq- that a people's tamper 1s reflected, 
this orientation ot the draa in the direct~on at the comic and. realistic 
meant that the Cycles were establishing a definite tradi tLon which was 1:.0 
identify English drama 010se17 with EngUsh life and dissociate it from 
the continental and cosnaopoli tan atmosphere shared by the religioua drama 
of all nations. Moreover, it was the comic element which was responsible 
for giving drams. its independence fl'{lm religion and morality-.lB 
'the influence of the My'steries on particular authors in England is 
considered in periodical articles onl,y in regard to Hilton and Chaucer. 
Strange as it ma,y seem" it was Milton who vas first discussed as ha1."ing 
been influenced by the pla,ys. rather than Chaucer who vas a contemporary 
of the medieval dramatists. The earlier article an Milton suggested that 
l7Frederiok '1'. Wood, "!he Comic Elements in the English Jf1'ster.r Plays," 
Neophil., Xl.V (1940), 205. 
l8Ib1d., 206. 
-
the poet decided on the theme and mediWD of Paradise ~ because or his 
acquaintance with the H,yster1es.19 '!\rent)"-five Tears later, an attempt. 
was made t.o show that M1lton IIlUt have had at least indirect access to 
the Mysteries because parallels which would be somewhat unlikel;r to occur 
independentl;r to Hilton and to the author. of the plqe, were found in 
Milton's two epics and in the tork, Ohester, and Lu.du8 Oovent.rl.ae C",1 ... 20 
fte!'enIlCe. to the IfTsteriea in Chaucer were brought to light onl;r 
during the sixth decade of the preHnt centUl7. In both articlu on this 
.ubject, it is the 11111 .... tale whieh aupplie. examples of dramatic in-
fluence on Ohaucer. 'lbe Jl1ller 1. repreunted as speak1nc in Pilate'. 
vo1ce,21 and the entire tale i. explained as a par0d:7 on the cUlTent H)'s-
tery pageants. the Killer 1s seen as a rant1nc Herod or Pilate, Absolon 
1. presented as a clark: who had once played the part or Herod in a Mystery 
pl.qJ and the .tory 1. told at the expense ot the carpenter, a mellber ot 
the guild which uaually produced the loab plq.22 
'!'be influence ot the If)"ster1e. upon the pictorial art. ot the period, 
demonstrated in the stained windows and IIds88l painting8, vas espec1all;r 
19serbert Harris, "Was Paradise Lost Suggested by the Jf;ystery Plqs?" 
MIll, X (Iov_bar 1895), 22.3. -
20Allan H. Gilbert, "Jf1lton and the M;ysteries .. " §!, XVII (April 1920), 
148-161. 
21a08C08 E. Parker, ·'P:l.late8 V07ll, ttl !2!!., XXV (AprU 1950), 2.37. 
22Ke1s1e B. Harder, ·Chaucer'. Use ot the Hystery Playa in the Miller's 
Tale,· !!it XVII (Septabe:r 1956), 193-194. 
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evident in the representations ot doomsday which verT vividl7 presented 
the tamous hell mouth ot the M,ysteries. Edmund Wesley viewed this cor-
respondence between the Kysteriu and pictorial art as an !nevi table re-
sult of the artists' mingling with the throngs ot spectators at the per-
formances of the ClO18a.2) In drawing attention to the portrayal of spe-
cific details and their relation to the Myateries, John Bonnell traced 
the human-h_ded. serpent ot Chr1st.ia:n art. to the York and Cheater play's 
which depicted walking and epeaking serpents.2b In a later artJ.cle he 
suggested that the Jf;ysteri.a influenced the German and nem1eh artiste 
who pictured Oain's we&poD aa the jawbone of: aD ass. Since there seemed. 
to be no Continental foundation tor euch an idea, he assigned it to the 
only' possible source, English tradition, apec1t1call7 in the Cursor JIwld1 
1 
and the k!!!!!!!!!!!! -,.. It s .... d unlikelT to h1a tbat Oontinental 
arUsts, who, Uke most m8lllbers ot their pJ'Ofesaion at that t1ae, were 
unlearned, would have read these works, but both the fowneley and Hagge 
Oyel.a explicitlT mention the jawbone, and Mr. Bonnell considered it en-
tiraq possible that the artists had at least sou indirect contact with 
the ide. as pre.entM in these pl.,.. and retlected this contact in their 
painttngs.2S 
23we.ley, pp. IS0-1S1. 
24JoJm lester Bonnell, "!he Serpent with • Bwaan Bead in Art and 
lfTster:r Plq,. AJA, XXI (JulT-Sept.ber 1917), 290-291. 
25JohnKester Bonnell .. 1ICa1n'. Jaw Bone,- PMIA, :um (March 1924), 
150.151. 
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The intriguing subject at source. and origins tollowed C108811' UPOQ 
that ot the intluen.ce at the Oycle. and SOOll surpassed it in popularity 
as a topio fol' discusaion. In the fil'st decade at the twentieth centlll"T 
the probl_ e.tablished i taeU as an interesting one, and fJVflIl7 decade 
since then has produced a n~ber ot article. on the subject. The earliest 
1f1"iters C0ftC8I"Iled th •• elv8s p'l'i.Dlar11.y with the occasions which gave rise 
to the Ol'1'le. and to the modele upon which they were tashioned. Betore 
long, honYel', interest bee ... more particularised as scholars began to 
seek the source. and inspiraticm at specific incidents, groups at plays, 
and interpolations although lIlore general discus.ions alae continued to be 
wr1tt.en. 
SOJIle ot the e~q writere who had shown contempt tal' the M,rsteries 
because at their seeming irreverence, suggested that the objectionable 
feat1U"8s could be traced to the tact that the religiOUS dr_ waa inspired 
by pagan rituals and te.Uvities.26 !hi. idn va •• oon modit1ed by' the 
suggeation that the hor ..... plrq tOUDd in the ."..ter1es a8 the;r became more 
secularized could be attr1but.ed. to the 1ntlu .. e at the folk p1&)"a which 
were coaon d.ur1ng the Jf14dle Age •• 27 To the talk plq, too, have been 
attributed the ideas which int'lwmced the characterlzat1011 at the devil 
and at certain ot the 1... admirable historical charactere depicted in 
26"1f7ster1e. or Paaa10n Pla7s,. pp. 671-672. 
27Fred8rick Monroe Tisdel, "'1'ba Influence at Popular CustOM on the 
lVstel"7 Plafa," JlGP, V (July ~), 340. 
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the Cyoles.28 '!'he IIOst recent article on the subject rejected cOllpletel,7 
the idea that the plqs were a combination of pagan and Christian ritual1stic 
symbols and considered them Christian to the core.29 
'l'he procesaional character of the pla7s and their association with 
the feast of Corpus Christ.i suggest sou bond between the plaJrs and the 
processions held on that day'" but Bardin Craig did not consider such a 
connection as absoluteq necessary to account for the processional presen-
tation of the plays.30 A year later" Merle Pierson, after enumerating the 
six COIMlClDlT accepted hypothetical atages of "velopaaent in the relation 
between the craft play'a and the processiona,; listed recorda of Corpus 
Christi processions and pl.a7a in thirt7-0n8 tovna. In onlT one, York, 
did she discover a pos8ible example of the iMportant fourth stage, spoken 
drama in the procession.31 Since church reoonla from the tiM of the 
flourishing of the O,-clu, which would probablT auPP17 valuable 1nt'orution 
on the subject, are unavailable, Lawrence Blair studied recorda of the late 
fifteenth and ear3.T sixteenth centuriea in an attempt to encourage an at-
ti tude of reserve toward belief in the stage-b7-stage detachment of the 
26 
Robert Withington, ItAncestJ7 of the Vice," ~., VII (October 1932), 
29J. Swart, "The Insubstantial Pageant," Heophil., ILl (1957', 138. 
3OHard1n Craie, "The corpus Christi Procession and the Corpus Christ.! 
Pla7," JEGP, XIII (October 1914), 602. 
3~le Pierson, "!he Relation ot the Corpus Christi Procession to the 
Corpus Christi Plays," TWA, mIl (1915), 164. 
pageants !'roll the Corpus Christi proceNiona. The •• records indicate that. 
each church had 01 ttl .. a proceuiOll or a playJ both were not presented by 
the 8ame group. Mr. Blair adDdte that BUch evidence is necessarily incon-
clusive since j. t represents a late period ot the Cycles.. but he SJUggeste 
that 1t may b. an indication ot what took plaoe earlier.12 
The stud1 at sources, however, 18 primariq oonoarned vi th discover1.Dc 
the protot.ypee ot litera1"1 works. III this field, as in others, scholars 
differ in t.be1r OPiui0D3 whioh can be grouped into three maiD ow ... 
Earl,y writers _req predicated latin or IONian originals, -"1ng no 
attapt to prove their aaaerU0R8. The ned vi_ to gain attell't.1on vas 
that all the major C,.:l.e8 c:b."ft their mater1al troll • ComBOl'l wx'nacul..a1-
archetype. ContradicUDc We theOl7 was the bellet that each C,..18 was 
compoHd ot pl.q8 al.reac:l7 ez:1atiDg in tbe localiVand organiBect into a 
whole tor the ocou1on of t.he Corpua C!U"1sU tut1Y1U... Kost. of the 
explanations 10 the tliaousaioaa ot this problem \ended to be merel,y var.la-
tiona or adaptations ot the.e three themea. 
Tba UturU"s iIIportance a. a sauroe ot \be 0701 .. vas practioally 
uncontested. Its 1ntluenoe WU noted eapecia1l,y in the baa1c IIOdea of 
draut.iUllI the material ot NCred h1ato17 .a Men in the -Procusua 
Prophetal'Ull,· the details ot content and order in the Cbristmaa group, 
20 
and the details of text and ot treatment in the Resurreotion grouP.3.) 
Although the scenes intimately connected with the Resurrection and 
Nativity were easily traceable to the liturgical tropes, there remained 
the problem at accounting tor the other r:laya which rounded out the cyole 
from the Creation to the Last Judgment. It had long been taken for granted 
that the Old Testament plays grew out of the "Proces8U8 Prophetarum" 
whioh introduoed the Christmas grouP. Hardin CrAig, however, preferred 
to treat these plays as preliminary scenes to the drama of the Passion 
and Resurrection rather than as an introduction to the Christmas story. 
He argued that the Old 1'estam.nt play'a bring out the full significmoe ot 
the PasBion and Resurrection and can be traced to the lessons and respon-
sories of the period from Septuaguima to Lent, the preparation tor Easter.34 
To strengthen this theoJ7 J Miss Jermey demonstrated that. the maiD, charac-
tars ot the Old 'l'estament playa were those Biblical figures mentioned iD 
the ritual between Septuagesima and Passion Sunday'. i.s her most 1.ntportant 
argument she presented the parable and homilY for Septuagesima in whioh 
the period from Creation to Judgment is symbolized by £i Va hours, each 
dominated by one of the Biblical oharacters around whom the Old Testament 
group of the Cl'cles is built.)" P. E. Dustoor presented similar evidence 
)~r.r Hatch Harshall, "!be Druat1c Tr&d.! tion Established by the 
Liturgical Plq&," PMLl, LVI (DeceJllber 1941), 96.5, 987, 991. 
34 
Hardin Craig, "The Origin ot the Old Testament Playa,· MP, X (April 
1913), 473, 484. ..-
35Adeline )I. Jenney, "A Further Word i.& to the .(i)rigin ot the Old 
Testament Plq,· !!f, nIl (May 1915), 62. 
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for a particular p~, -Moses and the fable of the Law,- in which the 
treatment of the subject points directly to the liturgical and homiletic 
material of the Lenten seasoo.36 
The sourc. of the Passion plqs vas also frequentq discusaed.. Al-
though Continental M7Bter1es could be traced directq to the lyrical 
·Planctus Hariae,. it vas shown that in tbe English Cycles, thes. lamen-
taions _1"8 extrinsic to the main pOl't1on of the plaJa and could be deleted 
wi thout damaging the unitT of action)7 BaJ'd1n Craig att.ributed the theorr 
that the Passian pla7s grew out. of the ·Planctu. Maria •• to the failure 
to cOlllprehend the Tel"T til'S" prinoiple govern1ng the invention of the 
religiOUS drama in the ninth centuJ7, namely, that its orig1ft was drMatica 
it had. actiOll, impersonation and dialogue. B1s explanation of the origin 
of the Passion ph,. was based. on the principle of dramatic extension. 
It seeaed proper to add to the plqs of the Re.urrecUcm the events that. 
vent before it, tor this reason, the Passion group was added to the Cycles.)8 
Closeq Unked. to the l1turg as source. of the c7Cl1c playa were 
36,. I. Dustoor. "The Origin of the 'laT of ' ... s and t.he 'able of 
the Law,'· MUl, III (October 1924), 462. 
37Qeorge Cottin !&Tior, "!he 1ng11sh 'PlanotiU Maria., hi HPJ IV 
(April 1907), 636. -
38Rard1a Craig, .!he Origin of the Passlon Plqa Katt.en of 1'heor.r 
As W.U A. Fact,· Studi •• 111 Honor of .I.. I. ll. 'a1I'Ch1~Un1verai1i7 of 
Missouri Studi.s, '01. m(,Co11Ullb1i'; L.; lJ46" pp. 7. 
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Biblical and apocryphal writings. Studies of these sources have become 
popular within the last forty years and still present a Tast field tor 
8XO lorati on. One ot the first articles on the subject, a discussion ot 
angeUc singing bEngUsh.drama, attempted. to demonstrate that the tn-
eli tion of angels .int,'d.ng did not arise trOll the Gospel acoounts ot the 
visits of angela to earth but frOll the natural contusion during the 
Kiddle Ages between angelio singing and the singing of the elders IIMR'ltioned. 
in the Apocal1PM.l9 fhe \lIM of the Eve-conoept to set fortll the funda-
mental truth ot VOlltallt • high place in God'8 plan va8 traced t,o the Vulgate.hO 
Although the .... 18 true of the bailie story. of Abraham and lauc, the 
variations in I .. ao'. age and his replacing Abrabaa a8 the hero of the 
stolT have been attributed to legendar.Y, apocryplutl, and traditional 
sou:rces.41 Both rantiag tyrants of the c,.cles, Herod and Pilate, are a 
coabinat1on of such I18Wr.I.al. '1'he portrayal of Herod es a more violent 
character than he is in the Gospels has been justified b7 the accounts 
ot hill found in the Apocl'1Pha.h2 Pilate, too, 18 shoa to be, not the 
39Jobn Robert Moore, "The fraditiOll of Angelic Singing in English Drama,· JEGP, un: (JanWl1'7 1923), 90. 
h<>S1ster Xary Aquin, .!he Vulgate and the ETe-Concept in the Engllsh 
Cycles," ~ IX (October 1947), h3S. 
~. I. Wella, "1'ba Age of Isaac at the 'fila. ot the Saoritice,-m, LIV (December 1939), SSl, Ros8lla17 Woolf, .!he Effect of 1)pology on 
English Medieval Play's of Abrahu and Isaac, - !E!.!., XXXII (October 
19S7), 80S. 
4210s008 E. Parker, "rhe Reputation of Herod in Ear17 English Literature," 
~., VnI (JanualT1932). 67. 
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Pilate who tound no tault with JelUS, but the unpopular, tyramical and 
ruthless otticial ot history, legend, and hoa1l1'.43 Perhapa the study' 
ot other Biblical characters would yield aimilar interesting information. 
The relation of the eye les to English lJ'rical 11 terature has been 
treated sporadically' during the present centur,y •. Although the "Planotua 
Mariae" were early discounted a8 possible direct sources ot the Passion 
pla3"8, Oeol'ge Cottin tqlor demonstrated that the C;rcl.a do haTe th __ 
in common with the vernacular rel1g1oua lyr1cs of the day. His stuq 
revealed that besides this thematio relationship, lyrics were otten added 
either entire11' or :1:n pan to the playa or el .. were olos.ly' paraUeled 
in the playa.44 III an artiole treat.ing the lyrics whioh can be isolated 
from the plqe, Kis. Pearson expounded the _me theo17. claiming that the 
isolable l3rics vere not the work of the playwrighU but poeu incorporated 
trom other existing VOrics.4S 
References to the poetical merit of the <:yoles themeelv .. had already' 
been made in 80lIIe of the early discussions of the plays. For the most part, 
these were general statements I such as there are "SOIle germs ot poetry 
and delicacies ot expression •• 46 In 1883 &1'1 entire article was devoted 
43 Parker, Spec.. XXV I p. 243. 
44oeorge Coftin T..,.lor" "The aelatiOft ot the English Corpus Chr.lsti 
Play's to the Middle English Religious L1r!cs," ~ V (Jul1' 1907), 13. 
45r.u ild.lT Pearson, "Isolable Iqrics of the MTstery Plqa,. lIB, III 
(September 1936).. 251. 
46ft1'he Drama 1n the Mlddle Agee," ,!!, II (March 1853), 224. 
to the disoussion of poetr;r in the English Mysteries. The author attribuHd 
the inspiration ot the poetry as well as ot the subject-utter to the drau-
tlsta' strong tal th which enabled them to combine simplicity vi th vi Tidne"s 
ot language and to blend human wE,:akness and naturalness with things divine. 
The quaint simplici tT and unevenness, notioeable in the Towneley plays, 
were presented as ex:amples of the beaut,. ot the old writ.1ng.47 Two years 
later another writer again attributed the liter&l7 merit of the l'fTsteries 
to the ideas which inspired them but stressed the fact that it vas in the 
elaboration ot those episodes which appealed to the emotions that the 
poetic power ot the playwright vas fIOst evi<!ent.48 Atter a lapse of more 
than forty years there V&s & reappearance ot the general acknowledgment 
of "touches of poetry" in the Townele,. Prophets', S~erds', Scourging, and. 
Crucifixion plaTs.49 At the same time another scholar was warning proapec-
ti va students ot English madi ..... l drama of disappointmEmt it they sought 
l1ter8l'1' beautT in the CTC1.s.;O 
The express17 lyr:1.oal portions of the My'ster1es lI81"e considered as 
47r • K. Capes, "The Poetry of the English M';yster188,. !£, XIV (October 
1883), 6,4-6". 
48 
Davida C01 t, "'the Poetic Element in the Medieval Drama," AM, LVI 
(September 188,), 407. -
49 8 Carroll, p. 6. 
,OJ. H. Sclmtt, "A Quid. to &1glish Studies' The Study' at Medieval 
Drama," !a. n (F.ortW"T 1929), U. 
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unique contributions to English religioua poetl'7, and their apparent defects 
in amoothness and melod;r were attrlbuted simpl¥ to the change which the 
English language has undergone."l In defense of this theory that the 0101es 
possess poetic merit, Hiss Pearson suggested that it would be futile to seek 
the characteristics of modern or even of Elisabethan lyrics in medieval 
poetI7. She described the medieval lyric as didactic, narrati'V'8, and long, 
yet pos8essing the unitT of aot.ional attitude required in such a poem. 
It vas these qual! ties that she sought as she studied the lyrlc passages 
of the cycles.52 
the raore practical qu8stiOl1 of how the Cycles were presented has kept 
the interest of scholars over the Tears in discussions centered upon the 
type of stage, the machin8l'7, and the acting emplo:yed 1n presenting the pla:ya. 
In considering the stage on which the plqa were presented, most writers 
use the words ea,eanu and scaffolds interohangeabl¥, but D. J. Medlq dis-
tinguished bet_. tha by' using scaffolds to denote _ller structures 
which aocOlllpanied the great pageant W&gana and were prelS'Ullab17 used to re-
present places other than that of the main action.53 Whatever the s1tuation 
maT have been, all wr1 tars agree that the great care expended on maintaining 
these wagona precludes the idea that thq were loose17 oonstru.cted vehioles J 
theT must have been well-built and sturdT enough to withstand the rough wear 
51001t, p. 415. 
52 Pearson, p. 229. 
53D. J. Medl.e:r, "The Setting of the Hiracle Plqa,· 'lY!!. V (1906), 64. 
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to which the)" were subjected. and to warrant the expense lavished upon the. 
Whether these pageants were fixed or movable remains a controversial issue, 
but lIlost writers are wi.lling to concede t.hat though it ..... probable that 
movable wagons were more popular in England than on the Continent, both 
1d.nd. were probabl1' found in England. Those vho argue for the station&17 
wagona de.cribe them a. a series of f1xed stages. 
In discua1ng the appearance of the wagona, Ifr. Xecll.,. again presents 
a view counter to the more or le .. accepted one that the .tages consi.ted. 
ot several platfol"lU arrangecl one above the other to represent the difterent 
vorlda. Be argues tbat this idea va. the result of confua1on between the 
stages ~elv.. and the .trI1ctures erected tor the spectators.'!. 
lot noh 1. len .. about the mach1n.,. waed in proclucing the effects 
desired, but an earl,)" 1saue of !h.! _!hea ......... tre.-..., conta1na an interesting p1c-
tve of the mecban1... emplo)"8d to create the illpreaaion ot· hell and its 
tortures.55 Other devices, IUOh as trap door., ladders, and openings in 
the root ot the stage, are interred trOll stage directions in the plqs. 
Bes1des the tact that the .tandards ot acting vere set b)" a board 
and strictq enforced, there ia little el.e known about the actual pertor-
mance ot the Cycles. J. Swart. distinguished two .t)"le. of acting, a foraal 
style tor parts derived. froa the Uturgical drama, and a naturaU.Uo one 
for the conde parta.'6 In his article, D. J. Hedie,. C01llpared. the presentation 
>4 Ib1d., 60. 
-
5'-!be Earl;r Beg1nn1ngs ot the EngUah stage," !!!, XI (April 1910), 125. 
56 swart, p. 135. 
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ot the MTsteries to children's play' with its curious mixture of s7llboli8l1 
and realism. The simple meana for localisation of various scenes, the use 
of ladders 1n plain view of the audience, and the acceptance by the specta-
tora of two or three actors as a Cl"owd. demon8trate the fn demands for 
reail t,. made b7 the audience and their ready' acceptance of simple represen-
tations of ideas.57 
That &8ic helped to create the impression of nail_ was demonstrated 
in d18CUSaiona of the use of cyclic muaic which were undertaken during the 
third decade of the twentieth century. The 1ni tial article. "onaider1nc 
the role of angelic singing in the lf7ster1es. attempted to demonstrate that 
most of the sonp wre adaptations ot the Gregorian chants and eeJ"YeCl deti. 
ni te dramatic tunotiOl'lS in the Pla7a, such as the localization of heave. 
the indication of the passing of angelic .... engers, and the solemnization 
of religious ceremonies. Wo instances of .onga being allotted to the 
-....mie. ot reUgion were dilCovered..58 
That the medieval playwrights len_ lIIWIic is considered. evident 1'I'0Il 
the speech of the shepherds in the two Tovnele7 Shepherds' plqs.59 Fletcher 
Coll1u, however, who made a studT of the types of JllU8ic 1n the Oycles, 
pointed out that this talk about the polyphonic singing of the angela by 
the shepherds ""11' demonstrate. the particular pl.a7wright's knowledge 
57Medla7, p. 64. 
58 Moore, p. 92. 
59 Carroll, p. 88. 
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of such music; it does not rof'lect the popular understanding of t.he subj ect.. 
He considered the common playwright and audience more conversant with tolk 
music in ita various roms.60 
Some confusion was caused by the ambiguous wse of terms. Mr. Collins 
claimed. that music in the Cycles was not incidental but dramatically in-
tegrated in the pl..a.)"8.61 R. W. Ingraa called the mwd.c ot the Cya1u 1D-
cidental, but t.hen proceeded to explain his use ot the tent t.o mean that 
the music was necessar;y to the proper development ot the actil"Jll.62 
Although diacuaaiona ot various phases ot t.he Cycles provide interesting 
intormation, it ia not sutticient to studT these works in a vacUUIIJ. A:err 
literat.ure must be properq placed against the background ot ita own times 
and, converse~, any literature retlects the tiaes during which it was 
produced. Both tacets of this principle were t.aken up during the ear17 
part ot the century b,. those interested in understanding medieval drama. 
Early wri tars began by examining the Cyo1es as reIlections ot medieval 
lite, recognizing them a8 storehouses ot local dialects and customs. Later, 
the thought was introduced that perhapa. the modern reader sho'111d look for 
an explanation ot the seeming coarseness and indecency ot the play-a in the 
undevelo~ed, uneducated state ot society during the Middle Ages. The 
60 
'letcher Gollina, Jr., ttMusic in the Craft Cycles," PMLA.. XLVIII 
(September 1932), 616. 
61Ibid., 621. 
-6~. w. Ingram, "!he Use ot IfwI1c in Inglish Miracle Pla7a," s-, LXXV (1957), 55-56. 
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broad and healthy philosoplv of the times made possible the presentation 
of religious subjects without constrained gravity. 63 
Since the playa were written for a popular aud1enoe~ they were studied 
as a faithful transcription of the life of the class 11 hich cOIIIposed the 
bulk of that audience or, what 1s eql.1ally instructive, as embodying the 
ideas of that. class concerning the V8TS of those greater than themselves. 64 
It. M. Carroll used the Tmmeley OTCle to illustrate the wealth of allusion 
to conternpora1'7 custom and ideas contained in the plaTs. In them he in-
dicated references to the plight of the poorer clasBes and their complaints 
against their overlords, their social histor,y ~~d thought, their religious 
controversie8~ and their mental and moral state.6S Scholars recognized 
the tact that, through a stUdy' ot the play's. one oould realize how closelT 
medieval Ute was bound up with the Church, and the student of literature 
could learn, to a certain extent, to see life through the eyes of the 
Itiddle Ages.66 
As a result of the Renaissance and Jietormation, society underwent 
many changes vh1ch were oonsidered by most authors as the chief reason 
for tho discontinuance of the Mysteries. Lady' Verney explained that with 
6)Paul Hamelius, "!he Character ot Cain in the Towneley Plays," JOL, 
I (September-December 190) ~ 344. -
64Med1ey, p. 64. 
6S0arroU, pp. 81-89. 
66SChutt, p. 11. 
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the decay of the saple reUgious spirit, which alone could render such 
representations decmt, the disorders attending the pertorllll'mcas of the 
play's became such that the C7cles were prohibited.67 Idlmmd Wesley offered 
several 1I0re tangible resonR for the discontinuance of the P.la18. Though 
the dissolution ot the monasterie. vas popularly' supposed to have brought 
about the te:rm1nation of the C101e8, he suggested that the suppression of 
the trade guilds by Henry VIII vas the real oause while, at the .... tille, 
Puritan influences st.rongq mUtated against the playa.68 The loss of most 
of the manuscripts vaa attributed by R. W. Chambers to their destruction 
at the handa of Protestant prelate •• 69 
In study.1ng the texts and the _unicipal records regarding the regula-
tion and production ot the York Mary pl.qe, Jf1sa Hill traced the beg1nn1.ng 
of the end of the 0)'01... In 1$48 the plaTs of the Dying, A88Wllption, and. 
Coronation of \b. Virgin were ordered left out. During the reign of Mar;r 
'tudor there was • brief resurgence of the forbidden group, but in 1>61 
the pla18 were deleted and. the final interdict was issued against th_. 
The shortened Cyole was destined to outU ... e the Har:r playa by only. f_ 
years.70 Reflecting t.he temper of their tiIIe., the Cyoles ceased t.o exist 
61 Vernq, p. 601. 
6t\.,ea16T, p. 149. 
69 
R. W. Chanibers, "The Lost. Literature of Medieval England,. Librarz, 
V (March 192$), 293. 
7°Anna Jean JU.ll, -!he York Playa of the Dying, AS8Umpt.ion, and Corona-
tion of 0I1r LacV"," PMU., 'U.V (Septe!llber 1950), 874-876. 
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when the conditione which had nourished th_ were no longer present. 
That the recognition ot the close relationship between the times in 
which they were presented and the popularity of the pla18 i8 a prerequ18i te 
for appreciating the dramatic qualitT ot the ~ster1.s was emphasized by 
George R. Coftun in his plea lor studying the Cycles as dramatic art. 
He insisted that since the plays were meant to be presented, and were 
presented, reoe! ring popular accla1ta, theT must have fulfilled the dramatic 
standards ot the day. to evaluate these plays dramaticall7. therefore, 
he urged. that the scholar approach them trOll the point ot vi_ ot the 
interested medieval spectator. 71 
'l'h1s plea opened. new field ot diSCUS8ion. Mr. Cotl1lan cont.ended 
that it the pla18 had been lacking 1D dramatic appeal, theT would. not have 
maintained their popular! ty tor suoh a long period ot time, nor would they 
have achieved their PUWO" ot religious in.truc'taion .. ong the poor .. 
clas.es. In hi. opinion, dramatic etfectivene •• can be discerned onl1' 
through the stuq of the C1'Jle as • unit, not ot the individual playa, 
because 1 t was the entire Oycle which 11'89 intended as • cOIIpendium ot 
religious instruction tor the common people. 72 
In the following year, Robert Withington to~k up the discussion of the 
plaY'S as drama but disagreed wi tb. the idea that the plays were important. 
because ot what they were J he insisted that their importance laT in what. 
71o.orge R. Cottman, wA Ple. tor the StudT ot the Corpus Christi Pl.,.. 
as Drama,· !!, XXVI (October 1929), 417. 
72 Ibid., 411-424. 
-
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la ter· :ieveloped from them. He also found dramatic effectiveness in the 
non-historic characters rather than in the unified Gyeles.73 
In her study of the dramatic structure ot the York plays, Miss Mac-
Kinnon carried out Mr. Cottman's suggestion by considering the Cycle as a 
unit. Her division ot the Cycle into preparation, central action, and 
conclusion suggested a plan to be followed in similar studies ot the other 
74 Cycles. Following the same idea, Waldo Kcleir attempted to demonstrate 
that both thematic and structural unity can be found in the Cycles by 
vidWing t.1te Passion plays as the core, the tragic cUmax of the unit. 75 
Viewing the problem ot the dr ... tic value of: the C70181 .from another point 
ot view, Hlss Dunn considered. the plays examples ot conscious artistry 
since they include the general pattern of conflicting torces, verbal beaut,., 
and cOllplex11i7 required by Aristotle in a drama. 76 
rus present-day interest in the dramatic value of the Oycles is 
certainly far-removed trom the at ti tude of the e ar17 nineteenth-centUl7' 
scholars who preferred to pass over quickq the mention ot the Jtrsteries. 
Since the revival of the plays tor presentation on the modern stage, scholars 
are not the only' ones interested in knowing more about thia type of drama. 
73 
Robert Withington, "The OOrpWl Christi Pltq as Drama,· !!, IXVII 
(October 1930), 576-578. 
74ztt1e Hacl1nnoa, . It'ote. on the nruat1c Structure ot the York Cycle,. 
~, XIVIII (JulT 1931), 440. 
7~aldo F. McNeir, "The Corpus Christi Pa.sion PlaTs a8 Dramatio Art,. 
~ XLiIII (July 1951), 602-603. 
, ~~. Oatherine Dwm, "!he l'Iiraole Play As an Art lI'o1'll," CAg. XII 
(Easter 1956), )6. 
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Medieval drau is returning once again to the attention of the people aa 
mention is being made of it not onl.Y in scholarl¥ journals but also in 
magazines of a more popular nature. What will be ! ta effect on modern 
drama remains to be seen. 
II. THE INDIVIDUAL CYCLES 
'!'he fovnele7 OJ'Ole is unquestionably' the most popular one vi th con-
tributors to periodicala, for more than one.fourth of the articles on the 
Cycles are devoted exclusively to the Townel..,. group. It vas the first 
Cycle about which a complete article vas written, and its popularity as 
a topic for discussion bas steadily increased as scholars vie vi th one 
another in making their contributions to a better understanding of the plays 
which present so m&nT interesting phase. for stu<V'. Unlike the discussions 
of the Cycles in general, the articles on the fownelq plays group themselves 
naturally' into trends concerned with the various unsolved problems in con-
nection with the CTcle. The questions of the place of presentation, rela-
tion of TowneleZ to the York Cycle, analogues to the Male sto17, the author-
ship of the ·Secunda Pastorum,· and the date of the Wakefield Master each 
evoked a soiri ted. exchange of ideas even though decis! ve answers to lIOBt of 
these problema will probably never be achieved. 
During the last decade of the nineteenth centur;y, \ha- -...tiqn of the 
,.,iol' 0: -, 
". ,,' ~ .' \, ." ~ , 
place of presentation of the 'l'owneley plays vas in~ced. The cOnsideration 
f Lt~'.'(lL/" 
of this problem vas to reach its climax in the 1920's and' then:be'fb'opped 
--
because ot the lack ot new evidence. During the same decade, aources for 
the allusions in the "J'irn Shepherds' PlaY" were BOught, and the pla7 
began its career as the second moat popular one tor discussion. 
fhe first decade ot the twentieth cent.urT aaw a IlUIIIbeI' of topios in-
troduced. Among the8e were the dating ot the ShepherdS' plays, which would 
be taken up later a8 part ot the probl_ ot dating the work ot the Wakefield 
Master, the studT ot re'rlsiona within the Cycle, which continued through 
the next deca~ J and the relation ot the Cycle to the liturgical drama, 
which was treated only' sporadical17. 
In the following decade three popular sUbjects were introduced. the 
study ot sources other than the liturgical drama, the Waketield group ot 
plqa, and the "Second Shepherds' Plq," whose long list ot articles began 
wi th discussiona ot analogues to the Mak incident. textual studies began 
in the twenties and ha .... cont.inued to the present daT. The problem ot the 
relationship ot the fownelq Cycle to the York pla,.. vas introdUced into 
oer1odicala onlT at the Ye't7 end ot the twenti. although the work which 
provoked this discWll8ion, Miss Iqle t s book em the original 1denti t7 ot the 
two Cyclea, had been published ten ,-ears betore. During the next decad.e 
this relationship was studied in particular pla18 rather than in the Cycles 
in their entiret7. The most recent articles on the Townele7 Cycle continue 
the types ot studies introduced earUer but, as in the relationship to 
York, solutions to problems are being sought in the atutV' ot individual 
plays rather than ot the cyclic unit. 
The Y8'r1' earUeat discussion ot a particular probl_ in the studT ot 
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t."1e Townel.., plays was begun by Walter Skeat in 1893 when he suggested that 
Widkirk, a tradition in the Townel.,- family' as the loeal1t,. of the plqa, 
was the archaic pronunciation of Wt')odk1rk, a place near Wakefield.77 Thi. 
statement brought about the first. of Matthew Peacock's numerous contributions 
on the subject. Arter retuting Widld.1'k as the locale on the grounds that 
there is no trace of such a former pronunciation, he championed Wakefield 
because of ita appearance in the manuscript, the mention of local place-l'WIles 
in the pl.ay8, and the condit.:lons in i'lakelield lavoring the existence ot a 
CYCle.78 Atter three siJdlar articles b7 the same writer, Hr. Skeat detended 
his choice ot 1'!idldrk on the basi. ot a lI8Jluscript annotation to the effect 
that the Town.ley plays were connected vi th "Wydkirk •• 79 Seventeen,..ars 
later, Hr. Peaoock ad.decl to h1s previous argwaent.. portions ot sixteenth-
century reoords ot the proceeding. of the Wakefield Burg... Coun cOlUl&lld1ng 
eve%7' cratt. to being lorth its Corpus Christi P8geant..80 Rus.ell Pott. .. 
opposed t.h1. infentnoe, st.aUng that. t.he recorda merely' prove that there 
were plqa 1ft Waleefield, but not that. these were the Towneley plays.81 In 
77Walt.er W. Skeat, "The Locality ot the Towneley Plays,· b lfo. 3449 
(December 2, 1693), 779. 
7Bxatthev Peacock, "The Wakefield lVsteries, The Place of Representation, It S., XXIV (1901), 513-514. 
79walter W. Skeat, "The Wakefield 1(rsteries,· !!9., 10th sere X (August 
29, 1908), 177. 
8~tthew Peacock, "The Wakefield IVsteries,ttTIS. (March 5, 1925), 156. 
8~us8.1l Potter, "'!'he Wakefield l(ysterie.,· fIB, (April 30, 1925), )00. 
-
defense of his theory, Mr. Peacock answered that he did not consider the 
records alone as sufficient proof, but that the records confirmed previous 
evidence in favor of Wakefield.82 After two more articles, which repeated 
the same arguments endorsing Wakefield, the subject ¥as dropped except for 
Louis Wannls conclusion, after an examination of the manuacript, that though 
Wakefield cannot be discounted. as the original home of th.e Cycle, the 10ca11 tT 
must remain an open question becaU8e of lack of conclusi'V8 evidence. 8,3 
Ano~ topic about which onl3 suppoai tiona can be made is that of the 
revisions which contributed to the development of the C)"Cle until it reached 
its final 1'01"11. F. W. Moorman predicated three layers of worlc:manship I the 
!,rimitive 07Cle, the borrowings .from ton, and the work of the Wakefield 
Master.84 Although'rank W. C&d7 agreed that two editors ilaprtlved the 
primitive 01'31e, he interchanged 1Ir. Moorman·. last two groups because the 
York borrowings do not contain the couplets common to the other 'biro groupe. 8, 
In a later article he traced the evidence of i'ou.r ed1 tors in the Tovnelq 
Passion plays. the Wakefield Master, a couplet editor, the York: borrower, 
and a quatrain editor, the last, two of which he considerecl identical.86 
8~tth .. Peacock, -!be Wakefield Ml8ter1 •• ," TLS, (~7, 1925), 316. 
-8,3 
Loui. Warm, -A Jfw Er,gjnatiOl1 of the Hanuscript of the Townelez 
Pl:!l!, It PMU., XLIII (March 1928), 1S0. 
84,. w. HooI'Ull, -'the Wakefield. M1.racle PlaJw,. TIm, I (1906), 10. 
85rramc w. 0adT, "The Couplets and Quatrains in the Townelq MTstel7 
Plqs,· JlGP. I (October 1911), ,73, sal. 
86:rrank w. Caq, "The Passion Oroup in Towne1!l,- !!!!. X (April 191,3), 
,99. 
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ms. rz.nk, 0Il1 the other band, rejected the id.ea ot revisions of the 
entire C~le at an:r one tin since the text or all the playa did. not remain 
in the custod;y ot one man. She maintained. that it was ind.i v1d.ua1 plays 
that were re"lised. and borrowed. at Tal'ious times and. that this continual n-
writing and borrowing ot old playa trom other Cycles was sufficient to ac-
count tor the origin ot certaiD reaablaneea, both in .tructur. and. in 
phrase, that are otherviae not readi17 expla1nable.57 Except in artic1.s 
concerning the work ot the Waket1eld. Master, the que.tiM ot .... revision8 
vas not discussed at aDT length in later articles. 
The studT ot source. ttJr the Towne1q plqs resembled. aild.1ar studie8 
tor the 0y01ea in general. '!'be 11 turgical drua va8 the prima1'7 souroe ac-
cepted. by IIJ08t vi tars on the ba.i. ot the silt1l.ar framework tound in the 
!lat1vitT and. ReaurrectiOll p1qas in the various O7c1e •• 
In addt tie to the liturgical drama and to the 11 tura i t.elt J M1d.dle 
EngUsh poe1i.ry vas alao considered a8 a source of s.. ot the Townele,. pla".va. 
The Northern Pass1OD., cGaposed about the tir.t halt ot the tourteenth oen-
tury, vas SUGge.ted by MiS8 'oster a. a source ot the Towneley Pas.ion playa 
on the basi. ot genenl. a1m1lar1 t7 ot outllDe and verbal parallels. In 
accounting tor the.e re.ablancea, abe concluded. that the p1qwright naturall7 
preterred to use the Inglish .. tricel paraphra.e3 ot the Sc~lptural storie. 
rather than to translate the Latin of the llturcr.86 Mi .. Miller agreed, 
870race Frarak, "ReTiai_ in the Inglish H,y.tel7 Pla7. II !!t XV (December 
1917), S6S. 
88 Franees Jo. 'oster, "The If7atery Play and the !lorthern PU81Oft," MIll, 
XXVI (June 1911), 169-171. 
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explaining that yerbal parallels wre fewer wherever the playwright attapted 
to avoid the cOMllonplace by aploy.l.ng more originali t7. 89 For similar 
reasona a Middle Inglish metrical version of the Ten Commandments, flSpeculWll 
Christiani,· vas suggested as the source of a passage of the Towelq "PlaT 
of the Doctors. fl90 
About the .... tiM that aourcea of the pl.qs wre being sought, atten-
tion 11&8 drawn to the "Second Shepherda' Plq,. which va8 to beco. the 
topic of at last on....tourth of the article. on the townel.,. 01"1e. 1'he 
contrast between ita realistic and comic ataosphere and the BOl_ Beth-
lehem sc ..... upon which it vas built appealed:t,o scholars who 8&11 in the 
plaT opportunities for s'tud7 and d.i8CU8aiOl'l. Mu7 of the article. concerned 
Male and his escapade, and. it vaa the cl1sooye17 of analogue. to this incident 
which opened the long series of discus.iona dealing vi th the plq. 
Analogues of the sheep-stealing incident inY01Y.tng lfak vere brought to 
light throughout the thirty-y... period from 1916-1916. !heir appearances 
at various place. and vi th only' aooidental details changed led to the classi-
fication of the story as folklore. The one major change made by the plq_ 
wright, Male's pun1ahlteat rather than hi. eacape, vas shown to have been a 
91 necessary revision sinoe evil could not go unpum.shec:l in a religious pla,y. 
89trrance. H. JfiUert "The Wortham PaSsiOll and the Kysteries,. HLV, 
XXXIV (:reb1"\Ul17 1919), 86-92. 
9OCar1etOll Brown, "The Townelq 'PlaT of the ])octors' and the 'Speculwa 
Christiani, tit MLlf, IX.XI (April 1916), 223. 
9ltr. T. Parrott, "Male and Archie Armstrangl What Protessor IColbing 
tett Unsolved,· MLI. I.tX (Mq 1944), 3OJ. 
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That the incident belonged to the reallll of f'olklore was substantiated 
by the large assortment of' l11alogu.es frOll various localities and periods. 
Alben S. Cook recounted three appearances of' the story. in the play, in 
what purported to be an al1thentic, history of' the last bal!' of' t.he eighteenth 
centur.r, and in an earq nineteentb-oentU17 ballad. Sinee be left tbe 
veracitY' ot the histor.r acoount l1llSettled, he could not definitel;r discount 
the p08sibiliV that the ballad might have been merel;r a recounting of' 
this narratift.92 Two ;years later, Albert C. Bauch declared that the in-
cident def'initel1' belonged to the province of folklore in the Ught of' a 
ruteenth-century novella by Giovanni Sabadin.o.93 In 1932 J. B. Wh1 ting 
uncovered a late I.atin story' in the Saturnalia of' Macrobius. a work not 
unknown to the Middle Agu. 'I'hough the stOl'7 differed in details lit 
corresponded in essent1al.a to the incident in the play'.9h American analogues 
were added to the growing list two years later. One, f'ound in the Copgres-
sional Record of' the SeventJ'-5ecODd Congres., vas told by • southern Senator, 
and a similar stc.ry, reported to have occurred in Korth Carolina, was re-
told by Will Rogers. the discoverer of the.e two atone. also tOUDd a 
stor,r strl.ld.ngl;r a1 m.11ar in details in Cu.aI1tos Asturil1108, a Spanish 
II 
92 
Albert 8. Cook, ftAnot.her ParaUel to the Mak StOl7,· ~ XIV (May 
1916), 15. 
734. 93A1'ber\ c. Bal1gh, ·PanUela to the Male Sto1'7,· !reI XV (April 1918), 
94". B. Whiting, "An Analogue to the Hak 8to1'7,. ~., VII (October 
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magazine.95 Later the South contributed another version localised near 
Augusta, (}eorgia.96 
Although M. T. Parrott did not add arfJ' n_ analogues to the Kat in-
cident, he vas the first to attempt to answer the que.t1on whether the play' 
or the nineteenth-century ballad, "Archie .&.rmatranat • .lith,· was oloser 
to the folklore tradition. Since the plaT had to be tempered bT the NativitT 
theme it waa meant to portrq, he concluded that the ballad more oloae~ 
resembled the original than did the' ·plaT. 91 After stud1ini th1rt.een ana-
logues from su d1.tterent countries, Robert. C. Coney agreed with Parrott 
that the source of aU ot them vas folklore &net that the playwright wa8 
the adaptor who bad to make his plaT conform to ths requirements of a 
burlesqae parodT ot the Nativity s08 •• 98 
!be posaibil1 ty ot identif'11ng the author of the "Seoun4a Pastorua" 
was introduced b7 Oscar Cargill' 8 suggestion of O1lbert Pilk1ngton wboae 
signature vas inscribed. in a manuscript. containing the 10I'tbem Pasaion as 
E 
wll as a romance, the 1.'u.rneraant 2! Tot.ma, which was 81.U.81" in tecbn1que 
to the ·Secunda Past.orum." Attar predicating Gilbert Pilkington as the 
aut.hor ot all three works-the Hortheft ptaaion and the Ttlmemant on the 
baai. ot their inclusion in the same manu.Grip', and the .Secunda Pastorwa-
9SU• K. SlI,J'SeI' and ThOll8.s B. Stroup, "Analogue. to the Hale Stor.y," JU. 
nVII (October-Deceniber 1934), 378 .. )81. 
96 1'hcIIas B. stroup, "Another Southern Analogue to the Halt 5t01'1', II !!S.-
In (Karch 1939), 5. 
97P&rrott, p. 303. 
~obert C. Coabq, "Mak St.orT and Ita Folklore Analogue.,. ~., IX 
(Jul7 1945) 317. 
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because of its general aimilari ty to the Turnemant in the handling ot 
comic situation and the realistic treatment ot native character-he traced 
the manuscript .from the Pilldngtons to the 'lownelqs through the agency ot 
a Charles Pilkington, the guardian of Sir John Townelq, founder of the 
family' librar.r.99 His. Foster attacl-.:ed the theory', first of all, on the 
grounds that the manuscript in which the name is found is an unreliable 
one, and no other manuscript attributes the Northern Passion to Gilbert 
Pilkington. She proceeded to show that the great discrepancY' in the dates 
of the Northern Passion and the plq preclude any poseibili V of their 
havi.ng been written b.r the same man, and that mere inclusion of two works 
in a manuscript ot ad.sceUanies is insufficient to. predicate one author 
for both.lOO Although H:l.ss :roster's A.l'ticle had al.reaq dealt the death 
blow to the Gilbert Pilkington theOl7, 14endal G. Frampton presented sup-
plement&J7 arguments aga1nat Pilkington'. authorship ot the _'ru.rn ............ em&n ............. t 2! 
Totenhaa when he explained that the 1Amclon location ot the a ctian of the 
Tumemant would have been unfamiliar to the Laneash1re author ot tlle Borthern 
Passion. In addi tim, he arglled that there vas no connection between the 
P111d.ngton of the ~scr1pt and the one who was the guardian ot John 
1'owneley.lOl Thua, within a very' short time the tempting proposition ot 
990scar Cargill, "The Authorship of the 'Seeund4l PastorWD,' I'f PMU., lLI 
(December 1926), 829. 
100 Frances A. Fostw, eva. Gilbert Pilkington Author of the 'Secunda 
Pastorum'?" PHIA, XLIII (March 1928). 127. 131. 
1O~1 O. lruapton, -Oilbert P:llldngton Once More,· PKU.. IIRIl 
(September 1932) .. 626-6).5. 
attrlbu\1ng the .,8t interesting of the C:rcle plA)t'a to • particular author 
was abandoned because ot the complete lack of an)" baai. tor auch an attn ... 
bution. 
Textual atudiea, vh1ch made their appearance about tM.rt1'-tlve year. 
ago, vere ot two kinde I tho.. 11wolYlna ememt.iat.1ona in alreaq u1stiDg 
edit:1ona and thoee ooncerned with lnterpntaUGIUI of passages in the text. 
The first type of atud.r, iJulpired b7 the increased acce.a1biU ty of the 
Townel.,. ntanWJCr:tpt after ita aoqula1t1cm b.Y t.he Jltmtington Libru7, ean-
sidered eepeciallT the Old Test.ent and the Wa"efield Jl1"Ouna. Halt ot the 
textual interpretation etucl1 .. concerned the; eluo1datd..cm of pa8M~" 1.r.l 
the "Seotmda Pastonatt .. acholara atteaapW to lIIIke the plq more ~ 
able by explaln1l'l1 the dialectical expreHlona andphras .. ccmtaOllly used 11'1 
the Middle Age •• 
While textual 1nYeat1gatiau were utabl1ab1nc theuel .... s amon, the 
atudt .. coneemina the plqa, the attclUon of scholars .. s being turned to 
the po.sible relationship bettwaen the rownel.e7 0101e and that ot York. Moat 
scholars agree that the Townel.,. pla.,ve are 010.e11' related to those of the 
York Cycle, but the exact extent of the relatlonah1p baa not bean aat1afac-
tor111' defined. Betore the appearance ot the idea of a COfll.'lOll parent C~1e, 
Frank W. Cad,J predicated a 00Bl0ll Uturgical eource ter the .atidt,. and. 
Resurrectlon groups of both Oyel .. who •• ft.8Ilblancea in general. st.ructure, 
arrangellll8l'lt and pbraaeolo&r he conaid8red retmantB of tranalatlona from the 
Lat1n.102 
lO2 Frank W. Cady', "Liturgical Basi. of the Townel..,. H7ster1 .. ,· FM'.tA., 
Y.IIV (September 1909), 430. -
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After Miss ~vle's presentation of her ·original identi~ theory in 
1919, disCllssions centered upon its possibility and that of the more wide~ 
accepted theory of borrowings from~. Grace Frank contended that the 
theory' that ~ and Townelel were originally one as Cycles cannot be 
nrovedJ therefore, she preferred to ,!>osit the identity of individual plaTS 
rather than of the entire Cyeles.103 After briefly restating her theory 
that the York: and TOWfteley Cycles were originallJ' one, Miss Iqle answered 
, the difficuUUt. regarding the uneven quality ot the playa in both Cycles 
by maintaining that revision, which in the Cyeles WIlS aln,.. erratic, vas 
taking place continuallJ' even during the pa~nt..cycle stage, and the play'S 
1<ihich seem more advanced in York are merely revisions ot plqa which Towne"" 
-
ley kept in the simpler fona.1.Oh 
In the midst of the discussion of ideas of original identity and bor-
rowings trom York, Mr. Cady restated his theory that Townel!l, York" and 
Coventrr represent three entirely' distinct growths frOIl the same li turg:1cal 
source.1OS John Harrington Smith, on the other hand .. supported Miss lo"18'8 
theory by pro:) I') sing a practically !!!. ~ borrowing from !.2!!. at some t.1me 
at least ono revision removed from Burton's 1415 list, therefore, about 
10) 
Grace Prank, "an the Relation Between the York and Townele;r Playa," 
Pl-fLl, W" (March 1929), 318. 
~r1e C. !q1e, "The Original Identity' of the York and Townele,. 
C}"Cl.s-.l Rejoinder,· PMU. XLIV (March 1929), 320-321. 
lOSPrank W. Cactr. "Towne1ey, York, and 'l'rue.Coventry',· !!!. XXVI (July 
1929), 386. 
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Some scholars preterred to make their contributions to the problem ot 
the relation ot Townelel to ~ in the torm ot studies ot partioular play's. 
In the first ot these studies, Miss Rogers viewed the reduction ot speakers' 
parts in the IfPharao" plaT from seven in ~ to tour in Townelel asa _t.-
ter ot eoonOll1' on the part of the Townel.,. playwright. Her studT, however, 
advanced neither the parent-c101e the0J7 nor that ot direct borrowing. from 
York since she did not consider the evidence in the play sutticiat to deter-
-
mine whether the modifications had been made upon a parent-c,-cle plq or 
upon one borrowed trom York.107 
-
Without exp11ci~ suggesting the existence ot a parent-Cyole, other 
writers demonstrated that some ot the Towneley playa were at least der1ftd 
trom early' versions of extant York plqa. Chester O. Curtisa, who attempted 
to demonstrate that the Townele,.. "Barrow1ng ot Hell" vas based on an early" 
version ot the York play, used the raciness ot hwltor and improved cbarac-
terieation in Townelez to disprove the supposition that it 1s the earl1' 
York text in toto.lOB .l study' of the same pi.,.. bT Kendal hampton attempted 
to account for the metrical d1tterence. between Townelez and the original 
106 John Ha. rr1ngton Sm! thf "The Date ot Some Wakefield Borrow1nga trOll York,· PMLl, WI (June 1938), 600. 
101 
Gen.erle'f'e Rogers, "ReductiOl'l ot the Speakers' Parts in the TowneleY' 
'Pharao, tit .£9., IX (April 1930), 211. 
108 
Chester O. Curtiss, "The York and Townel.,.. PlaTS of 'The Barrow1ng 
of Hell,'" R- nx (Janttar;r 1933) .. 32-)). 
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York version, which was verr regular, bT attributing the irregularities to 
a trimeter-writing editor who did the Towneley revis1ona.109 
The same writer extended his studie8 of the relationship between 
Townele:; and !2!:!5. to 8everal other pi.,.. in the O,.,le. He sugge8ted that 
the .Conspiracio et OapeioR vas indebted almost entirelT to York except 
-
for the opening I.st Supper scene.110 In the RProceAU 1'alantol"Ul," con-
sidered a late edi t.1on to the 010le becaun Townele:; alreac17 had a casting 
of lots scane, Mr. Fruptoa discovered a stanzaic and metrical organization 
found elsewhere onlT in York. Re aleo tOUDd the injection ot Pilate into 
-
the scene to be peculiar to York, having been teatured in the Xillera' plaT 
ot Burton's 1420 list, but discarded 1r1 1422.lll , 
The Brewbarret.interpolation in the York Ca1r1 plaT presented a unique 
situation. It was the onlT case in which the suggestion vas made that there 
was a po8sibilitT ot !2£!' s having borrowed tFOll '1'ownel!l;. Atter 8tating 
the exi8tence 01 thi8 poHibil1t,l', lfi .. Trusler rejected it because her 
8tudies led her to conclude that 8inoe the York interpolat1oa doe8 not ex-
hibit 8tructural. uniV, it ... probabl¥ the vOJ'k of a splicer rather than 
ot an author, and it vas not influenced b)" the Tovnelq plaT in which the 
corresponding episode is structural.l7 oOllPlete. It there vas an:r 1n1lua.ce, 
lO9Hendal G. h .. pten, .'1'he 'lmmelq tHarrow:J.ng ot Bell,'" PMLl. LVI 
(March 1941), 119. 
ll~l Q. hampton, -Townel.,. IX. 'lh.e Oonapiracio (et Oapeio)," 
Pl{[A, LVIII (December 194.3J, 9.34. 
- Ul 
Mendal G. Frampton, nThe Proce8eue Talentorua (Towne1q XXIV)," PMLA., 
LIX (September 1944), 654. -
112 
she would suggest that 1t vas that ot !!!:!. upon Townel!l. Hr. rruapton 
more detini telT assigned the original idea to tork, the borrowing to an 
earl,- Waketield editor, and the complete revision into the Pikehames ot 
the extant TowneleT Pla7 to the Wakefield Master .113 
Although m&Il1' of the discussions ot other individual playa present 
interesting informat.1on, no controversial issues are raised except in those 
articles considering the Townel~-York relat.1onship. Even the discussions 
of the "P'1rst Shepherds' Play,- second in the nUllber ot articles devoted to 
it, are isolated studies bear:l.ng 11ttle relation to each other. Joah's 
wife, though, has received attenUon aitl1lar :to that shown Hak. The tradi-
tion ot her stubbornness has been traced to the earl,- part ot the eleventh 
centur.r in England and even earUer on the Continent, where 1 t appeared in 
works ot the Rhenish school of art.114 111 .. Mill agrees that the legend. 
ot the stubbornness ot Noah' s wite vas not the drama t:1.st t s invention since 
it was tound in ear17 Kobamudan as well as European tradition.US 
The date ot the writing ot the Wakefield Haster' s portion ot the T01Ift8-
ley' plays vas the subject lIost under discussion during the second halt of 
112 
Margaret Trusler, -The York 'Sacriticiwa C.,.. and Abell,'· PHIA, 
XLII (September 1934), 959. -
ll~l G. Frampton, liThe Brevbarret Interpolation in the York: Play 
the 'Sacriticiwa Cayme and Abell,'· J'MLl, LII (Septeaber 1937), 900. 
114'ather1ne Garvin, itA lote on Noah's Wite," MUl, XLII (February 1934), 
88-90. 
USAnna Jean Hill, "Josh' s Wite Again, II .!!!:!!, LVI (Septa.ber 1941) .. 
613-626. 
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the nineteen-thirties. Ilread1' in 190, an attempt had been made to date 
the cOMPosition of the two shepherds' plays by a study ot their MUsic. 
Sinoe the shepherds in the tirst play sang only a round, and those in the 
second a three-part descant, Miss Traver concluded that the author had pro-
gressed in his musical knowledge during the time between the writing ot the 
first and the second plays. She dated the first pl.a7 early in the second 
half' of the fourteenth oentUl7, and the second toward the close of the 
centur;r.l16 Both are rather early' dates when compared with later estimates. 
Kendal Frampton tended to set the date ot the Master somewhat later, 
that is, within the second quarter of the tifteenth centUl"T. Be based his 
argwaents on costume allusions in the plays attributed to the Wakefield. 
Kaster, on an historical investigation of conditions favorable to the main-
tenance of • C~le in Wakefield, and an bibliographical evidence regarding 
the borrowings from York. 1l7 hom his conclusion that the character ot 
-
Pikehames in the Townele,. Cain play was a dev910pment ot Brewbarret, inter-
polated into the corresponding York p1ay during the second decade of the 
tittMnth centur:r, he sought to confirm the theo17 that the Wakefield Master 
could not have written before the second quarter of the fifteenth cen'tur7.118 
Although John Harrington 8mi th' s evidence froll Hak' 21 costume seemed to suggest 
U6aope Traver, "The Relation ot Kusical ienas in the Woodkirk Shep-
herds' Plays to the Date of Their Composition, MUf, IX (JanU&17 19(5), 1-.5. 
117Menda1 G. Frampton, -'!'he Date of the nourishing of the Wakefield 
Master,· PMU.. L (September 19.35), 6.31-660. 
118 Frampton, PHIA. LII, p. 900. 
i 
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that the Master wrote at the end. of the fourteenth or the beginning ot the 
fifteenth centur,y,119 his later article, by accepting the theor,y of a 
practically' ~ ~ borrowing from ~ about 1400, agreed with Mr. Framp-
ton's dating of the Master.120 Asafinal argument for a late flourishing 
of the Master, Mr. Frampton insisted that the ItProcessus Talentorum," dis-
carded by the York Millers in 1422, could not possib~ have been adopted by 
Towne1q before 1425, and some time must have elapsed before the Master 
revised it.121 
Very ffN, it 8n1'. ot the problems concerning the Towneley- Cycle have 
been solved. Perhaps that is the reason wh7; the Cycle remains ot interest 
to scholars, who seem to be turning now to the analysis and discussion ot 
the dramatic value of individual plays in the hope ot discovering some new 
clue to aid in the solution ot t.'1ese problems. 
In general, the York p~ pose tewer problems .~ do those ot Towne. 
ley. Their place of origin is agreed upon, the dates ot l1I8ll7 ot the playa 
can be at least approx1.matelT estimated by studying Burton's lists, and no 
one has attempted to attribute any play' to a partioular dramatist. The chiet 
119 
John Harrington Smith, "Another Allusion to CostUlle in the Work ot 
the Wakefield Kaster,· PMLl, LII (September 1937), 901. 
l.2Osmith, PMU, LIn, p. 600. 
121 Frampton, PMLl, LIX, p. 654. 
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il'Ilpoy-tance ot the Cycle seem. to be in its influence upon the other Cycles, 
especial~ 1ownel!l. 
'!'he very earliest paper devoted entirely' to the York plays vas a rime-
index published just betore the tum ot the century. During the tirst three 
decades ot the twentieth century, periodical articles discussed the Middle 
EngU.h metrical souro.s ot the plqs. At the end of this paried.. wri tar. 
turned. their attention to the relationship between !'.!?!"!. and Townelez. Most 
ot the artiole. on the topiC, however, were inspired by a de.ire to Solve 
the 1ownel.,. probl ... rather than by interest in the York C1018 itaelt. 
Recent studies have been rather erratic, with no article. direc1il1' relating 
to York during the last t. ,..ara. 
-
.l t the beginning ot the twentieth century, scholars were interested in 
the metrical source. used in the composition ot the York plB1s. The influence 
ot the Middle English lorthern Pas.ion was considered especially evident 
in the arrangemmt ot the sequence ot e venta in the Pas.ion playa .122 To-
gether wi til the Gospel 2! licodellu, the Korthem Passion vas studied as the 
toundation ot whole Pla78.1.23 Since both 10wnelez and !2!:! contain similar 
material probabq borrowed trom the Gospel ~ I'icodelllu, the dating ot these 
borrowings atter 1400 was used. as a lleans ot discredi tiDg the parent-cycle 
tn8017, Which posited the separation ot the CTC1 •• about 1390.124 
122,oster, MLI, XXVI, p. 171. 
12~ller, p. 92. 
124z1eanor Grace Clarki "!he York Playa and the GO!p!l ot Bicod ..... " 
PMIA, XLIII (March 1928), 165. -
-
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Although it vas the parent-cycle theor,r whioh vas responaible for INch 
of the attentiOD vh10h the York pla;r8 received., the earliest parallels drawn 
were those between the York and. Coventry "Play of the Doctora." The first 
explanation giYeJl for the paraUels vas that Coventg had adapted. the pJ.a3r 
from Yorlc with very fn alteraUoll8.U ; Further stw:i7. which shoved. that 
-
similar parallels could be drawn between Townelez and Chester, led Alexander 
Hohlfeld to pose the question which has never been satisfactori~;answered. 
WWere the other plaTs taken direotlT troll York or part17 from each other1,,126 
-
About a decade later, Jom C. French predicated a cOBIon original for all 
four plays. 127 
This common original, in the case of !!!! and Town.lel, vas considered 
by Frank CacV' to be a Co.OD Uturgical source, wh1ch would account tor the 
resemblance in general structure and. arrang8llent as well 88 parallel phrase-
01ogy.U8 In a later art1ole, the .... author added Coventrz to the Ust 
of parallels, considering all three 010188 a. ent1relT distinct growths trOll 
the 88IIl8 11 turg1cal aource.129 '1'h1a idea oontradicts both the parent-c)"ele 
theory' ot msa Iqle and the theory' of Townele7 borrowinga trOll York. 
-
12;Char18S Da"l1daOJ1, .~ Pla7 of the Weavers of Cown1i1T,· MUf, VII 
(March 1.892), 185. 
126 Alexander R. Hohlteld, "'!'he Plq of the Weavers of Coventry," MIM, 
vn (Ma)" 1892), )09. 
127 John C. French, itA Hots on the Miracle Plqs,. MUI, XIX (Januar.r 
19(4), 32. 
128Cady', PMLl, XXIV, p. 423. 
129 Cady, SP, XXIV, p. 386. 
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As far as particular plays are concerned, there i. no York play to rival 
the 'l'owneley "Secunda Pastorwa.· !lot ind1 vidual playa, but group., such as 
the Old Testament, Passion, laster, and Mar" plays, were dliscusaed. The Old 
Testament plays were considered important primarily because of their relation 
to the corresponding Towneley plays as were the Passion plays, which were 
treated chief~ in discussions of such topics as assignment of lines to 
characters, expense aceounts of the perfol'tling cratts, and revision of the 
pla,... There is no relation between the tw articles on the Mary plays. 
In one the words of the lour songs iD Play XINI we~ traced to the lAIgenda 
Aurea rather than directly to the liturgy or;the 'ulgate.1lO The other 
article presented a SUDlllary of the last years of the Har:r plays after the 
Reformation.1)l Only one play', "The Dr ... of Pilate'. W1fe,- was discussed 
from the viewpoint of huJaan interest. In the preparation _de for the 
retiring of Pilate and his wi.te, Eva Freeman pointed out that the guild of 
the Tapi teres and Oouchen seized an opDortuni t7 to advertise 1 ts warea.132 
Von. ot thes. studie., however, developed into a aeries ot articlesin which 
several authors d1acus.ed their findings. 
Deapi t. the fact that the York 0101e vas often considered the souroe 
of the other Cycle., its populari t7 with scholars has beetl overshadowed b7 
these other Cycl •• , especially by Towneley, which i. probably most indebted 
1300. Fenno Hottman, "The Source of the Words to the Music in York 46," 
MLN, LXV (April 19$0), 236-239. 
13lrti.ll, 00+. u..v, pp. 866-816. 
132 
Eva Freeman, ".1 lote on Play XXI of the York Cycle, It MLtf. XU (June 
1930), 392-394. 
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to it. Townelel's greatness as a Cycle is often attributed to its borrotdngs 
!rom York. but!!!:! is indebted to TownsleT for much of the attention it 
has reeeiyed in periodical articles. 
CHESTER 
The Chester Pla78 have the distinction of being 1I0st otten suggested 
for re'riyal. During the tirst decade of the century several artic1c~s were 
written preciseq with the intention of gaining an appreciaUve public who 
would support an att_pt to have the plays re-enacted. 
Before the end of the nineteenth century; diacusaions had begun on par-
ticular problell8 ccnc8l'n1ng the Chester Cyele. Interest in the relation of 
the Chester play of Abraham t(l that of BroaI9 on the s_ subject was aroused 
in 1890 and has lasted until the preaent. bong the ear17 twentleth-century 
articles were discusaions of theoriee concerning the author of the Cyele, 
followed by articles on the dating of the playa. Consideration of possible 
sources J which appeared only in the third decade of the twentieth century J 
did not gain nch attention. At the end oftha next decade came mention 
of the play of Antichri8t. the an17 plaT besides that of Abraham which 1I8.S 
con8idered individuall7. Durine the last tventl18ar8, no new topics have 
been considered, and artie lea on previoua17 introduced. subjoctB have been 
111IIi ted in l1WJJber. 
The 1DOst discussed topic in regard to the Cheater playa is the subject 
of authorship. In an earl¥ discus.ion of the M;rateri •• in general, Ralph 
I 
I 
I 
5) 
Higden, the Chrcmicler, vas nat'Il8d as the aut.hor ot the C7Cle.lJ) Kost die-
eu"nons vbieh consicier the possib1Ut.7 that Higden adght have bMft the 
author agree on designating him a monk although they difter in apel.l1ng his 
n". LadT VoJl'llq called h1a RandaU H1agmd, • aonk ot Chester, who oom-
posed eertain I(ysteri.ea in Latin and later tnnslated theIa into BngUab. 
To this inf'or_t.1OJ1 abe added that at &. later date these Wh1tGun plays were 
altered and made into a Cycle by a certa:1n Sir Ken:r;y rnunc .... alac a 
monk.lJ4 .A.rtl'Jur Francia Leach, 'IIilD called. the idea ot • moakiah origin tor 
the Obeater playa gueaaworlc, traced the allua10aa whioh mlght have contribu-
ted to t.~8 idea. In the larleian Ms. 2124 the plaF8 were aaa1gned to Don 
RaDdle Riggonet ot Cheater AbbqJ in the llarlelan !la. 1944 tbey were os.l1ed 
the work ot one landaU, & monk of the .lbbq ot st. Warburgh 1n Chestor 
and lNDtion vas alao made that the first -TOr, S1r John Arnew&y, caused 
th8II to be plqed. Hr. Leach concluded that since plqa vere otten attribu-
ted to arfI' lIonk known, there was noth1.ng unusual in the C7cle' s being as-
cribed to Randolph Jf1gden, author ot the Pol;[cb.ron1coD, the great _dieval 
8nOY'Olopedia of English history.llS After dating B1gdan's birth about the 
1I1dd.bt ot the tb1rieeDth century and noting that au earq sUteenth-contuzoT 
emp11er did not ttlontion the ;)lays in his list ot Higdcmts wries, Joseph 
Bridge .aa.bled all the available dOCUMntat7 evidenCe an the topic. The 
lJ3"ff;rster1 •• , Hora11 U88_ If P. 333. 
llhv.l'Il87.t p. S99. 
l)Slrtlmr Frano18 Leach •• SOIIe EngUsh Pta,.. and Plqera, 1220-1548,. 
!! ~l1.h lti.soel!ePl Pres_ted ~ !!£. !urn1",all, (Oxford, 19(1), p. 2)0. 
ED-nns of 1475 and 1570 and the Proclamation oJ' 1520 mention Arnewq as the 
deviser, but the Proclamation considers Francis, a monk, as the writer, while 
the Later Banns name a Dam Randall. Two v(~rsions ot a manuscript account 
of the ~)lays by Archdeacon Rogers, c. 1575, agree on Randall as the writer, 
but disagree tm the dating of Ameway's mayoralty. To these findings, Mr. 
Bridge added the evidence in the Harleia~1 manuscripts. Without committing I, 
himself to any' decision in the matter, he concluded his article wit", the 
remark that, despiteth1s evidence, the leading authorities are not L~clined 
to accept the Higden theory.1)6 In a later article" Mr. Bridge acknowledged 
that it is quite possible that HeD1"Y" P'rancis :and Ralph Higden maY' have trans-
lated and revised some at the plays and rendered literary help in reducing 
the Cycle to unity, but that is all that can be said with certainty.l)7 
As late as 1951, Arthur Brown still considered Higden's authorship wor~ 
of a close study before being set aside despite the confusion concerning the 
dates ot Arn~'s mayoralty.l)8 
Closely' connected with the question of authorship was the problem of 
dating the Cyele. If the plays were produced during the tj.rst year of the 
ma;rorslty of ~ohn Ameway, the Cyele existed as early as 1321. If this 
1)6 
Joseph C. Bridge, lithe Chester Miracle Plays; Some Facts Concerning 
Them, and the Supposed Authorship ot Ralph Higden," JC1t1, II (1903), 60, 74, 
93. 
iv. 
137 
Joseph C. Bridge, "Three Chester Whitsun Plays," JOW, nv (1908), 
138ArthUJ" Brown, Itl Tradition of the Cheater Plays," 00, II (1951), 
69-72. 
date is accurate, the Chester playe present the earlie.t indication ot the 
vemacular in the Cycl... Albert S. Cook presented .. confirmation ot such 
an earlY' dating a "Semon Againat M1rac18-Pl.a7a," pre8Ullabl.,y by a fourteenth-
centUlT Wycli.ftlte. Upon investigation, Mr. Cook found that the Chester 
Cycle is the onlY' one containing both the Antichrist and the DooIlsday' plays 
mentioned in the sermon. Assum1ng that the preacher had this Cycle in 
mind, he assigned the p~. to 1350 at the ver.y latest.139 Other scholars, 
however, objected to pushing back the date ot the Crcles as tar as possible 
even in an attempt to ensure complete continuity with the liturgical drama. 
Mr. Swart contended that available data prov~. onq that the Crc18s existed 
all through the .fitteenth centU17 and pos8ibq as earq as the last quarter 
ot the tourteenth. He do .. not agree theretore that the Chester Cycle can 
be dated earlier than 1375.140 
Although the Chester plqa are related in material and fON to the 
other Cycles, onq in tvo cases has m,y particular study been made of this 
relationship. The possibility that Chester supplied the Old Testament plays 
tor Lndus Coventriae'vas considered in detail in articles discussing the 
latter Cycle. The only single play, howver, which received consicierable, 
if intermittent, attention vas the play ot Abraham's Sacrifice, .found in 
every Cycle and also in non-cyclic versions. In attempts to discover whether 
the Chester or the Bro. play on this subject vas the earlier ..... mon, 
1)9J.1bert S. Cook, "The Chester Plays," !!.' C (Hay 27, 1915), 599. 
14Oswart, p. 132. 
scholars have arrived at ditferent conclusiona depending upon the prinoiples 
underly1ng their studiea. Although the two P1878 are substantial17 the 
same in general features, the great difterence in atanza form precludes 8!11' 
mere transfusion ot the pla)" from one manuscript to another. Alexander 
Hohlfeld considered the extant BrOll8 m&nuacript as a corrupt torm ot an 
older version, adopted by Ohester with the adjustments necessary to make 
the stansa torm oorrespond to that of the rest ot the O1'Ole.1.41 
Becaue the Ohaater play i. aiDIpler, has a detinite didactic intention, 
and seem. olos81'" to the liturgical drama, Carrie Harper arrived at the con-
olusion that it vaa an earlier play though it: vas not necesaari17 the aource 
ot the BroIIe play. She considered a oommon source tor both playa more prob-
able.142 FrOII a stud7 ot the meter ot the two playa Margaret Danc7 'ort 
ooncluded that the Oheater play, whose meter ia unitorm, ia the earlier ver-
sion while the BroDIe plaT with ita irregular meter represents the work ot 
a reviser who neglected metrioal torm tor dramatio ettect.143 
fhe latest article on the subject has returned to Hohlteld' s theory 
that both the Chester and Brome pla71 are based on an earlier veraion ot 
Brome. J. Burke Seven reached thi. conclusion through a careful stud1' ot 
the verbal agreements between the p1871 and the contusions of order, the 
141Al exander Hohlteld, "fifo Old English MysteJ7 Plays on the Subject 
ot Abraham's Sacrifice," MLI. V (April 1890), 237. 
1420arrie A. Harper, "A CompariSOD Between the Broaae and Cheater Playa 
ot 'AbrahaJa and I.aac, III Radclifte College Henographs, XV (1910), 73. 
14~aret Dancy Fort, "The Meters ot the Brome and Chester Abrahut 
and Isaao Play," FK.Ll. XLI (Dec_ber 1926), 839. 
i 
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wronglT-assigned speeches, and the clUllo,.. transitions in Chester.144 
Interest. in the play ot "Antichrist.," the 01117 other plaT discussed at 
any length, centered upon the manuscript rather than the text. F. H. Salter 
dated the manuscript. some time after 1467, when the Earl.,. Ba."ln8 were pub-
lished, and before 1488, when an addition to the C1'018 altered the number of 
"Antichrist. ... 14S 
Although the discu8sion at French influence did not gain much proatinence 
in Inglish and American periodicals, toreign scholar. and authors ot COll-
plete worle8 on the Cycles did consider the 8ubject. at 80118 leng\h. Albert 
C. Baugh sunuu.r1sed this scholar8hip on French influence, distingui8hing 
three periods c the tirst, k~ted. b,.. an unwillingness to denT the poaa!. 
MUtT of French 1n:llumce, yet. a hesitation to acoept it aa proved) the 
next, dominated by assurance ot its existence J and the third, characterized 
by a tendenoy to d8llT the existence of such an intluence. ltr. Baugh himsell 
was ot the opinion that probablT sOlllWhere in the developunt ot the Cycle 
the innuence ot the Prench dramatic traditltm bad been telt.146 
'!'he8e discussions ot the authorship and dating ot the C1'cle, its 
relation to other C7cle8, and the pos.1biU t,.. ot French influence make up 
the bulk ot the articles conc8l"l1ing the Chester plays. The main reasOR tor 
l44". Burke Severs, liThe Rfllationab1p Between the Broae and Chestel' 
Playa of tAbrabu and Isaac, fit ,!'!!. XLII (February 194», 150. 
14)". M. Salter, "The Bann. ot the Chester Playa,1I RES, XV (October 
1939), 432-4S7. 
14611bert C. Baugh, "The Chester P1.,... and Frf.llCh Intluence," Schel.l,injt 
lnniversarr Papers, (Hev Yorte, 1923), pp. 3S-63. 
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the numerous general discua.ions of the CTCle was the interest in rerlving 
and modernizing the plays, particularlT the Nativit7 group. In this respect, 
the Chester Cycle exempl.i1'1.s the modern trend to acquaint the publio with 
the religious drama ot the Hidd.le Ages. 
!he Ludu.a Coventriae vas the last Cycle to be taken into consideration 
~ scholars. lot until 1906 did even a general discussion of the Cyele 
appear. In the following decade' particular problema such as the place of 
presentation, sources of the plays, and the manner of their presentation 
were int..roduced and oontinued to b. discussed during the next tvo decades. 
Following the cOliparatively- recent trend ot conSidering the dramatic n.lue 
of the C~les, studies ot the Lu.dus COTentr1ae during the last two decades 
bave centered upon the existence ot unitT in the Cycle. 
The Ludua Coventrias shares wi til the Townsley plays the tact that 1 t 
has problems peculiarl¥ i t8 own. In tact, the v8'l7 name of the Cycle, 
Ludrll Coventriae, is misl.ading, and most authorities agree that it 1s a 
misnomer, oAusing contuzio:'l betveen this Cycle and that at Coventry. Th. 
cause ot this contusion bas been traced to a note in the hand of a seventeen 
century librarian who incorrectl.T t1 tled the manuscript, Ludua Ccmmtrlas 
!!!! Ludus Corporis Christ1.147 To avoid being misunderstood, many writers 
147Madele1ne Hope Dodds, -The Northern Stage,· irA, 3rd ser. n (1914), 
38. 
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call the plays the Hegge ~l!le after an earl,y owner of the manusoript. 
In attempting to sol .... the problem ot the place of presentation ot 
the Ludus Coventriae, scholars have 11 ttl. definite eVidence to aid them. 
One of the earliest writers on the subjeot quoted passages from the Banns 
as indications that the pl87S were wri tteD. fDr strolling playe1"8.148 In 
an81l8r, Madeleine Dodds presented several diffioulties whioh would result 
from this hypothesis. All the available evidence indicates that the strollers 
performed single play's which lasted no liON than two or three hours and 
that the companies were ... U, containing as a rule halt a dOllen pl8.1ers. 
The Lucius Coventriae, on the other hand, was :so long that it would have 
taken nearly' a week to actJ furthermore, individual soenes often required 
a great l1'l&DT oharacters, and extra persons were sOlIletiJaes introduced quite 
unnecessarily. Although she admitted that the Cycle splits up into separate 
Pl.a7e, Miss Dodda still considered it to he.,.. been arranged. deliberately, 
if clumsilY, .s a C101e.149 
In 1913 Hardin Craig suggested that these plays were probabq icienUcal 
with the lost L1ncoln plqa. It seemed plausible to him that the Hegg. 
Cycle, which was unique in the possession of a group of plays dealing with 
the nativity and childhood of Mar,y, fulfilled the description of the Lincoln 
Corpua Christi plays later transferred to St. Ann.'s da,y. In addition, the 
requirement in Lincoln that each alderman supply a gown for a king would 
l48Leaoh, p. 233. 
l49Madele1ne Hope Dodds, "The Problem of the wdus Coventriae, It MIR, 
IX (Februal"1' 1914), 80. 
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agree with the inclusion ot thirteen kings in the Hegge Prophets I plaT. 
To these arguments he added intormation which suggested that both Lincoln 
and Hege had a combination ot processional and tixed plays. Even the plaT 
of the AS8U1'Ilption and Coronation, which he considered a lat. add! tion to 
the Oycle, presented no difficulties in the matter ot dialect or content to 
deter him trom predicating Lincoln as the location of the play's.l$O 
Although the suggestion ot Lincoln as the hOlM ot the Cycle appealed 
to other scholars, Hr. Craigls tinal argument vas rejected by W. W. Greg 
who maintained that although the Assumption vas in a difterent band t1'Oll 
that of the rest of the Cycle, it was not a late addition, since it vas 
corrected and rubricated by' the scribe who wrote the bulk ot the m&nWJCript 
which i8 available todq .lS1 In a later article defending Lincoln as the 
home ot the Iuclu Coventria., Mr. Craig added. evidence trOll the Lincoln 
Corporation M:l.nute Book: of the ear17 titteenth centur,r which pointed to 
an identification ot the Corpus Christi play with the playa acted an St. 
Anne's Day', and of the sixteenth centurT which listed stage properties which 
could have been used in presenting the pl.,.. in the Hegge O",le. He alao 
attributed f,he rerHr1cl.bl.e holliletic and apocryphal interest ot the Begge 
O)"Ole to the tact that Lincoln vas a great ecclesiastical center in which 
there vas a olose and intimate cozmection between the cathedral clergy and 
1SOuardin Craig, "'!'he Coventr,r C101e ot Pl.&7I,. A, Ro. 4477 (August 16, 
191), 1.66. - II 
1Sl.". W. Greg, "!he Oovent.r;y C1Ol8 of Plays," A, 10. 4481 (September 13, 
1913), 262. -
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the people of the town.152 
The year after Hr. Craig published his theory, Mi.s Dodde, without 
making any reference to the Lincoln hypothesis, suggested Durham as the 
home of the Cycle. She baaed her a.sumption on the fact that, although there 
is no trace of the text of the Durham plqa, the manuscript of the Indus 
Coventrlae contains the signature 01 its owner, "Iobt. Hegge, Dunebensis. lf 
Since Robert lfegge vas supposed.ll' intere.ted in antiqui ti.. and cue troa 
a fudlT which displqed this .... interest, Miss Dodds concluded t.hat he 
would have been just the person to haTe tOlUld. and preserved the _.ter7 
playa of Durham, hil nati .... town. She an U-ttle conflict in the tact that 
the great boq ot the plqa val coapoaed in the East Midland dialect a1nce 
.he conjectured. that the lI&nucript val compiled in the Ealt Midlanda but 
va. brought to Durhu wh.re additions ....... de. To lupport the pOllibility 
of such a transfer, Mill Dodda noted that the mOD&.teJ7 of Durhu had a 
cell near Stantord aru:l held .statel in Lincolnshire, both in the East Midland 
area. I;) 
In another article during the aue Tear, Hiss Dodda claimed that Bury 
St. Edmunds might have been the Ea.t Midland plao. ot cOllPilation ot the 
Cycle since .he considered it possible that one of the clerka who wished to 
compile a Cycle for som& particular occalion could have composed one fna 
1$2Hardin Craig, "Iote on the IIoaie of the In.dws Coventriae " Univ8rsitz 
.!! Minnesota Studies !! Language !!!!. Literature, I (1'14), 73, 50, 81. 
15)Dodd.s, ArA, XI, p • .38. 
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the collection of manuscripts of craft guild playa and dnmbahowa deposited 
in the religious house tor ute.keeping. She conjectured that the manuscript 
dritted from Bury St. Edmunds to Durham in the sixteenth century. 154 
A later writer seemed to ignore Miss Dodds's proposition as he con-
tributed to the list ot stage propert.ies available in Uncoln and suitable 
for the Hegge plaTS. In the Treasur ... • s IzmtntorT of 1536 in the Cathedral 
Church of the Blessed Virgin Mar:r, there 1s an ita listing "a rede ooope 
called the Rutte of J.M... Herbert Har't;man related this garment to the 
unique Hegge Prophets' play which 1. a fusion of the art representation ot 
the Radix Jesse and the conventional English ;"Prophetae. -DS This piece 
of evidence ftS the last one contributed to the discussion of the problem 
of the home of the U1dus Coventriae, which will probably remain unsettled 
unless scholars can find substantial evidence to uphold their claims. 
Another prabl .. which seems incapable of solution is the question of 
whether the Ludas Coventriae consisted of processional pag~,ts or whether 
the playa were performed on a fixed stage. Arguments are available to sup-
port both posaibilities. Arter stating the commonq accepted opinion that 
the wdus Coventrlae was presented on one fixeJ. stage, Elbert Thompson con-
sidered 1 t a fair inference that the extant Cyt:le at lu.st was der1 Ted frOll 
one vhose plays vere acted in groupe by a fev coapanie. on their respective 
vehicles. He based hi. statement on t.he ease with which the Cycle can be 
~oddII, MIa, IX, p. 90. 
15SHerbert Hartman, "The Home of the bldus Coventr1ae," KLN, XLI 
(December 1926), 'JO. -
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grouped into play's and upon the introductiona to the several groupings, each 
suggesting that pageants were being shifted. In answer to the arguments 
which suggested that the plays were stationary, he contended that both the 
Coventr,y and Chester Cycles presupposed a stage disp~ as varied and im-
posing as that prescribed in the stage directions of the Ludua Coventri8!.J 
and that even at craft plays the audiences were aomet.i.mes seated.1S6 
Hardin Oraig favored. the theo1'7 that there was a combination of pr0.-
cessional and fixed plays in the Oycle.1S7 In a later article, however, he 
qualified this statement by claj ming that the Hegge playa "ere once evidentl,. 
processional pla,ys connected with the Corpus; Christi proceuion, but in the 
form preserved, vera obvioua17 acted on a stationa17 stage since the records 
of the Lincoln Cordwainers reveal that the pageants in the St. Anne's Dq 
Sights were dumbsh0W8. Since there would certainl,. not have been two sets 
of pageant vagons in use at the same time, he concluded that the Cycle pla,.. 
were evidenUy performed on a fixed stage.lsa 
The origin and developmet of the Cycle posed other prabl.s since the 
Hegge Cyole shows signa of having been cOIIposed of play"e frOll several cyelic 
sources. Eloert Thompson noted disorepancie., such as repetitions ot ,scenes, 
which suggested that some sort ot amalgamation had take place. Sinee the 
Cycle is metrical17 irregular throughout, he rejected metrical tests aa 
~lbert I .• S. Thompson, It!!!!. Ludus Coventriae," MIM, XXI (J&nU8l7 
l906), 19. 
157 44 Craig, !, 10. 17, p. 166. 
1S~d1n Craig, "The Lincoln Cordwainers' 
bar 1917), 6l0-61S. Pageant," PMLl, XXXII (Decem--
possible aids in solving this problem.159 
Miss Dodds presented the theory that the Cycle was composed of five 
groups amalgamated into a rather clwnsy whole. Starting her study' with the 
Prologue, the main body of which ahe ascribed to a Oycle belonging to If-town, 
she attributed its expansion to an attempt to include a number ot plays 
interpolated about the year 1468 when someone took the old C1Ole· of playa 
and amalgamated with it several other Cycle. which he had before him. frOID 
a study of these interpolations, Mis. Dodds observed that all the play'a were 
selected to .fulfill the two!'old object ot the cOIIpiler, nameq, to convey 
instruction and to honor the Virgin. On the :basis of such an amalgamation, 
Miss Dodds mentioned the necessity of identifying not mere~ I-town but also 
the five other places from which she conjectured that the interpolations had 
been adopted. She named the Lincoln Cycle as the source of the girlhood 
of Mary series but made no attempt to suggest possible sources for the other 
interpolations. 160 
Howard Patch, on the other hand, distinguished 0011' two groupa in the 
Cycle. As the home of the first group, consisting at the Prologue and those 
plays that ai.;re,;:: ID. th it in subject-matter and verse structure, he suggested 
Northampton, Norwich, or Newcastle, while he thought the additions might haTe 
originated in Bury St. Edmunds or Lincoln.1.61 
159Thompson, p. 19. 
~s, HIR. IX, pp. 86-89. 
l.6~Oward Rollin Patch, "The Ludus Coven'trl •• and the Digby 'Massacre, tit 
mA, XXXV (July' 1920), 32h-J27_' -
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Miss Block rejected the theor,y 01 a simple expansion 01 the proclama-
tion or prologue to correspond with the interpolation ot several pla7s. Her 
explanation suggested that the interpolations vere made in a compilation al-
rea~ containing similar playa. In this vay, she accounted for the existence 
01 duplicate playa and series ot plays in the C1'cle.162 
In contradiction to the emphasis on the haphazard organization in the 
Lucius Coventr1ae~ two recent articles have atteapted. to show that the Cycle 
did have essential unity. Hirt .. Benkovitz d.e.onstrated that the "Prologue 
o! Demon," which introduced the first play' of the Pas.ion group, forced the 
heterogeneous group ot pla11l into a tairq well-ordered union by' _king 
trrldent the basic theM ot the Cycle, the antagoni_ between the redemptive 
torees of good. and the destructive tore .. ot ev1l.163 
Also streSSing the importance ot theologioal d.octrine as the keT to 
un! 107 vas an article explaining that un1 tT vas achieved. in the Cycle through 
the Patristic abuse-ot-power theory ot the Redemption, which suppose. that 
Satan lost his power over mankind. when he abused it by bringing about the 
death of Christ, who vas not subject to the law ot death. The author pointed 
out the speoial care taken by' the dl"uatist to intensif7 this conflict be-
tween Christ and. Satan even in those plqa in which it does not uaua1lT have 
an important role. He considered Kiss Benkovi ts' s theory ot the "Prologue 
162 
K. S. Block, ·S01ll8 lote. on the Probl ... ot the Ludu8 eoventria.,-
MLR, I (Jan\W7 1925), 56-57. 
16~r1u J. BenkoYits, -So .. lotes on the 'PJro10gue ot Demon' ot 
.wdua COV8ntr1ae," MUl, LX ('ebruar,r 1945), 79, 85. 
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of Demon" as an important phase of this unification. 
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Another probla was created by the supposition that the original Cycle 
contained no Old Testament plays but that thuse plays in Ludua Coventriae 
were modelled after the on .. in the Chester Cyele and inserted later bT an 
editor who used the Prophets' plaT to oonnect the th .. ea ot the Old and lew 
Testaments. 'lhOlUlS Blake Clark, who SUgge.ted this thao17, based hi. argu-
ments on the tact that neither Richard " .... , who in 1629 acquired the 
original manuscript trOll Roben Hegge, nor Williu Dugdale who referred to 
the manuscript in the Antie ti •• !! Warwiokshire, Illustrated, m.ntioned 
the existence ot Old Testament playa in the Gyele.16$ In hi. claims he 
overlooked the fact that most authori ti.s consider James and Dugdale un-
reliable. 
In answer to Hr. Clark's 8upposition, Albert Baugh agreed that it vas 
not altogether imp08sible that the cTcle origina1l7 had no Old Testament 
pla18, but he pointed. to a lack ot proot to support this idea. He noted, 
on the other hand, that detailed sWdies end d.scriptions ot the manuscript 
and the language ot the Ludlla Coventriae Old Testament. plays have shown that 
theM playa existed trOll the beginnins of the Oyole, aDd that the similarity 
betveen the Chester and IAdua Ccmmtria. plqa could be utenc:led to the 
l.6h..r.t.motbT 'I'r7, 0.8 .B., -The Un1. tT ot the Wdua Coventriae," SP, LXVIII 
(Ju~ 19)1), )28, )29, $68, )69. --
16) . 
!bOlUS Blake Clark, "A lev The017 Concerning the Identi tT and 
History ot the Ludua Conntr1 •• Cyel. ot KTster.r PlaTa," ,&, III (April 19.33), 
l44. 
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other Cycles also. 
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Although the Wdua CO'V'ent.ri.a. gained considerable attention !rOIl scholar, 
it seems significant. to note that particular plays were studied almost exclu-
sivelT only when they shoved promise of contributing to the 80lution of one 
of the major problems of the Cycle. Perhaps this peculiarity is due \0 the 
fact that the Cycle i 'kelt became the object. ot discWlaions at a much later 
date than did the other Cycles. The appearance in 1953 ot an article an the 
:t'unction of Play Fourteen seemed to constitute an 1n1tia~ step in the study 
of individual play's .. but no other contributions have as yet been made. 
COVENTRY 
Since there are on17 two extant playa of the Coventry Cycle, verr fft 
periodical articl.s ha .... been devoted to it. The Weav.,.s' pl.q received 
attention during the last decade of the nineteenth centurJ' and the tirst 
decade ot this one, but it took thirty years betore the second plaT received 
any attention. ReCOgnition was given to the plq of the Weavers primarily 
because ot ita 8ild.lari \7 to corresponding plays in the other qyolas. !he 
plaT, entitled "The Preaentation in the Temple and the Disputatioa with the 
Doctors," has ita heart in the disputation Mction of .. hich sixteen stan •• s 
directl1' parallel the MOond scene ot the York Pl.a1', consiclered by Charles 
Davidson as the older ot the two. .Mr. DavidsOll also suggested that the 
166 
Albert C. Baugh, at ... Recent 'lheol'7 ot the Ludua Coventriae,. 5 .. III (October 1933), 403-406. 
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Coventry guild probably' adopted the York play vith ffltl a1terationa but that 
Robert Croo in the sixteenth centUZ7 changed the wording and occasional.ly' 
a sentenoe to suit his own ideas of polished diction.167 
Having had his interest aroused by Hr. Davidson's notes on the subject, 
Alexander Hohlfeld studied the corresponding Ladue Coventriae pl~ and oon-
cluded that the Covent17 plq vas oompletelg independent of it. He suggested 
that further studies be made to see if the same sixteen stanzas paralleled 
the corresponding plays in Towneley and Chester, since such parallelism would 
raise the question of whether all four versions vere taken from an older 
. 168 
version of the York play or it they were partlT taken trom each other. 
No one lollowd Mr. Hohlteld's suggestion, but during the next decade 
John French made a stuq ot a newlT edited text ot the play. Be found that 
the Weavers. P1a1' paralleled not onlT the sixteen stanau of the second 
scene of the York play, but that it paralleled the entire play. He attribu-
ted Mr. Davidson' 8 "new introduotion" to the change in a ffftl lines by the 
Doctors. 1.69 
It vas almost thirty years later before the other Coventry play vas 
discussed in its own right. Then, it was considered important onlg because 
of the character ot Herod who "rages in the pageant and on the street also." 
Thomas Stevena suggested that Herod descended to the street b,. means of a 
167Davidaon, pp. 184-18,. 
168 Hohlteld, MlI, VII, pp. 309-310. 
169John C. French, "A Hote on the Miraole Plays," MUf, III (Janua17 
1904), 31-32. ---
spiral stair.170 In a general article on Herod, Roscoe Parker pointed 0\1t. 
that the "outheroding Herod" deplored by Hamlet can be traced in England 
onl1 to the Coventr,y p~.171 
No other material for discussion has been considered in rolation to 
the Coventry plays which have not even been mentioned in general di~cus8ions 
tor the past two L~ a halt decades. 
17~s Wood Stevens, "The Shea1'lleD and Tailors' PlaY's. Note on 
the Setting," !AM, XVI (Julr 1932), S83. 
-
171aoscoe E. Parker, "!he Reputation ot Herod in Earl.1 English Litera-
ture," Spec., VIII (Januar.r 1933), 67. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ROIES or INTERN'lL AND EXTERNAL EVIDENCE 
IN STUDIES OF THE MYSTUlI CELES 
Whether baaed on internal or external evidence, the studies of the 
M,yste17 0101.s have .. de substantial contributions to the store of knowledge 
concerning the.. pl.qs. Though both t;:vpes of evidence have been used vhen-
ever possible, the dearth of complete and accurate records froll the era 
during which the el"l.s vere produced has been a hindrance to a conclusi va 
solution of some problems and has resulted in a heav reliance upon internal 
evidence as proof of 1I8Jl7 theori.s. KanT .,817 plausible conclusions, there-
tore, vill probabl1' r .. ain in the raalll of conjecture unless document&r7 
evidence will be discovered to conf1rll those theories which have alreaq 
been videl1' accepted. 
Problems such as the relationship of the Cycles, their sources, and 
even the type ot acting in the playa, are dependent tor solution almost 
entirely' on internal evidence. In considering the relationShip between the 
Cycles, scholars have spent much tille studying the actual texts of the plays. 
These studies ha.,e led to various conclusions. Some scholars, notably' Frank 
Cady', consider each eyole aa an independent growth !'rom the sante 11 turgical 
source as its fellows which resemble it in structure and in phrase.1 Others, 
1 Cady', g, mI, 386. 
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observing the same resemblance, predicate tor the Cycles the very close 
relationship ot actual identity some time in the vernacular stage ot develop-
ment, or the borrowing at individual playa trom another Cycle.2 The latter 
theory, as applied to !2!:!. and Townele" has been supported by recourse to 
Burton's Lists ot 141S and 1420 as proof that individual TowneleT pta,.. were 
borrowed trom earlT Iork productions.) 
S1m1larl¥, the evidence tor non-druaUc 80urces of the playa 18 prac-
ticall3' all intemsl. PrOli resemblances in phra.e and technique between 
the pla7& and non-dramat.1c poetry ot the period, a. weU a. apocryphal 
writings, legends, and eTen pictorial art, conclusions have been drawn as 
to the sources ot the material in the pla,... !he Northern Passion and the 
Gospel !! Nicodewl have been accepted as source. tor both the Iork and 
Tcnmelq Cycle. which borreved heavilT trOll vernacular metrical paraphrase. 
ot Scripture rather than trOll the t.tin texts of the liturgy.4 In 8im1lar 
studi •• the Apocrypha. and the writings ot the e&l"lT 'athers have been COD-
sidered the impetus tor the portrayal of Herod and Pilate as ranting, raving 
tyranta.5 The characterization ot loah' s wite and the details surrounding 
2 Lyle, FMU, XLIV, 319, Prank, PMLl, XLIV, 318. 
) 
Frampton, PMIA, LIII, 86, Smith, PMLl, LIlI, 600. 
4'oster, MLN. XXVI, 171, W. A. Craigie, "!be Gos\el ot Nicodemus and 
the York !trstei7 Playa," in inglish Miscellanz ITesen ad to Dr. tUriiival1, 
(Oxford, 1901), p. 53. - - -
SParker, !E!!., VIII, 67J XXV, 243. 
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Cain's crime both have been traced to common legends.6 Even pictorial art 
has been credited with contributing a very' important idea, that ot the use 
of the Tree ot Jesse as the basis ot the unique Hegge Prophets' play. 7 
Although account books ot the guilds record tines for poor acting, it 
is to the plays themselves that scholars have had to turn for indicationa 
of the type ot ICting done in the Cyoles. J. W. Robinson studied the stage 
directions of the playa and tound that although DlUch of the acting was for-
mal rather than naturalistic, there were m&n1' place. in the plaTS where 
more realistic acting was not onl7 allow-sd but even recommended. 8 
'lVo of the Cyole., Towne1!T and Ludus Cmntriae. present the specific 
problem ot their place of presentationJ both have been assigned locations 
by a combinat.ion ot internal and external evidence. After exhausting the 
internal arguments for Wakefield as the home of the Townelq pl8.Y8, Matthw 
Peacock turned to the Wakefield Burges. Court Records of the sixteenth cen-
tur,r to prove that p~ had been enacted in Wakefield, the town mentioned 
in the manuscript.9 Even though the recorda, since they are of a late date, 
do not concluaiveq establish Wakefield as the hOUle of the Cyo18, many 
6Garvin, M XLIX, 89, Oliver F. Emerson, "Legencla of Cain," PMLA.. 
(December ), 831-862. 
7 John ICester Bonnell, "Source in Art of the So-Called Prophets f Plq 
in the Hegge Collection, It PHIA. XXIX (JulT 1914), 327. 
8.1. W. Robinson, "Medieval English Acting," !!i, XIII (Spring 1959), 85. 
9Katthew B. Peacock, "Waketield ltrsteries," Beiblatt ~ Anglia. XXXVI 
(April 1925), 113. 
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scholars have accepted the available evidence and refer to the Townelq 
plays as the Wakefield Cnle. 
'!'he location of the home of the hldu8 Coventriae presents a more COlI-
n 
plicated. probl_ than does that of Towneley. Host scholars, however, tend 
to accept Bardin Craig's suggestion of Lincoln, established on the basi. of 
the evidence that the Childhood of Mar;y olays were most appropriate for 
presentation on st. Anne's Day, the time when the Lincoln pla,-s were per-
formed. '1'0 this and similar arguments, Mr. Craig added entries !'rom the 
Lincoln Corporation Minute Book listing stage properties and expendi tur.s 
which could have been connected with the production of the pla,.. of the 
Hegge C1'c1e.1O Entries from the Cathedral's "Treasurer's InventorY'" regarding 
costUl'llEtS appropriate for the plays also strengthened. his argument. 11 
Only in one Cycle .. that of Yorle which presents the fevest problems of 
its own, are there an)" definite documentary sources of intormation. In 
municipal recorda and guild accounts, Miss Anna Jean Mill has discovered 
some references to the last years of the Cycle. l"rom them she trace. the 
downfall of the C101e as it vas foreshadowed in the discontinuance of the 
Mary plays and as it vas exemplified in the gradual decrease in expenditures 
for the plays noted in the Bakers' Accounts after the Reformation.12 In 
another article, based on the Chamberlains' Rolls and Accounts in the York 
10 Craig, .!!. 2!!!!!:!!!. Studies, I, 80. 
l~tman .. MLN, XLI, 530. 
1M, 
-
12 
Mill, PMLA, LXV, 874-876, "The York Bakers' p~ of the Last Supper," 
XIX (AprIT't935), 157. 
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City Archives, she presents the decrees governing the stations at which the 
York pageants were presented and gives a list of the various stations during 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Wi th this information she confirms 
the idea that the fifteenth centur,r was the time of the Cycles' greatest 
vigor. 1) 
Although much has been learned from studying the pla7s themselves and 
although the meager documentary souroes available have corroborated the 
material gleaned from internal eVidence, I'IlaI17 problems remain unsolved. The 
real prob18l'll 1s the lack of def1n1 te Wormation trom the days when the 
C1'01es were being tormed and from the 't.:i!ae 01 their greatest flourishing. 
If such evidence should some day be found, I!l&ny' of the proble... onl1' ten-
tatively' solved will probably' be ended to the satisfaction of all. 
13 
Anna Jean Milll -The Sjationa of the Yorle Corpua Christi Play, It YAJ, XXXVII (1951), 49J-49~. ___ 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ANNOftmD BIBLIOOR.lPHt 
I. THE CYCLES IN GENERAL 
Aquin, Sister M. "The Vulgate and the Eve-Concept in the English C~l .. , If 
Catholic Biblical Quarterly, n (October 1947). 409-43,. 
In her studT of the characterization ot ive in the M;yst.ery Cyeles, the 
author linda that all the eTCle. tollow the 'JIulgate account rather 
close3.T in the main details. She considers the J!.'ve-concept the meana 
which the 0101 •• used to set torth the fundamental truth of woun·. 
high place in God'. plan. 
Bald, R. C. "The Development ot Greek and Medieval Dramas A Comparison," 
'nelise. Studi~. LXVI (1931), 6-15. 
In his comparison of Greek and medieval Bnglish dr_, the author con-
siders first their similar origin in connection with religious fesUvala. 
He attribute1l the dUier8lJOe in their development to the restrictiou 
inherent in the organic un1 ty ot theme and in the didactic purpose of 
the Cycles as contrasted vi th the opportunities in Greek drama tor a 
separate genre ot cOl'aecbr which knew no restrictiOlUl. 
Blair. Lawrence. It.ote on the Relation ot the Corpus Christi Procession to 
the Oorpus Christi PlaT in Englan4," Modern ;ayuage lotes, IJI (Febru.ar,y 
1940), 8)-9,. 
Since churchwarden account. trOll thl1-t..,-six church.s ot the fifteenth 
and sixteenth oenturies show that each church sponsored e1 ther a pageant 
or a procession at Corpus Christi time, but not both, the author suggests 
that the two speotHles were alwaya separate affairs. Be adad.ts, how-
ever, that since these are late records, the evidenoe is inconeluaive 
and does not necessarilT invalidate t..he theol'T of gradual detachlJent 
of the pageants frOll the processions with which they are thought to 
have been or1ginal~ connected. 
Bonnell, JOM Kaster. "Serpent with a Buan Bead in Art and )brsterr Plqa," 
American Joumal !! Arcbaeoloq, m (Juq-Septeaber 1917), 22,-291. 
7$ 
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To substantiate his theory that the portr.,al of a human-headed serpent 
in Christian art is attributable, not to myth or tradition, but to a 
convention in the medieval Myst.ery plays, the author quotes passages 
trom the York and Chester Cycles in which the serpent is represented 
as a walking and speaking creature. 
-----. "Cain's Jaw Bone," Publications of the Modern Lap.gu.age Association 
ot America, XXXIX (MarCh 1924), lLo:th'b. 
-
Sinee there is no foundation in Scripture for the trad.1 tion that Cain 
killed Abel with the jawbone of an ass, the author is ot the opinion 
tha tits appearance in German and Flemish art can be traced to such 
works as the Cursor rfundi and The Ly~f of Adam and iTe. As the :ueans b:r 
which the unleamea artists otuie""'tIie"beoame'S:CquaIiited with this . 
exclusively English tradition" he SlJ.g€;OStS at least indirect cc:nu.ct 
with the Townsley and Hegge playa, which had absorbed the idea frOll 
early legends. , I 
Boughner, Daniel C. "Retribution in English i.~iedit,>val Drama," Notes and 
Querie., CXCVIII (December 195). 506-508. -
As an illustration that medieval English drama waa already' groping its 
way towm"ds the concept of retribution in tra:;edy, the author cites 
Ludus Coventriae 18 and 20, in which Herod, the cruel tyrant, faoes a 
horrible death in punishment for his evil ways. It is Herod's tyrannical 
oharacter whioh pro~ts the author to consider him the forerunner ot the 
Senecan villa1ns of illzabethan drama.. 
Brown, Carleton. "Sermons and Miracle Plays} Merton College MS 248," Modem 
Jenguase Notes, XLIX (June 1934), 394-396. 
'!'he inolusion in a Dddtourteenth-centur;r sennon of a speech by the devil, 
which seoms to be taken fr')m a play of the Fall, suggests to the author 
that the tradition of vernacular plays existed in England at a date 
earlier ~~ that of the extant Cycles. For this reason he warns against 
attempting to determine too closeq the textual relationship of the 
Cycles which are preserved. 
Buitenhus, J. M. "The Beginnings of mglish Drama," Theatre World, XLV 
(August 1949), 34, )6. 
Although the author does not oondone the practice tollowed by aome 
playwrights of mixing the ridiculous with the religiou8 in the H,ystery 
plays, he 8eea in the oomic elements the beginninga ot Ingliah oomedy. 
In answer to those who claim that the secular drama of England is direct-
11' attributable to foreign influenoe, he points out that the growth ot 
drama cannot be measured in terms of influences alone, but that it pre-
supposes the right conditions tor aoceptance, including an audience 
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nurtured in the knowledge of dramatic illUlJion. 
Cady', Frank W. ttTownelq, York and True..coV'entt7," Studies .!! Philology. 
XXVI (JulT 1929), 386-400. 
After rejecting K1ss Iqle's arguJl8llts that the Cycles were once iden-
tical in the vernaoular stage, the author presents his theoJ7 that~the 
individual Cycles are entire17 independent grovths from the SUJe litur-
gical Source. He argues that structural likenesses between the Cycles 
can be explained b7 their independent desoent from:ia cOIUIlon source, and 
similar! t7 ot phrase b1 their common dependenoe on the Vulgate. 
Capes, F. M. "The Poetr,y of the English MJster1es,· Nineteenth Cent!!!Z. XIV 
(October 1883), 654-672. -
In an etfort to illustrate the beauty of the poetry found in the English 
MJster.1es, the authOJ" us •• extracts troll the Towneley Cyvle. Accorcl1ng 
to the author it was the vivid faith at the druatists which enabled. 
th. to expresa themsel.,... poetica~ at; the same time that they were 
etteetive17 presenting • .,..ta of theolog in popular language and in-
stilliDg into the minds nt the audience a spirit at solid and practical 
devotion. 
Carroll, I. M. "The Miracle Plays a. Ouide. to Medieval We and Thought, It 
Contemporuz Im_, CIXXV (JanUU7 1929), 81-89. 
Sinoe the medienl dramatist had not )"8t leamed to 1IIi tate the lite 
ot the period he vas treat1ng, hi. plqa were set ageinat a baokground 
ot his own tl.mes. '1'he author used. the Towneley Cycle to illustrate the 
wealth ot allusion to contemporar.1 cuatou and ideas contained in the 
drama ot medi8T&l England. 
Carson, W. R. "Miracle Plays,· American Ecclesiastical Review, XlVU (August 
1902), 141-160. . 
This general discussion ot the English M.Tster,r Cycles was intended a. a 
contribution to the renval ot interest in the plays at the tum ot the 
centur;r. The author consider. the Punch and Jud:T shows as a modern 
relic of medieval ecclesiastical drama. 
Chambers, R. W. "The Lost Literature of Medien1 England,· LibraJ7 .. V (Karch 
192,), 293-321. 
Although the article is primaril¥ a disou.81on of loet poetrT, the 
author suggests that the ~tar.r plays may have been lost when the,r 
feU into the hands of Protestant prelates. 
Child, Harold. "Revi vale ot English Dramatic Worka, 1919-192,,· !aevin ~ 
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English Studies, II (April 1926), 177-188. 
Included in the list ot English dramatic works written betore 1875 and 
revived between 1919 and 1925 are the Coyent.l7, Toweley, and York 
NatiYity plaTS. 
---. "ReYiYals of English Dramatio Worles, l901-19l8, 1926," R.new ot 
English Studies, m (April 1927), 169-185. -
Besides the latiYity plays 01 the _jor C,.,la8, this new list, whioh 
supplements and oorrects the author's previous ooel inclw:les the 
"Deluge" and the "Hassacre ot the Innocent." fra chester. 
(nodd, Ed.varcl. "raoa Plays,. t.;:rUta ~asine, XV (A.pri1 1890), 621-629} 
L1. ttal' s 1.1'99 Age, CLXXXV ( I 18 ), ']1-436. 
'!'he KyateJ:7 pla.)ta, consid81'ed as predecessors of the Oberammergau Passion 
Play and as rich storehouses ot local dialecta and cuatou ot the t1JIea, 
are discussed in broad outline as the source ot both entertainll8nt and 
1natruc1;1011 lor aed1eval audience •• 
Collman, George R. If A Plea for the Stuq of the Corpus Christi Pla7e as 
Draa," Studi.s .!!! Pb1101oll, IDI (October 1929), 411-424. 
ID adYocating the study ot the Cycles as dramatic art, the author objects 
to the attitude which regards the IfTsta17 Cyvle. as coapletely lacking 
in dramatic power since such a Yiew ignores the populari t7 ot the Cycles 
in their own day. Be ins1sta that an understanding ot the spectators 
ot these plays, a taDJ1l1ar1t1' with medieval drutatic conventions, and. 
.. in~te knowledge ot the presG1"ftC1 text. will reveal that the pr0-
portion ot scenes which vere dramatically appealing to the medie'ftl. 
audienc. coapares tayorab13 with that ot the aY8rap drama ot other 
periods. 
Coit, DaYida~ Db Poetic Elements 111 the Jfed1nal Dr_,· Atlant1~ !on1ffi1l, 
LVI (Sept..,.!' 1865), 407-415. 
Although the JIU81cal instinct ot t!le aee10val draJaatlst is strong in the 
interludes ot song tou'Ml in SOlIe ot the plqa, the author attempts to 
demonstrate that tha playwright best displqed. his power as a poet in 
the .laboration ot t!lical episodes dealing with subjects and emot.1ons, 
such as loTe ot ohi an, hoIte ID., and suftering, with which the com-
lIOD. people could identity th .... lv... She attributea an:t appareDt detecta 
in .. oothneaa and melodT in the play's to the change vhich the language 
has undergone. 
Craddock, La'N'bence G. "Pranc1acan Influence on kr13 Inglish Draa," lPl'an-
cis~ Studies. X (1950), )8)-417. -----
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Through an analyaia of the Franciscan spirit ot joY' and of the twotold. 
purpose of instruction and entertainnlent of the MysteJ')" Cyvles, and by' 
reference to the manu8cripts of the playa, the author attempts to demon-
strate that the Friars Minor not onl.;r influenced the pla,.. but actuall1' 
were responsible tor, and acted in, those ot Coyentrr. 
Craig, Hardin. "The Origin of the Old Testamet Plays," Modern Philology. 
X (April 1913), 473-487. 
Although the Old Testament plays are usuall1' treated as development. 
trOJll the Chris"""'a ttProcessus PJoQphetarwa,· the author .ftS thOll aa 
natural outgrowths ot the Passion and Resurrection plqa since theY' 
bring out the f'ull sign.1t1cance of these two groups of plays. He find. 
ample evidence for such. development in the llturgical lesaons and 
responsories prescribed tor the season of Septuagea1ma and Lent. 
---. "The Corpus Christi Prooe88ion and the Corpus Christi Play," Journal 
!! English !!! Germanic Philology. XIII ;(OctOber 1914), 589-602:-
The teN Corpua Christi playa :i.S U.mi ted by' the author to include o~ 
those dramatic works which were C0811ic in theme, originat.ed in the north, 
were pertormed bY' the craft guilds, and were completelT established 
during the fourteenth centUl"Y'. Although he does not consider connection 
with the Corpus Christi procession necessar.r to account for the proces-
8ional idea of the Pl.a7a, he i8 certain that the Cyclea originated, not 
in a dumbshow, but by • union ot existent plays into cycUc fom. 
---. "'1'he Origin ot the Passion PlaTz Hatters of Theory .s Well as Fact," 
Studies in Honor of A. H. R. Fairchild. UniveraitY' of Missouri Studie8, 
Vol. lX:t:-columti1i; Ro.; l~6, pp. B)-90. 
Since. dramatic origin in the for. of liturgical tropes is available, 
the author attempts to demonstrate that there ia no need to seek. source 
tor the Passion playa in the lyrical ·Planctus Mari.... He 'explains 
the development. ot the group at Pas8ion PlaY'S according to the principle 
of dr4t.2atic extension vbereby • eimple Resurrection trope developed into 
a group ot ;Jlqa recording not onlT the Resurrection but also what pre-
eeded it, nueq, the Pa.aion. 
Crawford, MarT. tfingUsh Interjections in the Fitteenth fJenturT," tJn1versitr 2! !'ebraslca Studie., nn {October 191), )61-40$. -
Besid.e. listing the oommon filteenth-centur,y interjections found in the 
literature of the period, the author give8 either the meaning or the 
modem equivalent of each word and notes at least one work in which the 
word i. found. Arranged under twenty-one headings, the ejaculations run 
the full gamut of human emotions. Many' of the 8speci.117 vigorous and. 
hearty exclamations were contributed by the York and fownele.1 playa. 
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Deamer, Geoffrq. "H1racle Play's," sa~ Review of Politica, Literature, 
Science !!!2. Art, cnxvn (JanlW'7 5~4), 8-9.-
In hia briet histor,y ot the Mysteries, the author observes that what 
we would oonsider irruerent and crude in thes. religious playa vas well-
received not only' b)""the common people but also by the royalty who at-
tended the pertol'llancea. He is of the opinion that when the H;yeteries 
laded into the moralities, drama lost in spontaneity what it gained in 
art. 
"The Drama in the Middle Age.,· National ~az1ne, II (March 1853), 221-224. 
Although the author 01 this general discussion ot medieval drama acknowl-
edges that the plays cor-taw 80me germs ot poetry, he condemna the ardoch-
roni.. tound in tIl_ and considers the ,lays sui table only tor super-
sU tious spectators such as he envisions the people at the Middle Ages 
to have beM. 
Dunn, E. Catherine. "The Mlracle Play' a8 an Art )"0I'III, It Cathollc Art Quarter!l. 
XIX (Easter 1956), 48·,7. ---
Convinced that medieval drama is an art form, the author advocates ita 
study' as such. The pattern ot conflioting torces and ot verbal beauty 
and complexity which developed within the Cl"'Cles themselves an viewed 
by the author as signs 01 conscious artistry which remained unimpaired 
by the didactic intentions ot the pla"m.ghta. 
Duatoor, P. E. -The Origin of the Pia,r at tHosea and the Table ot the Law,'" 
Modern t.nguase aeview, XII (October 1924), 459-463. 
Following Hardin Craig's theor;r that the Old Testament plays did not 
develop !rom the "Prophetaett but lrom the liturgy 01 Lent, the author 
suggests that the plq of "Hosea and the Table ot the taw" is direotq 
traceable to the U turgical and homiletic material ot the Lenten seHon 
despite the fact that in the Chester Cycle Balaam appears both in this 
plAT and in the ttProces8U8 Propbetarua." 
"'!'he Early Beginnings ot the English Stage," 'lb. Theatre, II (April 1910), 
~S. --
Accompanying a ver,y briel desoription of a pageant wagon are two illus-
trations of p~. being enacted and one of the area behind the scenes, 
equipped with ingenious devices used to oreate the territying effect of 
the torments of hell. 
Emerson, Oliver R. "Legends 01 Cain," Publications 01 the Modern Languae 
Association 2! A.erica. XU (December 19(6), 8)r.9D: 
In tracing and comparing English legends concerning Cain as they are 
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tound in the Chester, Townele,. and York plqa, the author note8 that 
only the Townele,. C~le makes use of all the current legends, includi.ng 
the kind ot offerings made, God's reception of the sacrifice8, the 
weapon used in the murder of Abel, the exposure at Cain's crime, and 
the curse pronounced upon him. 
Fischer, E. "Some Myster,y Play'a are Refreshing," !!! Maria, WIVI (Decembel" 
21, 1957), 15. 
After a brief aummar,y of the mannv ot presentation of the M;rst817 eTCles, 
the author suggests that television I1I1ght protitab17 produce the Chri8t-
mas pla1!J a8 a retre8hing change of tare tor the viewers. 
Frank, Grace. 1fReT1s1on. in the English it'Bter.r Pl.,-s, It Modern PhiloloR, 
XV (Deca.ber 1917), 565.S72. 
Since aU the plqa of a C)"01e did not rua1n in the cus\0d7 of one man 
but each guild controlled its own play, the author opposes the idea that 
entire CTcle8 were per1od1cal17 subjected to revi.ion. She accOlUlts tor 
the origin ot certain re ... blanc .. between the Cyole8 by the tact that 
both olc:l P1418 and borrowed one. vere revised. at various times and under 
diverse circuastanoe8. 
Gardiner, Harold. C. "Easter Dr"'8 S1.z,.Hundred-lear Run,· !!.~ea, LXV 
(April 12, 1941), 19-20. 
It Seeat8 possible to the author that .OM day', even in indu.trial America, 
the theatre will tum again to the production of the ~ster:r plays, 
which, by mingling devotion and .ubliDd. t7 wi th tun and reali8ll, will 
carry the me8sage of the Word to all the Western World as the medienl 
drama did from the tenth to the sixteenth centuri ••• 
Ga~rley, Charles Milla. "The larlier Miracl. Plays ot England,· International 
9u!rl!rll .. X (October l~), 108-l29. 
To support his thesis that the Mtater.T pla,.. were a preparation for 
comed1' rather than tor traged7, the author relates the theme ot the Mys-
teries to the idea of co-edT which represents the individual achieving 
his ends, not by revolt, but by' adjustment to circumstanc.s. In the 
.econd section of the article, he aintains that sineeArthur Leach con-
sidered on17 two town. in his studT, his ucription ot the playa to 
.ecular, not regular, clergy, 1s invaUd. 
Gilbert, Allan H. "Milton and the MTsteries,u Studies 1.:1 Philoloaq, XVII 
(April 192O), 147-169. -
On the ba.is of striking paraU.ls between Milton's epic and laI' Ches. 
ter and Ludua Coventriae, the author .ugge.ta that it the poe d nor 
Iii:Ve direct contact VIUi the Cycles, he had at. least indirect access to 
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them or to sWlar plaTS. Such influence, according to the author, 
would make Milton more directJ.T a part ot the English current of tradi-
tion and less a product ot toreign and classical intluence. than he is 
usually considered. 
Greene, Antoinette. "An Index to the Non-Biblical Hamea in the Knglish 
~teJ7 PlaTS," Studies in Honor ot J. M. !fa:t, (Hew; York, 1910), pp. 
313-350. - - - -
From a careM scrutin7 of the texts, the author has compiled a listing 
ot all the non-Biblica1 tuLlIeS ot persons, animal., and places menUoned 
in the M;rster.r playa. Bach noun inoluded is tollowed. b7 a briet expla-
natiOD or id.entitioatiOll it nece.sU7 ad. b7 IHntiOD ot the pla)" in 
which it is tound. 
Harder, relsle B. "Chaucer'. U.e ot the HTater.r Plqa in the Hiller'. Tale," 
Modem Lanpae Quarterg. XVII (Septaber 1956), 193-198. 
In attempting to demonstrate that Chaucer intended. the Killer'. tale 
as a parody on the ourrent Jl7lltel7 pageants, the author points out 8 
resemblanoe between the Killer and. the ranUng Pilate and Herod.. Besides 
noting further that A.bsolon 1I&S represented 8S a clerk who had play'ed 
Herod. in a 1fTstery' plq pertol"lllU1c., the author nggests that the storT 
was told. at the expense ot a carpenter in order to ridicule the loab 
play' which the carpenter guild. usualq produced. 
Harris, Herbert. "Was Paradi.. Lost Sugge.ted b7 the J!l78teJ7 Playa?" Modem 
LanguaGe Notes, I (lov .. 'b8r~), 22). 
Milton's aud.den change troa an intend.ed epic on 1t1ng Arthur to a Biblical 
subject and to dramatic torm, is attributed to his acquaintance with 
the IfTst.eIT pla,... 1'he author rejects the idea that CaedJllon' s P<*l 
suggested. Paradise Lost 81nce this source would. not account tor Milton'. 
decision to ..,!Oi' W" dramatic tOl'll. 
Henshaw, H111ett. If A Surv.,- ot Studie. in Medieval Dr .... , 1933-19$0,. 
~8S ot Medieval and Renaissance Studies in the Un! ted State. and 
e , DUIletlii 10. lr(lugUt 1951), 7-~. - - -
In thi. 8UI"Y81' ot studies in medieval drama, on17 a VfIt'1' briet section 
is devot4:td t.o English plqa. For thi. rea.on, on17 _jor wom and ar-
ticles are treated. 1D the discua810n which considers bri.tll' the main 
current.a ot thought on the subject.. 
Ingra., R. W. -1'he Use ot Huaic 1D English K1racle Plays,- Anglia, LXXXV 
(1957), 55-76. 
The period ot change to the vernacular and to 11 velier representation 
is considered by the aut.hor as the time when proper17 incidental·· music 
8) 
was introduced into the M7sterT playa. FrOID his stud:1 of music in the 
Cycles, the author concludes that Indus Coventriae was the most advanced 
in possessing incidental music well-integrated With the action. It is 
to the combination of liturgical, popular, and folk songs in the plQ'a 
that the author traces the tne beginnings of the mu810al trad1t1OD in 
English draIIa. 
JenneY', Adeline M. •• hrther Word. As to the Origin of the Old Testament 
Playa," ModeI'D Pbiloloq, nIl (May 1915), 59-64. 
By- citiDg the parable of the husbandman, uaed as the Gospel for 8eptua ... 
ges1aa Sundq, and its corresponding hOlliq, whioh interprets the da7 
of the parable as a 81Mbol of the entire period from Creation to the 
Last Judgment, the author seeks to conti1'll Hard1B Craig's theOl"1' that 
the Old Testament plaY's came .troa the 11 turgy. In the hOlli17, each 
.poch in the hi.tolT of mankind 1s dominated. b7 an outstanding personage 
who i. also a principal character in the Old T.stament group of the 
H7ater,r Cycl ••• 
Jusserand, J. J. ·A lote nn Pageants and 'Scaffolds B;re, ,. An "nf±Sh !!!!.-
ce11.aDz Presented .!:2 Jl!:. 'urnivall, (Oxf'ord, 1901), pp.-raj: 95. 
From a studY' of the various playa presented in the Cycles, the author 
conoludes that each pageant wagon had to be con.truoted specitical11' 
for the scene represented on it. H. also suggest. that the vagons 
must ha .... been sturdT .... h1c1 •• Binee th.,. underwent rough wear and were 
the objects of great care and expense on the part of the guilds. 
1C1rtlan, Erne.t J. B. aTh. MJ'stery' and Miracle Play.," London 9u!rt.erll 
Review, cmv (Ju11' 1920), U1 .. 119. 
After pointing out that the York and Wakefi.ld. playB differ primari11' 
in motive-the Yerk plQ'a being th.ological, the Wakefield being huan-
the author credits the M7sterl.s with keeping the dr_tic instinct 
aUve in England and with supplying the g.m for some of Shakespeare t • 
IIdnor and unnamed characters .s well .s for 80118 of his principal ones. 
Leach, Arthur Francia. ·S~ Inglish Plqa and Pla7era, 1220-1546,- AD 
IJf~Sh Kiscel1!!V Preaented ~ B!:. Fumi ... aU, (Oxford, 19(1), We 20$-
:rro. a detailed studT of the Bever11' and Lincoln pla1'l!t, the author 
predicates as writers of the Jltrstel"J' Cycles, not monk., but laymen, or 
possibl,y friars or aeoular oler87. B. insista that Wakefieltl, not Wid. 
kirk, wS the home of the Townel.Y' playa, and that the .ttributicm. of 
the Chester plays to Higden 1s due to the custoa 01 attributiDg plqs 
to arrr monk who vas known .... 
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Mabie, Hamilton Wright. "The Forerunners of Shakespeare,· Outlook, LXIV 
(Januar,y 6, 1900), 33-42. 
1'he presence of grosaness and indecency of expression in the MTsterie. 
is considered as an indication of an 'ilndeveloped, not a corrupt, society. 
Reading into such expressions the moral significance theT would have 
in modem days is considered by the author as a grave injustice to the 
people of the Middle Ages and as evidence of the lack of sound historic 
aense. 
Manly, John Matthews. "L1terBrT 'orms and the New Theor'T of the Origin of 
Species,· Modem Philoloq. IV (April 1907), S77-S9S. 
Not the theory of evolution, but the De Vries' Mutation theory, which 
states that sudden and Ul'lIlccountable changes lift the individual entirely 
out of its class, 1s made to acoount for the rise ot medieval drama 
since the author 1s of the opinion that the change trom the non-druatic 
to the dramatio was accompUshed, not. imperoeptiblT, but by the addition 
of a-def1n1te unit, the speaking of the :parta of a trope by two priests 
rather than bT two halves ot a choir. In the same wa1' he views the 
moralit;r play, not a8 an outgrowth of the M.1ateries, but as the result 
of the combination of allegoJ"1 and drama. 
Marshall, Mary Hatch. NThe Dramatic Tradition Established bT the Liturgical 
Pla1a,· Publications ot the Modern ~§e Association of America, 
LVI (December 19L1), m:"l. -
'l'ha influence of 11 turgical draa upon the oourse ot medieval reUgious 
pl.q8 is seen chietlT in the establishment of basic modes of dramatizing 
the materials ot sacred histoP,Y. Details ot content, order, treatment, 
and text are all traced to the praotices observed in 11 turgical drama. 
Matthews, Brander. "The Hed1aeval Draa,· Modern Ph11010rz, I (June 1903). 
71-94. 
After presenting a brief h1sto". of drama, the author points out the 
differences in presentation, length ot Cycles. and producers in the 
French and English drama of the medieval period. It i. the author'. 
beUet that one can seek in vain tor a Master-craftsman Ulong the writer. 
of the CYCles. 
MeG., T. J. "Medieval Drama," Truth, xxm (July 1932). 23. 
J. glance at the titles of the plaTs included in the Myster;r C1'018. is 
considered sufticient to refute the statement that the common people of 
the Kiddle Ages vere kept in 19norance of the Bible. The plaTS are 
vi ..... d as a solution of the Church's problem of ministering to the devo-
tional and instructional needs of the people. 
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Mc.i'feir, Waldo F. "!he Corpus Christi Passion Pla78 as Dramatic Art," Studies 
!! Phi101os:y;, LXVIII (1ul7 1951), 601-628. 
Using the Passion pla78 as a cross-section of each ot the four major 
C~les, the author attempts to demonstrate that the handling of action, 
conflict, and character produced a variety" of effects in the parts ot 
the Cyele without impairing the thematic and structural unity of the 
whole. The Passion group ot pla:ra, although tragic in character, is 
seen as an integral part ot the action of the whole 01"18, which corre-
sponds to the medieval ideas at com~. 
Medley, D. J. "The Setting ot the Miracle Plays," Transactions ot the Glaa ... 
gow .lrchaeolog1cal Socie;u V (1906), ,9-67. - - --
In discussing the stage setting ot the 0101es, the author compares the 
presentations ot the Mrstertes to children's imitations accomplished 
with a curious mixture ot symbolin and realisa. to support his state. 
ment he cites several examples indicating the ea •• with which the medie-
val aud:i.enee vas satisfied especiallJ" in; the matter of stage setting. 
Signs were sometimes used to announce the locality at a certain scene 
in a playJ a square hole filled. with water depicted a lake or sea in 
Palestine, and two or three actors were considered sufficient to dreate 
the illuaion ot a orowd. 
Moore, John Robert. "The Tradition of .Angelic Singing in English Drama," 
Journal 2! !n&ll.h .!!!! Germanic PhiloloSl. ill (Janwar,r 1923), 89-99. 
'!'he tradition ot angelic singing i. traced to the Middle Ages when t.he 
M;yster;y plays popularised the idea by' assigning to the angela' songs 
detini to dramatic funotions, such aa localization ot heaven.. indication 
of the passing ot angelic messengers, and solemnization ot religious 
ceremc:m1es. '!'hat the songs ot the angels were invariabl,y in Latin is 
indicated in stage directions and in the jesting cOIJIIIIents ot the charac-
ters who were unfamiliar with the language. 
"M;ysteries, Moralities, and other Eal"lJ" Drama," aetroapective Review, I 
(1820), 332-357. 
A patronizing attitude toward the Cycles is adopted by the author of 
this curaor:r introduction to earlJ" English drama as he suggests that 
the oircumstances ot the tiMS were :responsible tor what he considers 
a ludicrous presentation ot the HolY Scriptures. 
"My'ster;r or Passion Plays," Blackwood's "eai •• CVI (Dec_ber 1869), 671-
693. 
Since the author considers the pagan fe.tivitie. as the sole source ot 
religious drama, the ahort section ot this article dealing with the 
English C~lea de.cribes thea as lioentious, bawqy pertormanoes. 
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Parker, Roscoe E. tttPilates Voys, fll S[>!Culum, nv (April 1950), 237-250. 
Chaucer's introduction ot the Killer speaking in "Pilates v078ft 1s con-
sidered effective because of its current reference to the popular MYs-
ter.?' plays in which Pilate is portrayed as boastful and tyrannical in 
accordance with his historical and legendary reputation as a corrupt 
politician and unjust judge. 
_-. "The Reputation of Herod in Early' EngliBh Literature," SpeculWl. VIII 
(Januar.r 1933), 59-67. 
The representation of Herod as a boaster and a braggart is traced back 
to the Apocrypha and the wri tinge of the Church Fathers because of earq 
continental Latin plays which presented Herod vi th most ot the qual! ties 
characterising him in the English~steri8s which elaborated further upon 
the analogy between Herod and unpopular offioials. . 
Pe.arson, Ia Emil¥. "Isolab1e lqrics ot the Hrstery Playa," Journal 2! !PlUsh I I 
L1tarary: Histou. III (September 19.36), 228-252. 
The author divides the lyrics in the Cycles into three groups. the 
isolable lyrics proper, including laments and monologues which seem to 
bave 11 ttle connecUon wi t.h. the aubjeot ot the plan the lyrics with 
dramatic significance, such as the veraes addressed to Mary and her 
OhildJ and late addiUana to the plays, which rssemble Elizabethan songs. 
She suggests that the lyrics were borrowed frOtll the liturgy, Apocrypha, 
homiUes, and even trom non-religious poems. 
Pennington" Jo. "M;ystery and Miracle Plays, If International Studio. LXIX 
(December 1924), 207-213. 
Although the author agrees with scholars who trace the development 
back to the altar ot the Church, she considers it worthwhile to reflect 
on the iroD7 of the growth ot an institution, conceived to counteract 
pagan influences and to teach the Gospels, into the drama ot today in 
which survives little trace ot the dignity, beau~, and power of the 
sacred drama from which it sprang. 
Pierson, Merle. ftThe Relation of the Corpus Christi Procession to the Corpus 
Christi Plays," Transactions at the Wisconsin Aoad!!l of Science, Arts, 
~ Latters, nUl (1915), fllS:l.O>.' -
Atter obs81"ri.ng that the relationship ot the CorpIl8 Christi processions 
to the Corpus Christi plays is often explained bT means ot six hypotheti-
cal steps ranging trom the mere marching of the craft guilds in the 
processions to the separation of the playa trom the processions, the 
author revealB that, ot tl:irtT-one tovna studied, only' one presents any 
evidence of the possible existence ot ~le most important tourth step, 
spoken drama in the procession. 
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Robinson, J. W. "Medieval 1ng118h Acting," Theatre Notebook, 1111 (Spring 
19S9), 8)-88. 
From a stud7 ot the stage directions in the cTclic plays, the author 
concludes that, in general, the acting vas formal rather than naturalis. 
tic. He aU'Wl8s that the more 11turgic.l connections. pla,y bad, the 
aore str1ctlT tOl"lll&l vas ita acting, but that the playere were alV878 
guided by the two el.ementa17 necessitie8a clariV ot gesture and open-
ness in spea1c1ng. 
Schutt, J. H. itA Guide to Eng11sh Studies. the Stud7 ot Mediev.l Drama," 
English Studies, XI Crebrua17 1929), 11-17. 
Betore pre8ent:1ag • bibliograp}lT IU1table tor beginners in the tield. 
ot medi ... l dr_, the .uthor suggests tbat the stud7 be UDdertaken, 
not tor the purpose ot discoyering gre.t lit.r&l7 ma8terpiecu, but as 
• studT ot the ongine ot lngl1sh drua, as • means ot 8eeing life 
through the .,... ot the II1dclle Ag •• , and as a preparation tor the Itu.d,;r 
ot Elizabethan drau. : 
Svart, J. .The Innbatantial Pageat," N.2Pbilol0e!, XLI (19S7), 127-141. 
In cOl1lllent1ng on th. Jl;rBter.T playw, the author argu.el .gainat the too 
ear1T dating ot the Oyol... Although the pla)"s contain re.li .. , he does 
not think they constitute. naturalistic t01"ll ot drama despite the 
naturali8tic atyl. ot acting _ployed in the conde 8ectiona ot the plays. 
He concludes by det.nding the thoroughly Christian origin ot theplqa 
against the theOl"7 that the playa .... re a cOllb1natiOll ot pagan and Chri8-
tian ritualistic symbols. 
Taylor, Oeorg.Oottin. "!he lmgUsh 'Planetus Karia., lit Hodem. Pbiloloq. I I 
IV (April 1907), 6oS-6) 7 • 
To prove that the 11r1cal ·Planetua Hariae" vas not the source ot the 
English ,..s1on Pl.a7l, the author giY.s a bri.t deacriptiOll ot each 
English non-dramatio planctua, lists its motive., and shon ita relation 
to other 81a1lar lutentationa and to the JC,ystery pla18. .. concludea 
that though the ·Planctua Hari .... contributed in a general 11&1' to tbe 
developlllent ot the Englilh Passion plqa, be .... no 1nd1caUOIl that 
arrr particular ~cal version aftected a specitio dramatio work. 
---. "The Relation ot the English Corpus Christi Playa to the Middle 
Inglish aeligiou ~c,· JIoclena Pb1101oq. , (JulT 1907), 1-38. 
A 8tudT of the l1rioal material in York and Townelel led the author 
to conclude that the C;rolu bo~OII liflCai poetr;y in tour ft1S. 
by echo1q a specifio l1r10, b7 oreating a 010 .. parallel with a l1r1c 
in thought and phrase; by in8erting an _tire l1r1o, and by uaing • 
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lYric as the starting point of a p~. 
"The Theatres ot OUr Ance.tors, A SUDI81")"," Review !! Revie., IX (Ja.nu&I"T 
15, 1894), :}7. 
This anony'lllOU8 8'WIIIIar;r ot Jusserand. s article in the Revue del Deux 
Mondel IIl8re17 reters to the lfpt8rie. a. having been otten iITuded. to 
bi Ciiaucer. 
Tisdel, lred.erick Monroe. -Influence of Popular Custom 011 M7Bte17' Play'a, • 
.1oun,aal ,!!!, !nsl1sh e! GeJ."lUln1c Pb110101l. , (.1ulT l904), )23-340. 
The cOllic aspecta, eapeciall7 the rovdl' fighting scenes, of the Jt.rater;r 
Cycles are attributed. to the popular pagan and tolk celebratiaaa 
which bec ... aSllOCiated. with the plays as they underwent extenalva 
secularization. The incongruous IIixture ot horae-plq with the sto17 
of the Redemption, so shocking to modem taste, is thus seen as the 
natural expreall10n of the Yar!oua phase, of medieval life. 
VerDIIT, laq F. P. IIJt)'ster1u, HoraUties, and the Druta," Contnporarr 
aevtew, u.v <March 181$), 59)-609. 
In tietending the IIJ"ate17 Cycles .... inat &couationa ot irreverenoe in 
the associatiOl'1 ot butto0D81"1' with incidents fna our Savior' a lite, 
the author explain. that ncb presentations were in pertect accord with 
what was acceptable at the time. It vas only atter the dec.,. ot the 
sllllpJ.e religious sp1ri t whioh animatecl both the playwright and the 
spectators that the Cycle, lost that moral intluence which the author 
teels i8 one ot the greatest needs in contemporary tare. 
Vella, Henry W. -Sty. 141 in the Inglish If;ystery Pla78," .1oumal ot ~ 
and Genan10 Ph1101oq. :.uxvnI (.Jul.T, October 1939), j604.]8'l"j"1i~l):S'24, 
On the baais of meter, r~, eupllorlT, syntax, Yocabular,r, subject-
_tter, and. lyrical as well a8 dramatic aspects, the _thor distinguishes 
three distinct 8tyles in the MTsterT C70188 t the 11 turgical, originating 
atter 1320 J the rhetorical, alter 1)70J and the colloquial, during the 
last decatie of the fourteenth oentury. The seoond article is _"11' 
an expansion of the first with no add.1 tional intorma tion presented. ex-
cept tor a tMo-paragraph dieouse1on on the general theories of Hiddle 
EngUsh versification. 
Wells, M1nn1e i. -The Age ot Isaac at the Tt. of the Saoritioe," Modern 
Language !ot8s. LIY (DeceMber 19)9), 579-582. 
'!'he aim ot the dramatist ia considered by' the author as the tactor which 
determ1necl whether Isaac was preaented. as a chilc1 01' as a young 1aIl 
since both tradi tiona were current during the M1ddle Agea. The Cbester 
I 
I 
I ! 
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and Townel.,. playwrights created dramatic pathos by enlarging upon the 
pleas ot the young child to his father, while the York and Ludu8 Coven-
triae vr1 tere wished to malee Isaac, not Abraham, the hero ot the pla7 
by representing the son a. a pereon capable of expressing lII8tuN senti-
ments. 
Wesley, Edmund Alfred.. "The English Miracle Play,. Proce~. of the I.i.ter-
!!l.!!!!! Phil080phical Society!! UYerpool, LIll (16~1.3r-~ 
FrOlll hi. study of the influence of the 1tY'ster:r Oycle., the author con-
cludes that, besi~. _ld.ng the common people familiar with the incidents 
ot the Scripture narrative8 and their meaning, the H,ystery Cycl .. in-
tlueneed all phase. ot medie ..... l culture, parUcularq pictorial art 
which drew hea'W'1l1' upon the pla)"l tor id.... A. the moat important 
contributi_ ot the Cycle8, how ..... , the author singles OItt the fur-
nishing of the climate and impetus needed tor the creation ot a national 
drama. 
Wi thington, Robert. "The Oorpus Christi Plats as Drama," Stuc1188 in Philol0..&YJ 
XXVII (October 19.30), S1).S82. -
The author disagrees vi th aeorge Cottman' 8 view that the drutatic value 
ot the IYster188 can be acourateq aS88ssed on~ by excluding the aspect 
ot the Cycles' relation to Illsabethan drama. uter admitting that 
proper .... luation ot the play's must consider the reaction of the medie-
val public, not ot • contelaporaFT audience, to the pertormances, he 
presents again hi. view that the pla7a haft dramatic value 0817 because 
they were the torerunners ot a greater drama. 
--. ".lncest17 ot the Vice," Specul~. VII (October 1932), 52S-529. 
In his genealogical study of the nce character in drama, the author 
suggests that the representation of the devil and the le.s admirable 
historical charactera in the Mystery plays vas influenced. by the tools 
and avordSMn in tolk pla,ys. 
----. "Braggarcl, Den1, and Vicel A lIote on the Denlopment. ot Oomic l1gures 
in the Early Inglish Drama," Speeul_" XI (January 1936), 124 .. 129. 
Atter l"8&sserting hi. own idea that the tolk-plaT too11nf'luenced. the 
d.evelopmen't. of the figure ot the devil, and atter recogDiz1nc Roscoe 
Parker' a tinc:iinga concem1ng apocryphal de.criptions of Herod, the aut.hor 
emphasises the necessit,. of crediting both the dramatists and the actor. 
vi th SOIM orig1naU V in their creation and representation of the charac-
ter. not detini tel1' outlined in Scripture. 
Wooc:i, Frederick T. "The Comic Elements in the English HTstery Plays," Heo-
philolog'!!, XXV (1939, 1940), 39-48, 194-206. -
In the definite movement of the Hyster,y 0lf'S1 .. toward the comic rather 
than the tragic, the author traces the development of a national drua. 
The comic interpolations and the comic treatment of the villain, eape-
cia117 in the Wakefield Cycle, are distinctly English in character, and 
the author finds in th_ the germs of almost all the types of comed1 
which appeared. in succeeding generations. 
Woolf, RosGDl81"1'. "The Effect of Typology on the English Med1acrval Pla,ys ot 
Abraham and Isaac,1t Smulua, 11III (October 1957), 805-809. 
The modifications of character and action made in Abraham's story by 
the medieval dNMatista are explained in term. of the contiempor817 inter-
pretation of h!A;)lacrlt1ce as a type of the Crucifixion. Although this 
typological interpretation allowed great latitude in the portrayal ot 
Isaac, it created a difficult)" in ftCard to the representation of lbra .. 
hut. The author i8 of the opiniGn that it vas the dramatists' akill 
alone that enabled thea to portray Abrahaa ail1R11:taneouslyas a distressed 
hwIaD father and as a t1Pe of the HeavenlY' Father sacrificing his son. 
Wright, Louis Booker. "Juggling Tricu and OonjUZ7 on the Ildlgl1sh Stage 
Before l642,· Modern Ph1loluSb xnv (Pebru.u7 1927), 269-284. 
In certain of the Mysteries, particularly the plays about Hoses, the 
author finda evidence that tricks of magic mentioned in the plays 80-
tual17 had to be pertormed to 88ti8f7 the audience which was accustOlled 
to such enterta1ruMnt. The guild account bOOD recording the -.ploy-
ment ot minstrels, degenerated bY' that time into variety entertainers, 
adds s~ngth to his argwaent that juggling and conjury on the Engli.h, 
stage date back to the religious drama. 
--. "An1aal Actors on the English Stage 'Detore 1642,· Publicationa ot 
k~. Modern ;anease Association 2! America. ILII (Septe1l'b.. 1927),0'56-
In his studT ot aniula on the Eng1i.h atage" the author tind.8 no indi-
cation in the ttrstel7' 0,.1.. that aniaala were used for &n7 other 
reason except incidental appearanoee in the plays. He ... s no ertdence 
tor a.rqth1ng approaching a varietq'-ahow performance until the moralities. 
--. "Va.rietY'.8hov Clowner,r on the Pre-Restoration Stage," Anil1a. LII 
(1928), 51-68. 
Among the comic elementIJ of the M;ystery playa, the author considers 
such extemal featuree of amusement as the roaring of the dav1la and 
their by-play vi th the spectators a8 part of the tradition ot vaudeville 
comectr still observable today in modified fora at the c1.rcua. 
Wright, thomas. "an the History ot the JlrUIa in the Middle Ages," Bentley's 
H1sce!;!sr. XXXVIII (1855), 298-309. 
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Although he does not consider medieval drama important in itself, the 
author considera a general study of its development necessary' to the 
understanding ot the peculiarly' national traits ot Inglish drama. 
II. INDIVIDUAL CELEB 
Baugh, Albert C. "Parallels to the Male Sto17," Modern Ph1loloq. XV (April 
1918), 729-7)h. 
'!'he author sees no direct connection between the Mak story and the 
eighteenth and nineteenth-century analogues noted by rolbing and Cook. 
On the basis ot parallels tound in Sabadino'a Le Porretane, a titteenth-
century collection of ItaUan stories, he favors Cook'lI suggestion that 
the ll1.cident belongs to the realm ot tolklore. 
BelTT" Francis. itA Townele,. Play's Syntonic Tense," Blacktners, XXXVIII 
~Ma7 1957), 221-226. 
Through a stud7 of the verb tenses used in the play, the reterences to 
Christianity in the "First Shepherds' Pla:r" are seen, not as anachronisms 
suggestive ot accidental error, but a8 s,ynton7, or the multiplicity of 
tenses running together. The continuoua subjunctive ;:>resent, used in 
these references, o~erates outside time and co-exists structurally with 
the stage-present, expressed by the present indicative. 
Brown, Carleton. "tthe Townelq 'Play of the Doctors. and the 1Speculum Chris-
tiani, ,. Hodern Language Not .. , XIII (AprU 1916), 223-226. 
The -quatrain portion ot the Townelq plays is dated about the middle of 
the fifteenth century because ot a passage L~ the ·P)~y ot the Doctors" 
whioh appears to be baaed directl1' upon the "SpeculUll Christiani," a 
lIetr1cal version ot the 'l'en COI'tUI8ndmenta, probablT compond during the 
last decade of the fourteenth eentur,y. 
Cad;y, Frank W. !ILl turgical Basis ot the Townel.e7 IVsteries," ?ublicaUons 
ot the Modern leea. AS8ociatiOD of America.· XXIV (Septell&;: i909), 
~9~9. -
Through a comparison ot the Nati vi t7 and Resurrection groups 1a Townelez, {rL.and cowm~ the author supports E. I. Chambers' theor;r that 
• turglcal pse vas the first in cyclic development. He attributes 
the common tundamental tramework and similar phraseology in the Nativity 
groupe to translation trom a common U turg1cal source rather than to 
I I 
I 
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borrowing trom a vernacular one. He then extends the probabiU t1' of 
sucb a development to tbe Resurrection series where the similar! t1' is 
less evident. 
---. -The Couplets and Quatnina a tbe l'ovnelq !fJrstv:f Playa, '* Journal 
!! "gUsh !!! Ge1Wan1c Pb1lolsb I (October 19U), 512-,84. -
Although the author agrees with the theOl7 that three stages are dis-
tinguishable in the Towneley' development, he disagrees vi th the ohrono-
logical order predicated for the stages. Be oonsiders the York borrow-
ings as the last of the adcl1\1ons to the Townelq C1Cle since this group 
contaiDa no couplets as do the playa of the pr1m1t1'Y8 C101e and of the 
Wakefield group, but it does contain quatrains, which, though characteris-
tic of this group, are fOUlld. alao in the other two. 
--. -The Wakefield Group in Townel.,., It Journal of !nJlish and. Germanic 
Pb1loloq, n (Aprll1912h 2lW-262. - -
From a stuq of the pl81'S usuall7 attributed to the Wakefield Master, 
the author attempts to identi17 the chief charaoteristios of the pl&)'-
wright's style. Among tbe.e he includes humor, the peoul1ar 118trical 
form of the nine-liDe stan .. , and eSp8ciall,y the 8uperiott dr_tic power 
1IXb1bited in character deUneat.iOll, in the free use of BibUoal sources, 
in local references, in the viVid preHJ1tation of oonteJnporart' lite, 
and in a_rest-8usta' niDg sit.tiona. 
-. '*The Peasion Group in To1m.elq, It Modem Ph1.lololl, X (.t.pr1l 1913), 
S87-600. 
A studT of the Townele7 pauiOll group 1nd1oatea that the text of the 
tinal, or trade-guild, period in o1011c development underwent four edi-
tiomn Waleefield, oouplet, York borrowinga, and quatrain. The last two 
are considered. identical b7 the author because the quatrain ed1 tings 
consist of York seen .. 8l1bst1tuted. for othfll"S alreaq 1n TownelAv". 
Cargill, Oscar. -!be Authorship of the 'SecUDda Pas~, I. Publications of 
.!!! lIodem I.aneye Association !! Alaerioa, XLI (December 1926), 8to-BJ1. 
Atter statiDg that the author of the ·Secunda PaatOl"Wl. mwst baTe been 
an ecclesiasUc connected. vi th Wakefield in l35S and ind1rectl1' vi th the 
'fownelq fam1lT, Cargill euggesta Gilbert PilJd.ngton whose signature 
is a1.t1.xed to the 10rthfAI'D Passion fO\OJld 1n the ... II8IlU8cnp\ as the 
turnemant of TotenliiUi whIch resembtes the play in ita treatment of oon-
teDiporU7 CU's\OiiUi. Be suggests further that the manuacr1.pt of the plaT 
was lett by John Pilld.ngton in lh18 to his brother, the guardian of the 
fOU'l'ldar of the Townelq librar;y. 
Carpenter, lfan Cooke. "Kuaic in the 'SeC"..!l1da Pastorum,'· SeeculUPI. XXVI 
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(October 1951), 696-700. 
The shepherd'a description of the ange1.8' scmg aa B1'hre bretes to a 
long- is considered by the author as a reference to t1Pical English de .. 
cant rather than to a complicated IRl8ical figure. The author also sug-
gests that llU8ic has an important role in the "Secunda Pastorwa" a1nce 
it ia used to mark: otf the pJ.q into .,.et.rical din.s1on8, to point 
up the bad oharaoter of Mak, to .often the transition from the tarcical 
to the manger scene, and to ooIl"linoe the shepherds to go to Bethleh_. 
Cawley, A. C. .A Moderniled Version ot the Waketield 'Second Shepherds' 
Plq, I. Tran.act.1ona !! .!!! Yorkshire malect Soci • ., VIII (1950), 8-28. 
The purpose of this modernized ftrsion ot the ·Second Shepherds' P1&7" 
is to encO\1Z'age readers to tum to the orig1nal '9'ersion. Beaides con-
sul t.1ng all existing ed1 tiona ot the play, the present edt tor has dOlle 
extenai'ft research in an effort to clari.t'7 ob8CUZ'e pasaages. 
---. "Iak Garc10 of the 'Prima Pastorwa, Iii Modern ~ge lot.s, LlVllI (:March 1953), 169-172. 
hk Garcio and Tertius Pastor 1n the "First Shepherds' na7" are con-
sidered identical because there ia no good reasOD in the play for the 
introduction ot a new character and Iak ..,.. nothing inappropriate. to 
the oharacter of the !bi!"d. Shepherd whoae place he tak.. in the regular 
aequence ot apeakers. A copl1st's error is held responsible tor the 
oonfusion. 
__ e. -The Vakefield Firat, Shepherds f Play," hoc .. ,a ot the Leeds 
PhilO~h1Cal SOCie!2 (Li~ and HistoriC&! Sec =--T; m, Pan II tooter Mj), ll3- 2. -
To support, his n... that the "J'1r8t Shepherds' PJ.ar' i8 best atudied 
as an impresaift druat.ic po_ whioh bring. out the spiritual aigniti. 
eaI'lce ot Chr1atatas in teras of the flVerrdJq livea ot humble people, the 
author presents a detailed .... %7 of the coaonplaoea of medieval life 
found in the plq. 
---. "The 'Grotesque' 'ea.t ia the tPriu PastOl"Wl," Sf!C!lUII, XXX (April 195,), 213-217. 
!he meal ill the !"F.irR Shepherds' PlaT- ia pr ••• ted 8. an iDcongru.ous 
miXture of aristocratic and plebeian dishe.. Both oontent and _trical 
tON of the play sugge.t to the author that the pl.a1Wright vas tamiliar 
with the contemporary ~ 2! .... Iu .... rture ___ by Jolm Rusaell. 
Chidald.an, Claude. "1Iak and the Toa.inc in the Blanket,· SpeoulUII, nIl (April 1947),186-~9~. 
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Examples ot various European custOllS of veating difficult labor are 
used b7 the author to show that the toning scene is a superb delinea-
tion ot poetic justice _ted out to one who stagecl a pseudo-nati vi V. 
l.eali_ is strengthened by having the v.atmu:t. ad.m1nistered by' shepherds 
who otten assisted in obstetric cases. 
Clark, Edward Hu.rray. ft, ae.tored Reading in the Towneley Pnr:1t1caticm Pl87," 
Modern LInguae lotes, UTI (Mal' 1941), 3.$6-360. 
!he author used a photostat of the manuscript to decipher the almost 
illegible rubrics following line 132 ot the play. To complete the phrase 
"Angeli cantant. simeon," the author suggests "iuatus et timoratus. 1I 
His identification ot the phrase with the beg1.nn1ng ot the first anti-
phon ot Lauds on the Purification is made liON plau.sible since the next 
l1ne& ot the plq paraphrase another portion ot the antiphon. 
-----. "Liturgical Influence in the Towneley Play,n Orate Fratre., XVI 
(December 26, 1941), 69-79. 
From an examination ot the cyclic structure of the Towneley playa as 
_11 as troll a study of the Latin reaains of non-biblical II turgical 
borrowings, pray'8%" tonu. and sacramental influences in the Cycle, the 
author concludes that the medieval dramatist made use of all parts of 
the l1turg which presented an orderlT narrative sequence. The pla7-
wright thus drew trOll the sacramental rites; the canonical hours, and 
other 11 turgical cer8IIonies. 
__ e. "The Towneley 'Peregrini l an Unnoticed Step Toward the Vemacular," 
Hodel'll !AAe!e lotes, LXI (.C..pr':'l lj),,6) I 2,36-241. 
The echoing by one speaker in a close translation ot'the lAtin what 
another has just said in a :tree translation is considered b7 the author 
as the second. step in the evolution from Latin 11 turgy to vernacular 
draa. 'S an example ot the earlier stage of development, he oi tea the 
'!'r .... "Visitatio Sepulchri," whioh alternates vernacular paraphrase 
with Latin text. In the "Peregrinid the Latin statements are rettans-
lated without remoYing the earlier paraphrase. 
Cook, A.lbert S. -.Another Parallel to the Male Storr,"' Modern Ph1lololb XIV 
(May 1916), 11-1.$. 
In a supposecilT authentic late eighteeAth-oentur,y account,. HiSiri! of 
the Coun~.t Cumberland~ author tinda a sketch ot Thomas trOng 
;;no i=!d .ll' o.! seare parties vi th the same device used by Hak. 
!he question of whether the nineteenth-centU!7 ballad, "Arc hi • .A.rasvang's 
11th," merely' recounts this event or whether both stories and the Mat 
episode belong to the realm of tolklore 18 lett unsettled by' the author. 
Cosbey, Robert C. "Mak stor"J and Ita Folklore Analogue.,· SpeculUll, XX 
(Jul1 1945), 310-317. 
Atter analyzing the incidents in thirteen analogues to the Male: stOl'7, 
the author dismissed the views of independent origin for eaoh ot the 
group and ot derivation of later versions from the play. He concludes 
that the source of all versions was folklore and that the adaptations 
peculiar to the 'Wakefield play "'1'8 necessar;y to oontorm the story to 
its tunotion as a burlesque parallel to the lativity. 
Curtiss, Chester G. "The York and Towneley Plays on 'The Harrowing of Hell,'· 
Studies !! Philology, XXX (Januar,r 1933), 24-33. 
An examination ot the Towneleyand the extant York versions ot the 
ItHarro1dng ot lIell" leads the author to asSUlle that both are based on 
an early York text superior to the present one. Prom seYeral passages 
in TowneleY', the author concludes that this early version was cl08811' 
relillid to the Gospel ot licodelll118 since the possibil! tT that Townelel 
drew d1rect~ trOll tlie 0021 seems unUkelT. 
nustoor, P. I. "SOlIe Textual Hotes on the English Hyst817 Plays," Modern 
Language Revi_, XXI (October 1926), 427-431. 
After a studT of the lIallusoripta ot the Old. 1estam~nt pla;rs in Torle and 
Townel." the author suggests some variatiOll8 in the readings ol"!.iOithts 
editIon of the York plqw and ot the lar17 Engliah Text SocietT's Towne-
ley plqa. Kost of the corrections are made tor metrical reasons. 
----. "Textual HotH on the TowneleT Old Testament Playa, It !9lische Studien, 
LXIII (1929), 220-228. 
In a systematic attempt to rezuedy what appear to be corruptions in the 
text ot the Towneley Old Testament plaY"s, the author suggests various 
alterations in the manuscript readings. Host ot the corrections are 
made on the basis ot supposedl1 fault.y rhyme or rhythm patterns. 
Eaton, HoraceA. "A Source tor the Townel.,.. '1"r1_ Pastorum, t. Modern Ian-
eae Hotes, XIV (Hq 1899), 265-268. -
A possible source tor the quarrel in the "Ji'J.rst Shepherds' PlaT' i. 
suggested to the author bY" Iak Garcio's mention ot the "toles ot Gotham." 
In his ~ Talt.:ls of the Mad-men of Gotham (1630), Hazlitt includeS a 
fifteen~ntury story- di.flerli\i 0017 Licidental17 from the quarrel 
scene 1n the plq. The author assumes theretore that the tale had al-
read;r taken definite torm as ear17 as the last hall' of the fifteenth cen-
tury. 
Foster, Frances A. "Tbtt Mystery Pla,. and the Northern Pasaion,. Modem Lan-
ee lotes, XlVI (June 1911), 169-171. -
On the basis ot general similarit,y of outline and identity of rimes and 
wording, the Worthen Passion, a Middle English poea, is suggested as 
the direct source of tlle four Towneley play's which deal with the cruci-
fixion and the even1ia immediately- preceding and following it. The in-
fluence of the poem upon the sequence ot events in the York plays is 
also noted. 
____ • "Was Gilbert Pilkington Author of the 'Secunda Pasto:rum'1" Publica-
tions of the Modern #!JlpE{! Association ot America, XUII (March 1928), 
124-130. - -
Oscar CargUlts view that Gilbert Pilkington vas the author of the North-
ern Panion and the "Secunda Pastorum" is refuted priJDariq on the 6&8is 
'OT1nsUl'ficient evidence that Pilkington wrote the first work. Miss 
Foster argues further that the two works were written at widelJr separated 
dates and in extremelT dilferent styles, morecmrr, she contends that the 
attribution ot the Turn_ant ot ToteDham to the author ot the Northern 
Passion merely on the basis ori ti appearance in the same manuscript 
Is pure17 gratuitous. : 
Frampton, Kendal G. 1t00lbert Pilkington CDce More," Publications ot the 
Modern #!Jlpe Association ~ America, XLVII (Septe.bei 19j2T," 021-63,. 
1'0 supplement Hiss Voster's M"guments refuting Oscar Garg11l1.. theory 
ot identical authorship tor the Northern Passion, the !urn.lllt of Totell-
!l!!, and the ·Secunda Putorwa," iii. author suggests that the hiit two 
could not haTe been written by the same un since Totenbu, near London, 
would not baYe been familiar to the Lancashire author ot tJle Passion. 
A further argument against Pilkington's authorship ot the burlesque po_ 
and play 1s found in the Northern Pua1an's marginal notes which nggest 
that the author vas a devout man, not an entertain ... 
-----. -The Date ot the Flourishing ot the Wakefield Master,· Pub11c~t1ons 
~:he Modern Language Assooiation 2! America, L (September 1935', m-
From a detailed investigation of the costume passages in the work of 
the Wakefield Kaster, the author concludes that the dr_tist tlourished 
in the seoond quarter of the fifteenth oentu17. Information from poll-
tax records showing the town capable at that t:l.JIle of sponsoring a Oycle 
is considered additional evidence for such a dating. 
---. -The Early' English Text Society Edition of the Towneley Pla78," 
Beiblatt zur Anglia, XLVIII (November, December 1937), 330-333, 366-
3M, IIlX\.JanlW:7 1938), 3-7. 
As a result of h.3. s colletior .. of the printed text with the manusoript, 
the author suggests spell1Dg corrections to be _de in the printed text 
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and objects to variations in the text of scribal notes as well as to 
the printing of t,he plays in irregular stanza fOrti when the scribe em-
pLoyeli identical form. 
_ .... -. "The Date of the 'Wakefield Master': Bibliographical Evidence,· Pub-
lications of the Modern LaniU!ge Association of America, tIll (Haren 
~38), 86-rr-r.- -
In a bibliographical comparison of the York and Towneley plays, the 
author continues his arguments tor dating the Wakefield Master later 
than is general17 done. He holds that the playwright did not begin his 
work until atter the period of greatest York influence which, according 
to information in Burton's Lists and the !2!!. Kemoranctwn Book, was trom 
1415 to 1422. 
---. "the TowneleT 'Harrowing of Hell,'. Publications ot the Modern Ian-
~e A.ssociation !!! America, 1JII (Marcn mu, ~-1I9:-- -
In an attempt to account tor the Townel..,. variationa from the onginal 
York play', the author suggests that the trimeter lines were added by 
the same .edi tor who contributed the septenar quatrains as he borrowed 
from the York plays. 
---. "Towneley IX: the Consniracio (et Capoio)," Publications of the Modem 
Jenguage A.ssociation.2! America, LVIII (Deeember lJll~), 9204.m:-
Townele,y XX, the most composite play in the cycle, is considered the 
work of three major poeta, the tirst depicted the Last Supper. scene ac-
~ording to the first three Oospels J the second, the same seene according 
to JohnJ and the third, the Agony' and Capture portion. In discussing 
the play, the author attempts to demonstrate the metrical and textual 
influence ot the Northern Passion and an early' York play' on the TowneleT 
production. 
-----. "'l'he 'Processus Talent;orwa~ (Towneley XXIV),· Publications ot the 
Modem Language Association .2! AmeriC!, LIX (Septeaa&i" 1944), or;~. 
In Townel.,. .mv the author distinguishes three stages ot development. 
the basic stor.y, the rime couee stanzas, and the W8kefield Master's 
additions. The crynjeeture that Townelez adopted the discarded York Mil-
lers' Play about 1425 is presentia as an additional argument. that the 
~.aketield Master flourishe4 during the reign. of Herr V!. 
Frank, Grace. "On the aelation Between the York and Townel.., Plays;" Publica-
tions of the Modern La~e Association ot America, XLIV (March 1929), 
~1j-jJ.r. - - -. 
In place ot Hiss Lyle t s parent...eycle theoZ7 as an explanation for the 
.II'lill!i.11 
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resemblances between York and Townelez;, the author posi ta the origiJlal 
identity of individuaI'"'j:)Tqs. She suggests that Tovnel"l borrowed a 
larger number of pla,. from York than was formerlT aS8UDled, and that 
s1milari ties and dissimilaril1ei oan be traoed to such borrowings, to 
the use ot the same Latin and vernaoular sources, and to the subsequent 
revision that the individual plays received in eaoh Oyole. 
Garvin, latherine. "A Note on Noah's Wife," Modern Lane,e Jotes, XLII 
(FebruarY' 1934), 88-90. 
An illustration in the OaedDtoDian Ms. Junius II is presented as an in-
dication that the wadi tion of the stubbornness ot Noah' a wife was known 
in England even before the Oonquest. Although the illustrator'a style 
shows Rhenish influence, the author predicates Engliah sources tor his 
SUbject-matter, thereby' oontradicting Miss Oar.,.' a statement that Ohaucer 
haa the earliest mention in English 01 the legeDd. whioh is lound in the 
MJ'stery playl. 
Gayley. Oharle. JI1lla. -'the Later Miracle Plqa in Engltmd, n International 
Qp.arterlz:, XII (October 1905).. 67-88. 
As a continuation of his stud7 of medieval drama as a forerunner 01 
English come~, the author presents a disouasion 01 the work 01 the 
Wakel1eld Kaster. Although stan ... 101"11 and diction are uauall1' con-
sidered the 1I0st marked traits 01 the Master's work, the author considers 
the treatment of individual characters as membera of aociety a more im-
portant characteristic since it is such characterization that is suitable 
to the development 01 cOll~. 
Gerould, Gordon Hall. "Moll 01 the 'Prima Pastorwa,'1t Modem. t.nsuye Botes, 
XII (December 1904), 22$-230. 
The sto17 of da,.-dreaming Moll, mentioned by the Third Shephercl, is 
traced back to Oontinental follelore of the ear 17 part of the sixth ceD-
tu.r;y. Some versions feature a man instead of a woman, and some tell of 
the break1ng of eggs rather than of a pitcher of mille. 
Hugienin, Julian. "An Interpola"ion in the Towneley Pla;y 'Abraham, ttl Mod.em 
Language 10"", XIV (April 1899), 128. 
Of the English Oyeles onl1' fownelel presents God revealing His divine 
purpose in the trial of AbrihiJil. Since 1;he monologue in which thi. is 
done is the only stann in the plaT vr1 "ten in eoupleta, the author con-
sieiers it an interpolation suggested b,. the plq's repeated mention of 
Adam and of the Redemption theme. As a source he suggesu La Hiater. 
du Viel Testament. -__ ........ ;".;..;.o~_ 
Jean Mariet 0.8.F., Sister. "The Cross in the 'lowele,. PlaTs,. Traditio, V (1947), 331-334. 
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'!'he Towneley "Processus Crucis" presents the Crucifixion as a burleaque 
on a "just in tornamente" by elaborate17 working out the general figure 
ot the cross as a charger. The author justifies this figure bY'referring 
to writings of the early Fathers of the Church who piCture the cross 
wi th a sed11e projecting trom the middle ot the vertical beam. Since 
the source ot the Towneley idea cannot be traced to contemporar,y litera-
ture, the author suggests that such crosses vere probably common in 
medieval churches. 
KOi<eritz, Helge. "Some lfarg1nal lotes to the Towneley 'Resurrection, tit 
Modern Language lotes, LII (December 1946), 529-5.32. 
fo demonstrate 1rbat is necessar;y to correot the misinterpretations and 
inconsistencies found. in Adus' Chiet Pre-Shakeepearean Drama, the author I. 
offers a li.t of revi.ed notes for the fownelei -Ie8U.lTectIon." Aa an 
aid to students in understand.1ng the plq, the notes stress the exact 
meaning of details ot expression no longer in common use. 
Iqle, Karie C. -'!'he Original Identity ot the York and fovnelq Cycles- a 
Rejoinder," Publications ot the Modern Language Association ot Amerioa, 
XLIV (March m,), )l§.)2lr. - -
Att.- brietly restating her theory that the York and Towneley Cyoles 
are deriyed trom an early Cycle in the vernacular, the author discusses 
the three main difficulties raised by other scholars. She recognizes 
the four distinct _tars in the identical plays as rrldence of reTision 
during the parent-cycle 8tage but adds that such reTision was not s18-
tematic. In the ea8e ot the partition in York of playa united in Towne-
~ she IJUCgesta that York uplitied the iiiPler tOl'llS retained b7 
"l'Oinelet. Finally', sheconcede. that the date ot separation of the two Cyc e8 cannot be detint te17 determined. 
Malone, Kemp. "A Bota on the Towneley 'Secunda Pastorum, ,It Hodern Language 
lotes, XL (Januar;y 1925), 3,-39. 
The author rejects the reading "tall v,yght,.." in line 139 ot the .Second 
Shepherds' PlaT' and suggests "two Alwyght1'8," or two unclIDn7 creatures. 
Reterenoe is being made to the preTiou8ly mentioned shJ"8WJII1ce, which 
are considered a portent ot danger to flocks. Daw theretore intends 
to lead his sheep away. 
Mill, Anna Jean. "Noah'l Wite Again,- Publications ot the Modern Laneage 
ASlociation !?! America, LVI (Septeiiiber 19U), m-m'. 
Although the idea ot the obstinacy ot Noah's wite contradicts orthodox 
Christian handling which compares her meekness to that ot Har.r, it is 
prevalent in the literature, tolklore, and art ot a wide range of people. 
The author has tound variationl ot the theme in the English My'stery 
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Cycles; in Mohammedan, Russian, and German legends J in manuscript. illus-
t.rations, as in Junius XI; and in Queen Maq's Psalter. 
Miller, Frances H. "The Northern Passion and the Myst.eries, tt Modern Language 
Notes, XXXIV (FebI'Ual7 1919', 88-92. . 
In attempt.ing t.o account for t.he relatively few verbal similarities in 
the York and Towneley parallels to the Northern Passion, the author sug-
gests that the playwrights, aiming for orlgii'iiltity, trIed to avoid bor-
row1ngverbatim wherever possible. The author also notes that the al-
li terative septenar stanzas of the York plays formed a technical obstacle 
to verbal correspondence since the,. could not. eaeily reproduce the word-
ing of the Northem. Passion couplets. 
Moorman, F. W. liThe Wakefield Miracle Playa," Transactions of the Yorkshire 
Dialect Society, I (1906), ,-24. -----
To support hi. theory that it was northem England, the home of the 
Wakefield pl8)"s, that prepared the way for the great Elizabethan age, 
t:be aut.hor ci t.es passages from the "Secunda Past.orwa, II in which are em-
ployed both essential and accidental feat.ures of Elizabet.han com~. 
He includ«ls examples of intrigue, individualization of characters, dis;" 
regard for urd.t.y ot place, and satirization ot individuals rather than 
ot classes. 
OXley, Jam98 S. "tSam,lft Times Literary Supplement., (JulT 5, 1934), 476. 
On the baSis ot modem Wakelield dialect, the author interprets the 
word Sam in stanza thirty-six of the Towneley Noah playas t.he imperative 
ot t.he verb to take hold of sinee one of the brothers is obvious17 asking 
tor assistance lilietiliig a large bundle into t.he Ark. 
Parrot.t, T. M. "Male and Archie Amstrang. What Professor Kolbing .Left Un-
solved," Modern Language .otes, LIX (May 1944), 297-3OU. 
By reference to the folk tradi tim which usually provides tor the escape 
ot the thief unpuni.hed, the author attempts a solutiOJ1 to Professor 
Kolbing's problem of whether the "Secunda Pastorum" or the early nine-
teenth-centur.y ballad, "Archie Armstrangts Aith," corresponds more close-
17 to their COD1JDon source in folklore. Since Archie Armstrang escapes 
and Mak does not, the ballad ending is considered that. of the original 
tale. '!'he play ending, on t..he other hand, is attributed to the necessity 
ot adapting the story' to the Nativity the.. around which the play was 
built. 
Peacock, Matthew H. "TowneleT, Widkirk, or Wakefield Pla,..?" Yorkshire 
Archaeological Joumal, XV (1900), 94-104. I, 
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Because he can find. no evidence that Woodld.rk was formerly pronounced 
Widkirk, a name associated with the Townele,. plays in an auctioneer's 
catalogue, the author rejects Walter Skeat's view that the plays were 
performed at Woodkirk. He considers Wakefield the home of the Cycle 
since it is mentioned in the manuscript and since the text contain8 
references to place~es associated with Wakefield. 
---. lI'l'he Wakefield Mysteries, The Place of aepresentation," Angl1a, XXIV 
(1901), 509-524. 
The association ot the Towneley plays with Widkirk is considered un-
reasonable by the author since there 18 no reUable authoritY' for the 
name of the place nor for its identification vi th Woodldrk near Wakefiel" 
furthermore, the author can find no evidence that religious plays were 
perfol'lled in Woodkirk. He is certain that Wakefield, a citY' large enough 
to maintain a Cyole, was the home of these MYsteries, for local place-
names are mentioned in the plays and local trade guilds in the original 
manuscript. 
-----. "Widkirkt ''1'he Wakefield M,rsteries, ftl Notes and Queries, lOth series, 
I Urogust 15, 1908), 128-129. -
Even though evidence might be forthcoming to support Walter Skeat's as-
sertion that Widldrk is the old name for Woodkirk, the author holds un-
tenable the theory that this obscure village four miles from the city 
vas the scene of the Wakefield H:ratteries. Documentary evidence, local 
circumstances, and the analogy supplied by the other great Mystery Cycles 
point to Wakefield, a thriving town, as the place of performance. 
-----. "'!'he Wakefield MYsteries," Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, XXVII (1924-1926), 427-430. 
Au a continuation of his previous articles, the author contributes f'ur-
ther proofs that the Towneley plqa were presented at \-/akefield. Six-
teenth-century recorda of the Wakefield Burge_ Court contain not only 
the command to bring forth the original of the Corpus Christi play but 
also the tinancial accounts of the p~. A separate command ordered each 
craft to present its pageant. 
----. "The Wakefield JVsteriea, It fi:eut.o!l Tim .. Li term Suep18lll8llt. (March 
5, 1925), 156. 
After mentioning his previows arguments for \-lakefield as the home of the 
Towne ley playa, the author presents new proofs based on extract. of 
sixteenth-centurT Wakefield Burgess Court Recorda command:l.ng the crafts 
to put on their pageants. 
This article is almost identical with the one published in the April 1925 
issue of Beiblatt ~ Anglia. 
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_____ • "The Wakefield Mysteries," Beiblatt ~ Angl1a, XXXVI (April 1925), 
111-114. 
Extracts from the Wakefield Burgess Court Records of the sixteenth cen-
tury are presented to confirm the author's previous ar~ents that the 
Townsley plays were performed in Wakefield by the city s trade guilds. 
Mention in the Dodsworth Manuscripts of a school in Wakefield as early 
8S 127, leads the author to suggest that some of the students might have 
acted in the pl.,... He leaves unanswered the question of how the Towne-
ley family acquired the manuscript ot the playa. 
-----. ItThe Wakefield Mysteries," \tendon l 'l'1.P1es L1teraq Supplemen:, (May 
7, 1925), 316. 
In answer to Russell Potter's letter which questions the validity of the 
Burgess Court Records as proof that the Tmmeley Cycle was performed at 
Wakefield, the author re-emphasises the idea that it is only when con-
sidered with the other indications previously set forth that the extracts 
from the recorda of the Wakefield Burgess Courts prove that the Towneley 
plays were enacted at Wakefield. 
-----. "Waketield Mysteries,. ltondon{ Times L1 tera& Supplement.. (JUDe 7, 
1928), 431. 
As supplement to his letter of March 5, 192.5, the author presents ad-
ditional references from the Wakefield Burgess Rollo of 1.556 to support 
his contention that the Towneley plays were acted in Wakefield. These 
extracts record orders to crafts and a ctors as well as expenses incurred 
in producing the plays. 
Potter, Russell. "The Wakefield Mysteries," \tondmV Times Ltter& Supple. 
lIeDt. (April 30, 192.5), 300. 
In rofuting Matthew Peacockfs theory that the TowneleY' plays were writ .. 
ten and performed at Waketield, the author claims that the quotations 
from the Burgess Court Records merel¥ prove that play's were performed 
at Wakefield but theT do not prove that these plays were the TowneleT 
plays. 
Rogers, Genevieve. "Reduotion ot the Speakers' Parts in the Towneley ; 
'Pharao, '" PhilolOgical ~lit, IX (April 1930), 21.6-218. 
The elimination in the TowneleT "PharaoH of dramatioally unnecessary 
speakers found in the corresponding York plaT leads the author to con-
clude that the Towneley playwright revised the York play although she 
does not tb.:1nlt that the evidence precrlude8 the possibill tT of his having 
worl.ced trom an earlier play common to both !2!:!. and TOVlelez. 
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Rynell, Alarik. "On the Meaning of l!?m and Fo in the Towneley Plays, .. 
English Studies, XL (October 1959), 379.38'1. 
On the basis of the rhyme scheme which calli for a closed..2J and the 
presence of an unambiguoul instance of the word in a similar context, 
the author conoludes that the word ~ in lin& 286 of Towneley XXIII 
means few rather than enemies even t.IiOUgh the construction of the line 
does nOtforbid a substantIve to correspond to Mendl! in the same line. 
Sharpe, Laneelot. "ReraarkJ on the towneley MTster1el, It Archaeoloea;, XXVII 
(1637-1838), 251-2,6. 
'!'he author's reraarkJ, occasioned by the Surte •• SocietY'1 publication 
of the TownelrtM[ster1el, include comments on the great contrasts be-
tween the rei gious ana: secular elements found in the plays and mention 
ot the various torma of meter in the Cycle. 
Skeat, Walter W. "The Local1v ot the TOWMl.,. Plays," The Athena81Dl, No. 
3449 (December 2, 1893). 779. : -
The author does not con.ider the name Widkirk just an obvious m1sspe1l.4tg 
ot Woodld.rk on the part of the Towneley !&ii!f7. Since wid is an older 
spellIng o! &'1' be considers Wi<ik1rk the correct name -or the place 
witb whicb owneley plays were connected. 
-----. WW1dkirka 'The Wakefield M1steries,'· Notel and Querie., 10th series, 
X (August 29, 1908), 177. -
In answer to Matthft PeaCOCk's rejection of Widkirk as the place ot 
presentation ot the Towneley plays, the author defends his own views 
by ci t:ing a manuscript notation in which Wid.kirk i8 mentioned. Ue also 
repeats hi. statement that Widk1rk is the old Anglo-Saxon spelling of 
Woodkirk. 
Smith, John Harrington. ItAnother Allusion to CostUlle in the Work of the 
Waketield Master,1t Publications ot the Modern Language Association of 
America, LII (September 1937), m.m. -
Malt's sleeves, to which he himseU alludes, are of a vanetT restricted 
during the Middle Ages to the households ot great men, and, as such, 
are seen by' the author a8 a contribution to the social satire prevalent 
1ll the entire scene. The costume alao helps in dating the work of the 
Wakefield Haster ill the late fourteenth or early' fifteenth century. 
----. -The Date 01' Some Waketield. Borrowings trom York," Publications of 
.!:!!! Modem t;.anguap Association !! America, LIII (June DJ8), 5§4~. 
The author is willing to accept Mendal Frampton'. 142,-14,0 dating of 
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the work ot the Wakefield playwright, but he does not agree to a similar-
11' late date for the Cycle nor to borrowings tran York after 1415 despite 
Frampton's bibliographical evidence. He preters M!i8tyle' s theoJ'7 of 
an en bloc borrowing trom York and dates this borrowing about 1400. 
-- -
Smyser, H. M. and Thomas B. Stroup. "Analogues to the Mak StoJ'7," Journal !!! American Folklore, XLVII (October-Decerlber 1934), 378.)81. 
'1'0 the Mak analogues, H. M. S.ser adds a southern Senator'. version 
as reported in the Con$saional Record ot the Seventy-5econd Congress 
and a similar tale reto iii a Spanish magazine. ThoIlas Stroup con-
tributes the Senator's stoJ'7 as repeated by Will Rogers and another 
southern analogue trOll North Carolinian folklore. In all these stories, 
it is a pig, not a sheep, that is stolen. 
Speirs, John. "The Mystery Cyale-SOlll8 Townelq o",le Pla,.., II ScrutinL XVIII 
(Autumn 1951), 86-117J (June 1952), 246-265. 
'1'he author considers the Mystery' Cycles :r1tu&liatic rather than art 
drama since he sees the spectators as a congregation rather than an 
audience and the plays as an outgrowth ot both Christian and pagan ritual 
and tradition. As evidence that this ritualistic approach existed 
even at the relatively adYanced level of 11 terary' campon tion attained 
by the Wakefield Master, the author cites the 8XalIIple ot the shepherds' 
finding of a "hornTd" child in the cradle. The author relates this 
homed child. to the homed god ot the pagans. 
Spencer, Hazelton. "'!'he Lost Unes of 'Secunda Pastorull,'" Modern Language 
Notes, LVIII (Januar,y 1943), 49.,0. 
'!'he apparent lacuna tollowing line 263 may merely represent an irregular 
a_sa. It two lines are mis.inc, the author prefers to assign th_ 
a place in the speech ot Pri.mwJ Pastor at the beginning ot the stanza, 
that i8, betore line 262, rather than at the end since an order to Mak, 
which .... to bathe mis.ing ra ssage, would cOIle more appropriate17 trom 
PrlrrrwI Pastor than troll Daw) who i.~ldng at the end ot the stanza. 
Stevena, Martin. "'!'he Aceuracy ot the Towneley Scribe," HuntinC!! L1bl!!7 
9;la!'terlb XXII (November 1958), 1·9. • 
In e.tablishing the accuracy ot the '1'awneley manuscript, the author 
takes into consideration that the scribe worked from separate manuscripts 
done in different hands and that the Cyole includes ..,.arious strata ot 
worlalanah1p. tince his atudl' convinces hill that the manuscript 18 an 
accurate transcription ot the original plays, he suggests that :1 t be used 
to faoilitate linguistio and textual studies and to f'urn1sh 1n.tormation 
concerning the origin, dialect, date, and development ot the Cyole. 
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.. ____ • "The Composition ot the Townele;r 'Talents' Plays A Linguist.ic Exami-
nation," Journal E!. English ~ ~c Philol0Q:. LVIII (July' 1959), 
423-433. 
The origin and development of the TowneleT .. Talents" play is studied 
by the author in the light ot Middle English dialects. The results ot 
the stud7 indicate that the play is a pure Northeast Midland text, not 
an edited. version of the lost York Killers' play, and that the Waketield 
Master. ; although not the author, did edit the play which was either 
composed at Wakefield or taken from a Cyole in Lincolnshire or Norfolk. 
Stroup, 'l'homas B. -Another Southern Analogue to the Mat story',· Southern 
Folklore gugterll, III (March 19,39), 5-6. 
In another southern analogae to the Male sto1'7, the talk ot hard tilIes 
conforms to the conversation at the opening ot the p!ay, but the setting 
is localized near Augusta, o,orgia, The story is toll. in the first. 
person by a Negro, and a pig is used inste~d of a sheep. 
Strunk, WilliaRt. "Two lotes on the TowneleT Second Shepherds ' Play, It Modern 
Language lotes. xtv (March 1930), 151. 
The author suggests the emendation ot water in line 352 ot the Second 
Shepherds' PlaT to walter, roll or toss about, since it restores the 
sense of the passage concerned with the shepherds' awakening. He objects 
to Manly's changing tharmes to tharnes simP17 tor the sake of rille 
since similar examples ot Imperfect time are found elsewhere in the 
play, and tharmes, aeaning beWes, fita the conte.xt in which Male is 
lamenting hIs numerous chilareii. 
Thompson, Francis J. ttUnity in the Second Shepherds' Tale," Modem Lanese 
lote., LXIV (MaT 1949), 302-306. 
tJnitT, achieved through the shepherds' participation in two contrasted 
situationa, is considered b;y the author to be apparent at tour levela. 
the literal, in whioh the shepherds react to a rollick1D.g oomed;r and 
a quiet adoration scene J the allegorical. in which Kak and his vit., 
representing viee, are contrast~ with Christ and Har.r as virtue J the 
moral, in which the scene at Mak s cottage is contrasted with that ot 
BethleheRaJ and the anagogio, in which the shepherds tONshadow the tor-
ments of hell to Kak~ and then glimpse a heavenl7 sight. 
Traver, Hope. "'!'he Relation ot Musical Tems in the Woodkirk Shepherds Playa 
to the Dates ot l'heir Composition," Modern tasuae Notes, XI (Janua17 
190,), 1-5. 
From the tact that the shepherds in the .. PriIIa Pastol"Ulll" sang on17 a 
round while those in the "Secunda Pastorna" sang a three-part descant, 
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the author ooncludes that sufficient time must have elapsed between 
the composition of the two pla18 for considerable progress in the 
author's knowledge of musio. Since the second halt of the fourteenth 
centUl"'7 was a period of transition and intense interest in music, she 
dates the first plaY' early in the period and the second towards its 
close. 
Trusler, Margaret. "Some Textual Iotes Baaed on ExaJRination of the TowneleY' 
Manuscript," Philoloecal 9W!rteJ"?-l, XlV (October 193$), JOl-)06. 
An exu1nat1on of all pas .. ges in the manuscript of the Wakefield plays 
involving irregular or obtlCnU'e r1ae.....wd8 and • Une-tor-11M cOlllp8l'ison 
between the manuscript and the Earq EngUsh Text Sooiety edition of 
the pla78 present.a.number of textual prabl ... to the author. She at-
tempts to aolve the difficultiea by' oonsidering them in the light of 
commonl;r used expressions and pronunoiations in the Midland dialect 
of. the time. 
--. "The Language of the Wakefield Playvright,· Studies in Ph1101oSl, 
nIl!! (Januar:r 1936), 15-39. -
A detailed stuet" of the Wakefield Master's rime torms indicates that 
his language was the Midland dialect of the first quarter of the fifteen 
century. The distinctive elements noted in his rimes include the use 
of colloquial and provincial words for realistic effect. artificial I .1 
rime, and the use of doublets and alternative pronunCiations in rille 
words. From her stud;y, t.he author concludea that the Master was most 
probably a learned seeular priest on intiute t.eraas with the peasantr.r. 
and primari17 a reviser more interested in dJ'amatic effect than in 
poetic mer! t. 
Vriend, J. "That Alle MY'ght1a May' in the 'l'owneley' 'Secunda Paatol'Wl1,'ft 
:!2Slish Stu41ea, VIII (Dec .... 1926), 18S-186. 
On the basis of parallel passages in other Middle English writings, the 
author considers the yord .!!lin line 683 of the "Secunda Pastol"Um," 
"That alle ~t78 ~," as a verb meaning "to be able." Be therefore 
renders the passage, "Who is capable of mightY' deeds." 
Wann, ~.. w.A. New Examination of the Manuscript of the Townelq Pla1B,· 
PubUcations of the Modem Language Association ot A.?Uel1.ca, XLIII 
tiGiCh l~B , J ~3r-I52. -
A B)"Stentatie examination of the Towneley unuscript indicatea that all 
the plays except the last were written by the same scribe, but that 
the originals were deriYed .from widel3" separated sources and localities. 
Because of the hard usage evtdent13 accorded the manusoript, the author 
suggests that some parts were originally actors' copies. Although the 
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names ot the successive owners sugGest that the manuscript was connected 
wi th Lancashire, and the Towneley family i tseU vas founded in that 
count;r, the author teels that the examination ot the manuscript CaD con-
tribute noth1Dg to the solution ot the prabl_ ot the original home ot 
the Cycle. 
Watt, Homer A. "The Dramatic Unit;r ot the 'Secunda Pastorum,'1f !!!!l!..!!!!! 
Studies in Honor ot Carleton Brown. (New York, 1940), pp. l5B~. 
--............. - _ ......................... 
Attar recognizing the dramatic problems encountered in an attempt to 
represent the second chapter of Luke while using contempora17 English 
shepherds, the author presents the parallels in the two contrasted 
incidents in the "Second Shepherds I Pla7. II He considers the birth at 
a child. the un.1.ty1ng theme and song a powertul unifying device. In its 
sad, unstable beg1nn1ng and ita happy ending as well as in its contrast 
of burlesque and serious elements, the play is considered a toreshadowing 
at the El1zabetban drama. 
Whiting, B. J. "An Analogu. to the Male Stort,· SpeculUJII, VII (October 19.32), 
552. 
In a late Latin stoJ7 in Macrobius' Saturnalia a work not unknown in 
the Middle AgeD, the author has founa an UllaGe dialogue concerning 
sumames which results in the telling of a star)" similar in essentials 
to the Malt incident. Besides noting that the stOI7 and the play' ditfer 
in details, the author credits Mak's rtmlarks with a pastoral gentiliV 
not tound in the words of the Roman shepherds. 
Wi thington, Robert. "Water Fastand, It Modem Lane-ge Notes, L (February 
1935), 95-96. 
The author detends William Strunk's emendation of water in line .352 ot 
tbe "Secunda Pa."torualf to walter on the baeis that tlie II8lIWJcript epell-
ing vas probabl1' the error 01 a scribe who W%i)te the word phonet.i.calq. 
thereby omitting the silent 1. 
-
-. "1'bre Brat •• to a Long, II Modern ;Language lot •• , LVIII (rebl'UrJ' 1943), 
115-116. 
That the playwright was well-acquainted with music is indicated in the 
shepherds' use ot technical teras in describing the angela' song. Ae 
a result ot his investigatians, the author has found that the rhythm of 
the angela t song, spoken of by the shepherds as ItThre breres to a long,. 
vas interpreted by Beethoven as tate knocking at the door, and is now 
the Morse code symbol tor V. 
-
Zumwalt, Eugene E. "Irony in the TowneleT Shepherds' PlaY'S," Research Studies 
.!! !!!! State College !!. Was!dngton, XXVI (1958), .37-53. ' 
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The author attempts to demonstrate that the dramatist created ironic 
interaction in the minds of the spectators and the actors in the Townele,. 
Shepherds' Pl.a1'a through a balance of such ideas of hope and despair 
as were represented by' the birth of Christ and the existence of evil. 
The shepherds, worldl7 and fOOlish, bave the viatoa of the Savior which 
was denied the prophets who desired it} the spectators shudder at the 
realization that though Christ has been a realit,. for centuries, evil 1s 
still real and present in the world. 
Yt:IUC 
Cawley, A. C. -The S7k- 18 of the York Scriveners' Play,· Leeds Studies 
.!!! English ~ E1ndred Lane.s, .0. 1 ,,8, (1952), 4S:S0. 
FrOll a detailed bibliographical and textual study' of the onl7 existing 
separate manuscript of the York play em the incredulity of Th0Jl&8, the 
author concludes that this Sykes manuscript vas a prOllpt-cop,y of the 
Scriveners' pla;r. A.lthough the play is commonl.1 considered to be of 
northern origin, the author's st~ of the dialect of the manuscript 
has led hill to give little credence to this view. In the transcription 
of the manuscript which follows the b~ of the article, the author has 
included notations of the variant readings found in the Dri Ush Museum 
unuscript of the same play. 
Clark, Eleanor O. -The tork: Pla,.. and the GOMl of IiCode;:o; Pablications 
1t.~ Hodern Lane&! A.s.ociation .!! Iii caTILfft ( 1926), 153· 
By lUling Burton's l1at, the author attempts to pron that Mis. Iqlets 
origiDal identity theorr 1D regard to York and Townel! is untenable. 
'the list include. descriptions of playiCOntaiDlng ma erial froa the 
metrical Go~el of 8icod ... although ti.s l¥le contends that the Gospel 
did not Wuencet1iese plJlys Ul'ltil some time subsequent to the pubnoa-
tion ot the list. other plqa, common to tork and Towneleb show deft.-
ni te borrowings :troa the G0iliit II&DUsoriptc;r1400. Because ot this 
m.denoe, the author tMb Miss II'le· s 1390 dating of the separation 
of !!!'! and Townel!T ute indi rldual Oycles loa8s 1 ta plauaibll1 ty. 
Coblentz, H. I. ·SOIle Suggested RiM imendationa to the York M7ster,y Plqa," 
Modern Language Kotes, X (February 1895), 39-41. 
In his emendations of the York play's the author considers especiallT 
those errors probably due to a southem scribe'. substi tuUon of his own 
dialectical f01'llls for those of the north or to a scribe's alteration of 
the text to suit his own taste. ae bases his corrections either on a 
comparilon wi th corresponding Towneley plays or on a ccaparison of the 
taulty rime series with another series containing similar rimes. 
----. ftA Rime-Index to the 'Parent Cycle' of the York H;ystery Plays and of 
a Portion of the Woodk1rk ,Conspiracio et Capito, '" Publications of the 
Modem Languase Association 2!. America, I (December 1895), 487-~51:-
As a contribution toward a acientit1c study' of the period in which the 
plays were wr1 tten, the author has listed aU the rilles in the York plqa 
and the frequency of their recurrence. 
Craigie, W. A. "'fhe ~ ot licociems and the York !Vst..,. Plqs," An 
Engl1sh M18Cel~s_Q !2 !?i. J'u:m1Tall, (Oxford, 1901), pp:;-S2.61. 
As earl:r a date as 1)$0 is suggested by the author tor the York C",le 
sinoe the ~ of KiCodeDlu8, oonsidered one of its immediate sources, 
was PDObablYaTi1Iibli iii an nglish verB10n during the tint. halt of 
the fourteenth centur;r al t.hough its manuscripts date trOll the e&l'11' 
part ot the fifteenth. Parallels noted between the play and the poem 
indicate that the playwright most likeli worked from memory as he ex-
panded the condensed narrative ot the GOspel. 
Dustoor, P. E.. tt'l'extual Notes on the York Old Testament Plays," Angl1a, LII 
(1928), 26-)6. 
As a supplement to a preTiOWl article in Modern Lane;p Review tor 
October, 1926, the author extenda his worlC of elll8niiiCthe Old Testament 
pla78 to the York and Chester Cycles. Host of his correc tiona are of 
a metrical nature, correcting taulty rhyme or rhy'thll patterns. 
Frampton, ~dal G. "!he Brevharret Interpolation in the York Play' ot the 
'S-critici_ C.,.. and AbeU~'" Pu.bl1catiou ot the Modem Language 
Association !! AIIer1oa. LII \septeii&il1931), UJ~. . 
In determ1Jd.ag the "!aUoa between Brewbarret ot the York plq .Sacr1-
tici. C~ and AbeU" and Pikeham •• ot the corrupondi.Dc Townel.,.. 
play, the author fint att.mpts to establish the Yerk Brewbarret inter .. 
polation .s a product. of the second decade of the fitt;eentb century 
because ot metrioal details. Be than. concludes that the character ot 
Brewbarret, althoqh accepted. into the alntaq existing Towneley plq 
at an ear11' date, did not becOlll8 an integral part of the action until 
the Wakefield Master recast b:.lJt as Pikehames. 
--. "The York Play ot 'Chri.t Led Up to Ca1VU7,'" Philological Quart,erll' 
IX (Ju17 1941), 198-204. 
Oft the basis of comparison with the corresponding 'lawneleT plaT which 
retlects the York version registered in Burton's list, the author con-
cludes that. York XXXIV exhibits extensive rewriting atter the publication 
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of the list. Although the evidence is not, sutfic1ent to assign the 
revri ting ot the plq to the Yorte realist, the author is of the opinion 
that it can at least be attributed to the great upsurge of playwriting 
during the Realist's time. 
Frank, Graoe. "St, MarU.al ot laiJaoges in the York Plays,. Modern l!nguace 
Hote., XLIV (A,ril 1929), 233-235. 
Although the author doe. not o18ill th~t the York playwright mew the 
fourteenth-centurJ'lI'rench narratift poem in whioh St. Martial ot UmoC •• 
is present at the Last Supper and is used by' Ohrist as an example of 
hWlil1tJ', she does state that the same ouriou combination ot the strife 
at the Last Supper and an earlier dispute at CapharnaUII occurs in both 
the poem and York XXVI. This sim.ilarit1' in subject-matter leads her 
to identif'7 Marcelle ot the play with st. Martial. 
Freeman, Eva. "A Rote on Play' ;ax of the York C;ycle," Modern Lane&! Notes, 
Xli (June 19)0), 392-394. 
That the early trade guilds took advantage of evel"1' opportunity to ad-
vertise their wares is considered eY1dent in the Tapisteres and Couohers' 
"Draa. ... o.f. Pilatelg Wile." The action of the play is halted momentarily 
vh1le the attention of the audience is drawn to the couch and ita fur-
nishings as Pilate is oer.oniousl1' prepared for his rest and to the 
beautiful coveringe on Percu18's bed a. the sorvants displaY' them to 
the audience· betore oovering their mistress. 
Hoffman, O. Fenno. "The Source of the Words to the Husic in York 46," 
Kodera Icsguye -otes, LXV (April 1950), 2)6-239. 
The worda ot the three IlUsical pas .. ,.. of York XLVI are traced b3" the 
author to the 1!end.a Aurea even though the first two pasAg .. are 
adaptations ot ~e &Song ol Solorao1'l." A 11 turgical source tor the pas_ 
sages is considered. unlike17 aince their wording corresponds to that in 
the ~ Aurea and since there ia no evidence that these passages, 
as t~p8ar 1ft the p~, were ever used liturgically. 
Kactinnon, Ettie. ·lfotes OIl the nra-tic Structure ot the York O;ycle,. 
Studies !! Pbiloloq, mIll (Jul.7 1931), 433-449. 
Alter comparing the structure ot a My'ster;y Oyola to that ot a chronicle 
pl.a7 in its· dealings with historical personages, its presentatiOB of a 
sequence ot events baaed on faot, its olear17 didactio element, and its 
epic plot, the author urge. that the 07Cle 8S a whole, not the individual 
pageants, should be oonsidered the dramatic unit tor study. Using the 
ncritice of Isaao as an example, the author attempts to demonstrate 
that the pageants are mere1;y acting units in the development 01 the 
unifying theme which is God's plan lor the salvation for mantdnd.. 
III 
Mill, Anna Jean. "The York Bakers' Play of the Last Supper," Modern we.e 
Review, XXI (Apr.11 193$), 14$-158. 
The Bakers' account books from 1543-1580 are presented as evidenco that. 
the guild continued to produce at least the Last Supper pageant even 
after the Mary plqa were expunged frClfll the Cycle. The SPU'88 expendi-
tures recorded in the accounts indicate that, although the plays were 
shorn of their glory, the bakers continued to do1heir dutyadequateq 
it unostentatiously. 
---. -'the York Plqa of the Dying, A&J,aumption, and Coronation ot OUr Lady'," 
Publioat.1..ona of the Modern Lanp,s "ssociation of America, LtV {Septea)er 19~);-B't»:8'tl). • -
From tfl. texts of the plays and trOll municipal reoords, the author com-
piles information relarding the regulation and production of the Mary 
playa which were the first of the Cyole to be affected by Reformation 
decrees. The records indicate that all the Mary plays of the York 
Cycle w~ dropped after 1,48 except tor a brief period during Mary 
'rtldor' s:.i~e1gn. . 
____ • "The stations of the York Corpus Christi Play',· Yorkshire Archaeo-
logical Journal. XXXVII (19$1), 492-,02. 
In the York Chaaberlains' Rolls and Account Books for the fifteenth 
and sixteenth cunturies, the author has found details concerning the 
mmaber and location of .stations, the renting of scaffold seats, and the 
allocation of free places during the performances of the Cycle playa. 
A stu~ of these records indicates that the sensational drop in financial 
receipts d.uring the 81xteent.h century can be attributed priur1q to the 
increase in the nWlber of tree places aUoted to digni tartes. Following 
the main body of thearticle is a list of the stations at various dates. 
Miller, Frances H. "Stianutc Division in York PlaT XXXII," Mod8l'l'l I:ane!ge 
lotes, u.xv (June 1920), 379-360. .. 
Although the irregular sixth and seventh stanzas in York IIXIX were 
obviousl1' constructed to ooincide with the length of Magdalene's speech, 
the author is ot the opinion that such oorrespondence at the cost of 
metrioal pattern is not valid since it is not maintained throughout 
the plq. 
O-Neill, Francis, o.P. "The Blessed Virgin in the York Cyvle of 1f1racle 
Play's," American Catholic Quarterly Review, XXXIV (July 1909), 439-455. 
Only one paragraph near the end of the a rUole is devoted to the four-
fold role of maiden, mother, wife, and advocate assigned to the Blessed 
Virgin in the York plays. The rest of thearticle attempts to indicate 
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the one-sided view of Prot.stant writer. regarding questions of eccle. 
siastical history and furnish •• a briet SurYw,f ot England's ear~ devo-
tion to the Mother of God. 
Reese, J.sse B;yers. "Alliterative V.rse in the York Cyol.e," St~os in 
Ph11010q, LXVIII (Juq 19$1), 6),-668. -- -
The prescoe in thirteen York plqa of Dot mere~ alliterative passages, 
but of alliterative vers., is considered evidence ot the great skill 
of the dr_tist sinc. the type of alliterative ver .. used in the plqs 
foU.. an intricate pattern. The author considers the cloae adherence 
of the York plqa to the Biblical stori •• as an additional test ot the 
sld.ll ot th. pl.qwright usiDg this t,-pe of v ..... 
!:n.sw, Jlarprn. "Th. York 'SacriticiWl Cayae and Ab.ll,' It PublicatioDs 
of the Hodem Languae Aaaociation 2! America, XLIX (S.ptember 1934), 
~~,. 
Since the York interpolation is not a stiructural unit, the author re-
jects Miaa Car.,.' a theory that the York episode between Cain and Brew-
barret was modeled upon the h1gh~ dev.loped Townel.,. scene between 
Cain and Pik.barnes. The fact that Burton' s list make. no mention of 
Brewbarret in ita deacJ'ipt.1on of ttMfYork plaT is not considered by' the 
author as .ufficient evidence that, in this oase, !..2!:! borrowed trom 
Townel!l. 
Wallis, J. P. R. "The tiracle PlaT of ·Cruo1.tixio Christi' in the York C)"cle, 
Modern Languae Review. m (October 1917), 494-49S. 
Lines 97-108 iD the York Crucifixion plq are assigned. b)" the author 
on the bUi. of their appropriateness to the work being done by' the 
speakers. Since l.iJles 97-106 seem to be a conversation between th. 
leader and the man on Christ I s right, the author assigns th. to PrillUS 
Mile., who is directing the Crucit1x1on, and Secunda Kilea, who 1s 
nailing the fight band, l.1D.e. 101-108 are considered more fitting a. 
a oomment made b7 Tertius Mile.. who is nailing the lett haDd.. i ' 
Baup, Albert C. tiThe Cheater Play and Preneh Intluel'lOe,. SChe~ AnniT8l'-
.!!!Z Paper. !?Z!'!! rol"ll8l' student. (I.., York, 192), PP. j • 
Alter a brief 8'W1IIIIal'7 of the scholarShip of French influence on the 
Chester CYOle1 the author examines the grounds for believing in this influence. A though parallel passage., French phrases and lin.~ refer-
ence. to France, and plaY'll lound ~ in Chestel" and in the F.rench do 
I 
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not, ot themselvea, prove French influence, he s .. a in the general 
management ot certain scenea and episodea and in the structure ot in-
dividual p~ strong reasona for asauming such influence at SOlIe tilIIe 
during the Cycle I a development. 
Bridge, Joseph C. "!he Cheater M1racle PlayaJ Some Facta Concerning Them, and 
the Authorahip of Ralph Higden," Journal of Cheater and North Valea 
Archi tectUl'al, AJlChaeological, ~ Histodc Socie9J -n' (i§63), 59-98. 
The _jot" )H'rt of the author'a diacua.ton ot the Chester Cycle is de-
voted to the posaibiU t7 of Ralph Higden' a authorahip of the pla,... 
Although he presenta aU the available docUllentar;r mdenoe, including 
proclamations and balms, which _ .. a to suggeat. that Higde COlllPOSed 
the pl-1S, the author doea not commit h1IlseU to a decidon in the 
_tter. 'the reat. of the article is mereq a general description of the 
Chester Cycle. 
Brown, Arthur. "A Tradition ot the Chester ~lays, It London Medieval Studies, 
II (19$1), 68-72. . 
The discrepancy between the dates of Arneva7's lI8yoralt7 and Higden's 
life, which baa caused scholars to doubt Higden' s authorahip at the 
Cheater Cycle, i8 shown to ste. from an erroneous listing in a nineteenth 
century work on Chester in the .H1ddle Ages. Sinoe manuscripta from the 
aixteenth and seventeenth centuries support the tradi tiOll vh:l.ch 1inks 
the origin of the Chester Cycle to Am....,. and Higden, the author coun-
sels that this tradition ahould not be hastilT abandoned. 
Bl')"&l1t, Joseph Allen Jr. tlChester's Sermon for Catechumens," Journal ot 
English .!!:!2 Oer!Ilan1c Philoalb LIII (Juq 19$4), 399-402. -
fhe Chaster "Abraham and I ... c,. prefacecl as it is with epiSodes dealing 
vi th the offering of Melch1deaech and the institution of oil'CWllCision, 
is interpreted typologloallT aa a means of instructing oatechU118D8 on 
the ri tea ot bapti .. and. the Buohar1at, and the signifioance of the' sac-
rifice of Christ on the Cro ••• 
Charles, B. O. "'l'he Cheater Pla7 of Antichrist," The Hatlanal Ltb!!rl of 
Wales Journal. I (SUDer 1939) • .34. - -
'lb. author merel1' note. the fact that the Walea National L1.brar7 possessG 
1I'l the Peniarth manuscript of th&play of Antichrist (0.1$00) the oldest 
mown manuscript of a portion ot the Cheater Cyole. 
Cook, Albert S. "'lbe Cheater Play's,· !!'!!. Nation, C (Mq 27, 191$), ,99. 
In a Wycl1tfite sermon of the fourteenth century, published by' Halliwell, 
mention i. made of an Antichrist and a Doomsd.a1' pl.q, pre8Ullabl1' in the 
ll4 
.... e Cycle. Sinoe the Chester Cyole is the only one whioh containe 
both these plays, the author concludes that it vas the one meant by the 
preaoher and, consequently, it must have been well established by 13$0. 
Crocker, S. F. "The Produotion ot the Chester Plays," Papers Ez Various 
Members ot the Philological Societ1 ot West Virenta Un1 versi t1, I (1936), ~..so. --
By direct reterence to the plqa and to contemporary documents, the 
author attempts to exola1n how and under what ciroumstances the Chester 
pJ..-.ys were produced. Descriptions ot costumes, make.up, and stage prop-
erUe. are obtained trOll a olose study ot the text. and stage directions 
ot tbe individual plays. In oonclusion, the author make. a survey ot 
the use of music both in turnishing the atmosphere and in turthering 
the aotion ot individual plays. 
Dale, Darlq. "The Chester Playa. An AppreelaUOft,n Month, CVII (March 
19(6), 266-218. 
In an attempt to interest hi. contaporaries in prod:u.cing sOllething 
1111dlar to the M)rster;y Cycle. at their great telUnla, the author 
stres.es the enthuaiastic approval the Cheater plays reoei Ved trOll their 
medieval audience.. The able portrayal ~ the dramatist ot the basic 
emotions ot me i. considered autticient to outweigh the author' I 
rough and unpoli.hed meter, which could. be easily adjusted to ake the 
playa prelentable to a modem audience. 
Dustoor, P. I. "Textual lote. on the Chester Old Testament Play-s," Angl1a, 
LII (1928), 97-U2. . 
The elIIendationa which the author suggest. in Dealing's edition ot the 
tirst tive Chester plqa are gleaned trOll the edi tiona or notes ot other 
scholars who have worted wi tb theSe playa. To clarity the meaning of 
obscure passages, the author suggests changes in punctuation as well as 
the rewording ot phrases which are no longer in common use. 
Fort, Marg~t DancT. "The Meters of the Brome and Chester Abrahall and Isaac 
Pla18," Publications of the Modern Lan,!!se A,aoc1atioD ot America. ILI 
(December 1926), 1J)1;.s'j9:- -
A consideration ot rime and meter leads the author to conclude that the 
Chester nAbrahalll and Isaac· is an earlier PlaT than that of Broae on 
the nme subject. She considers the lIletrical1r1"egularity ot the latter 
a result ot the playwright's concentration on obtaining the de.ired 
dramatic e.t'tect rather than an reproducing the unitOl'll meter ot the 
Chester play. 
Gol!anoz, R. "The Chester Hys1ie.r7 Plays," Joumal 2! !h! Arcbi tectural, 
11S 
Archaeol0!dal, and Historic Societ{ for the C;8t1 and the Ci t1 of 
Ohester, _ 10000Walea, n ••• iN 1~;-!8- • - - ,-
In an atteJapt to create an interest in rmv1nc the Che.ter pla1s. the 
author presents an historical 8umm8l'7 of t.he 010le !'rom the tiM of it. 
cOl1lposition about the first quarter of the fourteenth cent.uJ7 to the 
Refol'llation. .lthough the author oonsider. Ralph H1gcien responsible 
tor the Oycle, he attributes to h1a the translation of the plaJa troa 
another language, po.a1bq FnDch, rather than the original cOIIpo.ition 
of thea in the Inglish language. 
Harper, Carrie •• •• COIIpar1.a. Between the Broae and Cheater Playa of 
'Abraball and Isaac,'· Ia_utte College Mon0EaphS. XV (1910>, S1-73. 
Arter a careh.l exa.uaation ba.ed on the principles that the earlier 
play po ..... es a aore .illlPl. rendering of the Bible narrative, a didactic 
intention rather than an elaboration ot dt.clact1c material, anei subject-
.ttar traceable to earq Church draIIa, the author conolude. that _ 
cannot detinitell' .a7 that the Brome play' of Abrahu's sacrUic. was 
derived. troDt the corresponding Chester play. She conSiders it endent, 
however, that the Chester play vas not taken .trOll the BrOile which is 
a more b1ghll' developed play. 
BobJ.f'eld, Alexander. "Two Old English H.Tste17 Pla1'8 on the Subject of Abra-
ham'. Sacrifice,· Modern L4nS!!Se Note., V (April 1890), 222-237. 
Despite the close resemblance in general teatures and verbal expression 
in the Brome and Chester playa on Abraham's sacnfice, the stanza pat-
terns are so different that the author r .. ls they preclude &n7 explana-
tion of relationship based OIl siJaple transterence trOll one IJ81'1U8cript 
to another. He considers the extant Broae play a corrupt tom of an 
oUer version used alao b7 '\he Chester pJ.a,wright who re-n.8ed it to tit 
into the stann pattem of the Ohe8ter Cyale. 
Jone., B. D. -!be Date ot the Pen1arth 'AnUchrist' Manuscript,- The lational 
Ubrarz 2! Wale. JOUl'Dal, I (~ 1940), 14S. -
The author note. that r. H. Salter date. the Peniarth manuscript ot 
-bUehri.t" between 1467, the date of the Earll' Banna, and 1488, the 
)'8ar the sequerace nWlber ot the plq vas changed. 
Salter, r. M. "the Banna ot tho Chester PlaTs," leview of ~l1ah Studies, 
1JI (October 1939), 432-4S71 XVI (January, APi"il 19h()j, ~]jJ 137-148. 
In the fir8t article ot this sene.s, the author traces the history of 
the last htmdred ;rears of the Chester C101e b7 _ana of an exacting 
studT ot the relaUonahip of the Late Banns to the 881'17 ones. '!he last 
tvo articles are devoted to the text of the Banns. 
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Severs, J. Burke. "Th. Relationship Between the Brae and Chester PlQ'ef 
'Abraham and Isaao,'· .edem PhilolelY, XIJI ('.bruar,y 1945), 131-1$1. 
The author agrees vi th Alexander Bohl.teld f s theor;r that both the Broma 
and the Ch.ster Pla7a of "Abraham and Isaac lt are d.rived troll SOlll8 ear-
lier Brome version. The corruption. of the Chester text, consisting 
ot contus.d order of lines, wrongly-assigned speeches, and cl.umsy tran-
Sitions, are ascribed. by' the author, not to scribal errors, but to the 
work of an author-compiler attempting to reconstruct the original Brotne 
.. raion trOll llUOl"7. 
"Three Chester Whitsun Playa, tt Journal of Chester and Korth Wales Arohaeolog!-
.2!! 80ci.tb nv (1908), i-liVe - -
'l'he artiol. printa the texts ot tbree Nativity playa as they w.re per-
tont.d in 1906 b7 the .Inglish DI"alIIa Societ7 of Chester. 
Wilson, Robert B. "Th. 'Stansa1c Lif. of Christ' and the Chaster Playa,. 
Studies !! Ph11ololl, UVnI (July 1931), 41)-4)2. 
An .rand nation of the pl.qs considered by Mias Foster as influenced 
by the Middl. English Stanuic Lif. of Christ leads the author to oon-
clude that the dramatist •• reti added passages trOll the Lif. to alreaq 
ex1st1ng plqa, sino. these passag.. can be remOYed vi thou, att.c1Wlg 
the coherence ot the pla1ll. 'or this reason, the author does not con-
sider the Lit. as the fundamental sourc. ot the play. 
-
Baugh, Albert C. ".I. Recent Theory of the Ludua Covantria .... Philo1oecal 
guarter1;r. nI (October 1933), 402-40li. 
After establishing the fact that the Lud.ua Coventriae was not the group 
of Corpp Christi pla,. performeci at. Coventry" Uie author refutes 
Thomas <?larkts th.OI'7 that the Cycle acquired its Old Testament pla,. 
from Chester in the s8"l'8llteenth Ctmt.l1r7. Be refers to Dlanuscript studies 
which prove that the hand, except for a few insertions 1n the Hew 
Test.su.nt., belongs to the fittecltb century. The .x1st.enee of parall.ls 
ia Cheater and Lud.u8 CovenWtae 1s diwss.d aa proof of borrowing sine. 
such IdilLri ties are Gil. of all the C",lea. 
Benlcovit., Kiri ... J. "SOlIe lote. on the 'Prologue of Deman t of Ludws COTen. 
triae," MOdern ~S. Not.s, X (January 191$), 47-,7. 
The author attempts to demonstrate that the heterogeneous COilpilation 
of Pl.a1s uldng up the Hefrge Cycl. 1ft u:li.fied through the -Prologue of 
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Demon." Wri tten by the compiler ot the Cycle, this introc1uotion to tne 
passion group exerts 1 ta unitJing torce by tocusing the attention ot 
the audience on the eternal conflict between good and evil. 
Block, I. S. .S .. Notes on the Problem ot the Ludus Coventriae." Modem 
Language iotes, I (Januar.r 191,), 47-,7. 
Because the separate groups of plays tound in the Hegge manuscript COl1-
tain altemate versiona of some plaTs, the author 1s of the opinion 
that the entire CTCle, aa found in the manuscript, was never acted at 
one time. She also claims that the Cycle is of eccleaiastical, rather 
than ot CiviC, origin. 
Bonnell, Jo1m. Kelter. "Source in Art of the So-Called Propheta f Plq in the 
Begge Oollecti_, II Publications of the Modern Languae Association ot 
America, nIX (JulT i,m" 327-340.- -
'the seventh play ot the Bagge collection i8 considered an attempt to 
dramatize the iconographic -Tre. of Jea .. " described in the ByZantine 
Guide to Pain~. The author objecu to Halliwell·. t1tli:rigthe p1i\T ¥is Piiphi&;&nd suggests .. rather, "The Tree ot J.sae" because the 
phrase is used in the prolop of the Cyole and at the end of the pl.qJ 
furthermore, the charactera in the play are not prophets concerned with 
the Coming ot Christ, but .en represented. on the pictorial wee ot Jea88. 
Bryant, Joseph Allen Jr. "!he Function ot Ludua Coventriae 14,- Journal ot 
English ~ Germanio Philoloq, LII (July 19,3), J4o-.l4S. -
In the assignment of a prologue to the Summoner, the author reoognizes 
a ... Uable means of keeping the money-begging chore vi t.hin the traevork 
ot the Cyole. The insertion of this prologue just belore "The Trial 
of Joseph and Mary," a scene interesting enough to encourage large con-
tributions, is considered further erldence of the dramatist'a 1ngemI.1ty. 
Clark, Thomas Blake. "A New ;.:heOI'7 Concerning the Identity and Histor,y ot 
the Uulua Ooventriae C,..,le ot ~te17 Plays," Philological guarterg. 
XII (April 193), 144-169. 
Since no mention of Olcl Testament plays is made in early' descriptions 
ot the LUdua Coventriae lI&lluscript, the author advanoes the theory that 
the Oycle did not origiaally' contain this group of plqa. Because ot 
sht1lari ties in the present Ludua Coventriae and. Chester Old Teatuent 
groups, he suggests that the toner C1Ule merely adapted the Cheater 
pla1S in the aevent.eenth centur.y. 
Oraig, Hardin. "The Covent.ry Cycle of Plays," 'lb. Athenaeum. No. 1&477 
(August 16, 1913), l.66. -
Linooln is suggested a. the home of the I.udua Coventriae because the 
II 
I 
II: 
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Cycle possesses a gI'OUp of pla7S concerning Hal7'. childhood whioh would 
be appropriate for presentation on St. Anne's Day. the time when the 
Lincoln. plays were enacted. As further evidence for the association ot 
the C",le with Linooln, the author cites the prophet play which baa 
thirteen kings, enough to account for the order that each Lincoln alder-
man turnish a gown tor a king. 
---. "News tor Bibliophiles @oventry Playa], It .!!! Nation, XCVII (October 
2, 191,3), )08-309. 
In a restatement at his theOl"3" that Linooln 1s the home ot the lA1dua 
Coventriatt the author 1nd1cate8 that the developaaent ot these pt:iiiii 
agr'ee8 Vi that ot the lost Saint Anne plqa, and neither dialect, 
style, nor content exclude8 the posaibility ot tinooln as the place ot 
pertOl"llllmCe. 
--. .ote OIl the HOM ot the Ludua Coyentr1ae," Un1vera1¥ ot H:1.I'meaota 
~tlld1ea !! !!¥!!e !!! I.1 tarat ... , ! (~:ni), 71:aJ. . -
'to hi. Pl"8'rious Argwun_ supporting Lincoln a8 the hOlls of the w.dua 
Coventiriae, the author adds ssveral others including entries in tli8 
Loli dorporattOl1 Minute Book conoern1n& stage properties appropriate 
tor the Begge eTCh playa. In the intimate connection between the 
cathedral clergy and the townspeople of I.1ncoln, he finds an explanation 
tor the h0ld1etic aspect ot the Cycle. 
-. "'lha Lincoln Oordn1ners' Pageant," Publicationa at the Hodllrn t.n-
e!C Association !! !JMrica, IllII (neeemli .. D17),-OO).OlS. -
FraIl a study ot the Cordwainera' account booka, the author concludes 
that this guild presented a du.lltb-sbow in a proces8ion on Saint Anne'8 
Dq. Since there is no mention in L1nooln records about the location 
of stat:l.ona and since there would proba'bl¥ lJ.ot. have been two seta ot 
pageant _cons in one c1 V, he sugge8ts that the Hegge Cycle vas once 
processional but W88 later presented on a stationary stage after the 
Saint Arm.' s Dq proceuion. 
Dodds, Madeleine Hope. "'1'he Probl.eJl of the Lucius Coventr1_,.IQ Modern t.nguai! 
ReYiew. IX (January 1914). 79-91. 
After dismiSSing the hypothesis that the Hegge Cycle was pertormed by 
strolling players since it was too long and required too man,y acton, 
the author preHnts the theor;r that the 0701e consi8ts ot the pla711 men-
tioned in the Prologue as belonging to N-town with interpolations ot 
groupa of plays .from other Cycles. She sugge8ts the abbey at Bur:r St. 
Edmunda a8 the place where the cOlipilatioa was undertaken tor 80lIl8 ,.t 
undiscovered ocoasi on. 
IIII1 
U9 
----. "'.rhe Northern Stag.," Areba.ologic. A.liana, )rei series, XI (1914), 
31-64. 
In a general d1acusl1on of the north.rn stag., the author suggests Dur-
bam as the hOM ot the Hegge plqa mainlT because Robert Hegg., a nati" 
of Durham and an earq owner of the manuscript, vas interested in the 
antiqui tea ot his town and would baYe been the p .. son to preserv. 1 til 
playa. Sbe solves the problea ot the presenc. of an East MidlaDd dialect 
ill a nor\hem C701. by suggesting that the _useript vas cOIIp11ed else-
where but brought to lloJohu where the plqa were performed. 
Fry, '1'1motbT, O.S.B. "!he Uni'" ot tbe Wdu Cqvent:r1a .... Studies in Philol-
~ XLVIII (~ 1951), ,21-,70 • 
.A.a the un11'J1ng torce ot the Ludu Coyentria. Cycle, the author suggest. 
the the017 of the abuse ot power b,. Satan who pJ"elNllptuouslT attempted. 
to extend hi. power over IIt8Dkind to include Christ. Although all the 
pla7s of the C7018 do not direotlT relaw to this theOl7, the author 
oon.iders tM. part ot its soh_ becaliae of the retere... made to the 
R.demption throughoa.t th. C)'e1e. 
Greg, W. W. "!he Coventry Cycle of Play'S," !!!!. A thana.,.. Mo. 4481 (S.ptember 
13, 1913), 262. 
Hardla Craig'. suggestion that the A88WlPtiOll plaT va. a late addition 
to the Hegge Cycle 1s rejeoted b;y the author who oontends that the pl.q 
1. not in a later hand than the rest ot the manuscript but onlT in a 
ditterent one. The author' 8 stuq ot the lI&llusoript 1nd1oate. that the 
plq vas inoorporated into th. original t1tteenth-centurT manusoript 
where it was con-ected and rubrics ted by the same scribe who wrote the 
bulk ot the C701e. 
Hartman, Herbert. "1'h.e Home ot the Ludu Coventriae," Modem !f!npye Rote •• 
ILr (December 1926), ,30-,31. 
John Bonnell'. explanatiOD ot the tWYenth Begge plq as a portrQal of 
the "Roo' of J ••••• 1. used b,. the author as the basis ot another argll-
ment favoring Unooln as the hOll8 ot the C701e. In the treasurer's 
Inven\ory ot 1536 in the oathedral church ot I.1ncoln, the author has 
tound a deSCription of .a lede cOOpe oaUed the Butte ot " .... ,. apparen 
IT worn in. the plq. 
KOkerits, Help. RtOllt Bern' in Iudus Coyen.t:r1a.,. Modern Jenpage lote_, 
LIIf (rebrua17 1949), 88-90. 
The author rejects ot tom!; birth as the interpretation ot oat born 
in Pllate's mentionot (niH.. IGi considers out a variant spelling of 
aught l18&Ding !!!!!. Consequent17, he vouldiiiterpret the line I "It 
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Jeaua vere perchance bom in the land of Galilee." 
Patch, Howard Rollin. "The Uuiua Coventriae and the DigbJ' HasRcr.,· Publica-
tions of the Modem Lane,e AssooiaHon of America, XXXV (Jul.1' 1920), jE-14r.- -
After suggesting that the Hegge Cyole vas formed trOll two groupe of 
pla,.. dist1nct frOil each other i1'l meter and method of pel"foraance with 
one of th .. e group. uaec:l as a b •• i. tor the C70le, the author presenu 
the Digb,y "Massacre" as an example of a play that adght posa1bq have 
been displaoed 1n such a COIIpilatiOD sinoe it can be easiq sub.tituted 
for plqa XVIII and III in the Cycle. 
Salter. ,. II. 1t'fhe 014 testuent Plqa of lAdwI Coventd.a.e." Pb1101ogical 
Quarterl.b m (Ootobel' 193), 406-409. 
!bOllaS Olark'. the.,. that the Ludua Coventri.d Old te8'tultmt pl.a7a were 
compo." in the .eventeenth century as adaptati0D8 of Ohe.ter 1s rejected 
b)" the author on the basis of Ml.s. BloOk'. UllusCript .Gdle. which in. 
dicate that the entiN manuscript date. fl"OJl the fifteenth cenWr;y. 
Aa a turther argwaent the author attempts to show that. the lInpage of 
the plqa is not of the seventeenth oentury but of an earlier p8l'1oc1. 
'lqlol", George Coftin. "The 'Christaa Red1Y1ws' of lieholaa OJ'1aald and 
the Hegge aelJl1lTeOUon Pla7a," Pnbl1cationa of the Mod.em:L!PJuae ••• 0-
.;;.oc1&;;;;;;;.;.;ti .. 08_ !!! AlImea. ILl (DecembfDo m~), 8Iio:8'sr.- -
Because of striking similar! ties beman the Hegge pla1'8 and Qr1raald. t s 
·Chri.tua Rediv1ws- the author po.ita the dependence ot tba sixteenth-
oentur;r york on the medieval playa. fo the objection that Griuld could 
have bad no knowledge of the Cycle, the author replies that Gri.uld .,.. 
bave come in eOlltaot vith the aanucr.l.pt as it found ita 1fa1' tl'OII Bury 
st. EdmuDda, suppoaedlT i til original hOlle, to Oxford, where Robert; .Hagge 
gained posse.sion of it. 
thompson, Elbert. N. S. -the lMc:lWJ Cov_Via .... Modem :L!PJuae lote., m 
(Ja.nu&rT 1906), 18'!20. 
Since the whole of the Hegge C1Qle s .... too long to bave been presented 
at one tille, the author aug.ata that. it was probabq divided into two 
parte presented 111 alternate 7NJ'.. Although t.he extant II&ftU8Cl"ipt. in-
dicate. that the C7cla va. presented on a .t1xed. stage, 1ih4t author bali ...... 
that it. origjnalq 1fU po'"_ on pageant valona and M7 haTe been pre.ented 
in that 1181' tor SOH tiae. 
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Berkeley, Prances Oampbell. "Were the Ooventry Pageants StatiOlla1'7 or Pro-
cellsional'- PIlbUcatiou !!!.!!! Modem ~I! Association 2! Amer1!'a, 
XXIV (1909). iiii: 
In this __ 1'1' ot a paper read at a meeting of the Modern Language 
AaaociaUon in l908, the autbor auggeste that, though pageants arranged 
tor ,special occaa1ou vere _tatiODal"T, the H;ystery Cycle pageants were 
proc.aional pr1aariq because of their oonnection wi tb the Corpus Chri.s-
tit.tiva!. 
Davidson, Charles. '!be Pla7 ot the Weavens ot Coventr,y," Modern t.nep 
lote., m (March 1892), 18b-lS,. 
'!'he author'_ 8t~ ot the WeaTe1"s' play indicates that the scene ot the 
disputation in the t.eIIIp1e 1_ parallel to the second acene in the oor-
responding York p~. . 
French, John C. -.A. Ifote on the Miraole Plqa,' Modem I.!u'lguye lotea, m 
(Januar,r 1904), 31-32. 
The author attempts to d_onstrate that the Weavens' play parallels the 
entire York plq ot the Doct.ors, not only the second scene. Be then 
lists all the Ters10ns ot the plq, cyclic and non-cycl1c, whioh ean 
probabq be traced to a common OJ"ig1nal. 
hetton, Wi1l.1Ul George. '.otes on the Guild ot Oorpus Chr18ti or St. RLcho-
las Coventry,'!!!!. aeUsuaru III (October 1880), 68-71. 
Included 1n this brief histor;r and description ot the St. Nicholas Guild 
are entries troll its accounts noting expend1 tares for the Corpus ChrisU 
plqa. 
Harris, May Domer. IIfhe 'World' in the DOQIIsdq )(yater,' Pla7,- lotes and 
9!!r1es, cm (October l, 1925), 2h3. -
Since the author 1s of the opinion that the Coventry MDoouctaytt required 
three worlds, one to .et on tire at each perfoJ'Bl8J1Ce, she eli_grees 
wi th Sharp that ~ in an account book entl7 means a mechal1i_ tar 
producing the noI'iiO? an earthquake. In her opinion the 1IOl"d should be 
wor1~ to account tor the properties necessar,y tor the P~. 
Hohlteld, Alexander R. "!he Play ot the Weavers ot Ooventry," Modern Lan-
S!!S! lote., VII ~ 1892), )08-)10. ---
Since the scene. preceding the Weavers' pla7 are similar to those in 
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York~ Towneley, and Chester, the author is ot the opinion that an exami-
iiitl'on 01 the plays 1I1ll prove that the Coventry play has parallels in 
all the other eyel.. except lAdua Coventriae. He pose. the question 
uhether all these plays were direct'1Y taken !'rom an old f'om of' York 
or partl.J' from each other. -
Munro, J. u!yrlT firl.' and the Covm't17 Plar ot the HativiV,· lote. and 
gueries, 11th series, I (Februar,y 12, 1910), 12S-126. -
The Christaa carol which the shepherds sing in the Coventry Hativiv 
play is identified b7 the author .s -Tyr17 'tirlov,· • carol quoted in 
Cambridge Histoq.!! English Literature. 
Stevens, 'thoma8 Wood. -!he Shearman and Tailors' Pla7. A. Note on the Setting," 
Theatre !!l.! Month'lL XVI (Ju17 1932), S8)-S84. 
In an ettort to explain how Herod co~d have carried out the directions, 
"Herod rages in the pageant and the street also, It vi thout interrupting 
his tirade, the author suggest. that there mar have been a spiral stair 
which led around. the end ot the pageant wagon to the street. 
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